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CORPORATE PROFILE
University Network of Excellence in Nuclear Engineering (UNENE) is a not-for-profit Corporation
incorporated by the Government of Canada with Letters Patent issued on July 22, 2002. The
Head Office of the Corporation is located at the Department of Engineering Physics, Faculty of
Engineering, McMaster University, 1280, Main Street West, Hamilton, ON, L8S 4L7.
UNENE is a unique industry - university alliance. Its current members are:
Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. (AECL-CRL)
Bruce Power (BP)
Ontario Power Generation (OPG)
CANDU Energy Inc (CEI) formerly AECL, SP (Engineering)
CANDU Owners Group (COG)
Cameco
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission (CNSC)
AMEC/Nuclear Safety Solutions (AMEC/NSS)
Nuclear Waste Management Organization (NWMO)
McMaster University
Queen’s University
University of Toronto
University of Ontario Institute of Technology (UOIT)
University of Waterloo
The University of Western Ontario
Ecole Polytechnique Montreal (EPM)
University of New Brunswick
Royal Military College
University of Guelph
University of Saskatchewan
University of Windsor
UNENE was launched to ensure that the Canadian nuclear industry would continue to have a
dependable supply of highly qualified and skilled professionals to meet its current obligations
and emerging challenges. To this end, industry is investing significant funds in selected
universities and is contributing in-kind to enable the universities to acquire and retain the highest
quality of teaching and research professoriate. The industry is also assisting the universities in
developing relevant research programs, attracting bright students, educating and training them
to pursue safe and efficient use of nuclear technology. The universities secure additional funds
from the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council (NSERC) of Canada, and
elsewhere, to match investments made by the nuclear industry.
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CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE ............................................................
Jatin Nathwani
It is with a growing sense of pride that I am able to share with you an
important marker in our collective journey: the University Network of
Excellence in Nuclear Engineering (UNENE) celebrated its first 10th
year anniversary this past year. The achievements of the past decade
are a testament to the commitment of many individuals who see merit
in co-operation and collaboration between industry and the universities
to serve the broader public interest. With deep gratitude, I acknowledge
the foresight and leadership of those in industry and the academy who
forged this partnership and played a pivotal role in nurturing UNENE to
what it is today.
We have witnessed considerable growth in all aspects of UNENE’s
programs throughout the year and the success is mostly attributed to the commitment and hard
work of the officers, the research teams of Industrial Research Chairs and participating industry
experts. UNENE continues to be a well-respected research and educational network both
nationally and globally. It is viewed as an effective network, first of its kind, in tackling nuclear
industry`s long term needs for highly qualified personnel to help fill the knowledge gaps created
as a result of the ‘demographic deficit’ arising from the retirement of a generation of engineers
and scientists.
Delivering high value and benefits to the public sector and industry partners remains a priority of
the Board. The biannual Benefits Report to the Board is a comprehensive review of the
advances in knowledge developed and illustrates its direct applicability to the day to day
operations and challenges of the nuclear industry. This report also examines other key benefits
such as additional leveraged funding, international collaborations, knowledge exchange, and
publications and patents obtained. We have also put in place a process for the smooth
succession planning of research chairs, renewal of its joint NSERC/UNENE programs and to
ensure the sustainability of a strong and active research program to support emerging industry
needs.
Energy challenges command our world’s attention. A healthy energy equation requires a
balance amongst energy sources and we believe nuclear energy has an important role to play in
the global energy supply mix. UNENE has an important role to foster innovation in Canada and
support the industry’s national and global aspirations.

Jatin Nathwani, Ph.D, P.Eng
Professor and Ontario Research Chair in Public Policy for
Sustainable Energy
Executive Director, Waterloo Institute for Sustainable
Energy (WISE)
Faculty of Engineering and Faculty of Environment
University of Waterloo, Waterloo, ON
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REPORT OF THE VICE CHAIR .................................................
Paul Spekkens
UNENE marked its tenth anniversary in 2012 while continuing to set
goals in support of the original objectives set for it in 2002. This past
decade enabled all member universities to establish its nuclear
research program, build a strong team and acquire the equipment,
tools and facilities needed to establish a viable program. Progress
reports submitted throughout the last 4 years to the NSERC/UNENE,
program enlist the strengths and achievements of these programs
noting advances in knowledge, forged national and international
collaborations, contributions to industry knowledge as well as a strong
complement of publications in scientific journals.
Renewal of many IRCs is coming up in 2014 after two five-year terms
of NSERC/UNENE funding (2004-2014). This continues to be a priority for the Board of
Directors including succession planning should potential retirement of IRC is foreseeable. To
date the IRC on Control & Instrumentation and Electrical Systems at the University of Western
Ontario (UWO) has reapplied for a third 5 year term along with a submission of his planned
research program and its objectives for the next five years. Details of the program submission
were prepared in consultation with industry representatives. A similar process is planned for the
three IRCs due in 2014.
The Education program continues to achieve a steady growth working collaboratively with
industry in enhancing nuclear competency of young industry professionals. Since its inception,
over 120 students have enrolled in the M.Eng. program of which half have graduated to date. A
four course Diploma parallel to the M.Eng. has been approved by the Board and is currently
being in review and approval by two member universities (McMaster and UOIT). The new
Diploma program offers the option of only a four graduate level course program and is geared to
industry professionals interested in enhancing their core competency in a relatively short period.
All UNENE participants look forward to a successful decade ahead with continual growth and
achievements.

Paul Spekkens
Vice President, Science and Technology Development
Ontario Power Generation
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE ....................................................
Membership of UNENE is available to Canadian universities, corporations, associations,
government agencies or other entities. The Board of Directors and the Voting Members of
UNENE approve an application for admission. Membership of UNENE is of two categories
namely: Voting Members and Non-Voting Members. Each such Member, that is a corporation,
nominates representatives in the various dealings of UNENE.
Only those entities that fulfill the Annual Membership Fee and fund a significant portion of the
overall UNENE Program and those universities that host UNENE funded Industry Research
Chairs are eligible to become Voting Members. The current Voting Members of UNENE are
Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd (Chalk River labs), Bruce Power, Cameco, Ontario Power
Generation, McMaster University, Queen’s University, University of Toronto, University of
Ontario Institute of Technology, Royal Military College, University of Waterloo and The
University of Western Ontario.
Other industrial entities that are committed to UNENE objectives and as a minimum pay the
Annual Membership Fee and universities that participate in research and teaching of UNENE
programs may become Non-Voting Members if they apply and when the Board of Directors and
Voting Members of UNENE approve their applications. Currently, CANDU Owners Group,
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission, CANDU Energy Inc., AMEC/NSS, Ecole Polytechnique,
University of New Brunswick, and University of Guelph are Non-Voting Members of UNENE.
The UNENE Board of Directors, with each Voting Member represented by one Director,
manages the property and business of UNENE. Each Voting Member nominates one Director
for a renewable two-year term. The Directors representing Voting Members from universities
elect the Board Chair; and the Directors representing industry Voting Members elect the Board
Vice-Chair. The term of office of both the Chair and the Vice-Chair is two years renewable for
additional terms. Effective September 2009, Dr. Jatin Nathwani had assumed the position of
Chair and Dr. Paul Spekkens assumed the position of Vice-Chair of the UNENE Board of
Directors Renewed for another 2 year term).
The Board of Directors sets policies and procedures not defined in the By-Laws of UNENE. It
functions through two standing committees, the membership of which are drawn from the
member organizations of UNENE
 Education Advisory Committee (EAC)
 Research Advisory Committee (RAC)
For administrative functions, the UNENE Board of Directors appoints a President and CEO,
Secretary/Treasurer and Program Director as officers of UNENE, each for a two-year term
renewable for additional terms. Current officers of UNENE for this reporting period are:
 Dr. Basma Shalaby, President and CEO, thereafter from September 2009
 Dr. Ben Rouben, Secretary / Treasurer, from July 1, 2008
 Dr. Victor Snell, Program Director, from June 23, 2008
o Dr. Bill Garland (Ex. UNENE Executive Director) is currently working with COG as the
Technical Director for the development of the Candu Textbook in collaboration with
UNENE.
The financial year of UNENE is from April 1 to March 31 of the succeeding calendar year.
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THE UNENE NETWORK .............................................................

Royal Military College

University of Toronto
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VISION AND STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES ................................
Vision:
“An outstanding and effective university-industry-government partnership promoting universitybased education and research in nuclear science and engineering”.

Mission:
UNENE is committed to blend the strengths of industry and university and secure government
assistance to deliver relevant nuclear engineering educational and research programs, and train
highly skilled human resources for the current and future needs of Canada. The strengthened
university-based UNENE expertise will be accessible to public government and industry.
General Objectives:
Nuclear industry, universities and governments in Canada have elected to work together to
ensure that Canada continues to be among world leaders in peaceful and safe application of
nuclear technology. UNENE concentrates its efforts to ensure that, in sufficient numbers, bright
candidates are attracted, educated and trained as engineers and scientists to advance the state
of the art in nuclear technology and find innovative solutions for challenges faced by industry.

Specific Objectives:
1. Enhance the supply of highly qualified graduates in nuclear science and technology
2. Sustain university-based research and development in nuclear science and technology
focusing primarily on mid to longer term research
3. Create a group of respected, university-based, nuclear experts for public and industry
consultation
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT ...............................................................
Basma Shalaby
UNENE continued to sustain a high level of activities this year while
maintaining its interface with industry members, universities and other
stakeholders. The new redesigned UNENE website was launched in
December 2012, with some new features intended to facilitate access
to research programs, their progress reports as well as all other
UNENE relevant resources.
Research programs and publications continued at a high rate
throughout the year, raising the profile of Canadian nuclear research
both nationally and internationally and resulting in many interactions
and cooperative activities.
The redefinition of AECL-CRL as a national science and technology lab has enabled bilateral
discussion with UNENE researchers on the potential of accessing some of AECL’s unique
facilities/expertise by UNENE, thus bringing value to both entities. Two workshops were held
this year that helped identify many opportunities for collaborations. Some of the topics identified
are severe accident research, radiation health effects and testing of wireless instrumentation in
CANDU-like environments. The latter testing has already begun at the ZED-2 Facility at Chalk
River Labs.
A notable highlight this year is the ongoing development of a CANDU Textbook documenting
the scientific basis of the CANDU-HWR technology. The project is funded under a CANDU
Owners Group (COG) Joint Project with contributions from CANDU utilities in Canada and
offshore. To date 70% of the chapters are now complete and ongoing peer reviews. One
chapter has already progressed to the professional editing phase. The first edition of the
textbook is expected to be printed for a wider distribution as well as available electronically as
an E- book with subsequent updates only available electronically.
The biannual review of UNENE’s benefits was undertaken again this year covering the 20102012 period with some of the salient benefits noted below.
-

Industrial funding for UNENE research continued at the level of $1.67M/year fully
leveraged by NSERC funding. Some additional one time grants of $1M were
successfully leveraged by some IRCs in support of their current programs

-

Ongoing research programs continue to advance knowledge in all areas of the
technology, with some developed technologies successfully deployed by utilities in
support of their continuous safe and economic plant operation.

-

A key infrastructure lab, the Queen’s University Reactor Material Testing Lab (RMTL)
building, is currently nearing completion of its construction. The new facility will comprise
of a 4 MeV tandem accelerator, two new electron microscopes and other testing
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equipment. These will be used to further research on CANDU pressure tube material
and increased characterization of its irradiation induced degradation mechanisms.
-

The new Centre for Advanced Nuclear Systems (CANS) has been approved but not yet
built. This $24.5M regional facility will provide a suite of irradiated material handling and
testing facilities and equipment; a thermal testing laboratory (at McMaster); and a
radiation dose laboratory (at UOIT). This infrastructure, together with the McMaster
Nuclear Reactor (MNR) and the Canadian Center for Electron Microscopy, provides a
world-class materials and thermal testing center unique in North America. The project
was supported by a majority of Canadian nuclear energy related companies (OPG,
Bruce Power, AECL, and Kinectrics) as well as a number of leading international
organizations (EPRI, EdF, Bechtel).

-

Training and development of HQP continues at a current level of around 130 graduate
students throughout various research programs who are currently at various phases of
their research programs. Thirty seven (37) HQP have graduated in the last two years of
which 2/3 have been successfully recruited by industry. The remaining graduates have
been recruited by either academia or US National labs.

-

The number of M.Eng. graduates has reached 70 by the end of the 2012 academic year,
making the number of active students decrease to around 50. This level is expected to
increase in the longer term due to the future Darlington refurbishment, Bruce Unit 1
Return To Service and the recognition of the UNENE M.Eng. course work by industry
members as a means of competency building and career advancement .The distance
education offered by UNENE in its M.Eng. courses continues to be successful and very
useful to a number of the participants in the courses.
The proposed Diploma Program is a program of 4 graduate-level courses and is
intended to attract industry professionals interested in enhancing their core
competencies in a given skill set .UNENE is currently working closely with two
universities to approve the program details and make it available in the next 18 months.

In closing and on behalf of the UNENE Board of Directors I would like to sincerely thank all
researchers, Committee members, M.Eng. instructors and UNENE staff for their commitment in
making such a network a valuable partnership to all its members. It has been another fruitful
year for UNENE while marking its tenth anniversary. It continues to provide value to industry
through its research outcomes and derived knowledge and its transfer to industry. Such
industry–university partnership is built on mutual benefits and has well served all members in
meeting the original objectives set forth at the inception of UNENE in 2002.
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EXTERNAL RELATIONSHIPS
Basma Shalaby
UNENE continues to be a well regarded partnership between academia and industry both within
Canada and internationally. In 2012 UNENE, amongst other stakeholders, has been invited to
many nuclear stakeholder events seeking input to the public policy on the nuclear agenda and
its role in Canada’s future energy supply. Relationships have also continued with COG, CNA,
OCI and other organizations addressing various aspects related to research, education, training
and outreach. Industry consultations with UNENE universities this year ranged between 40-50
interactions, consultations and technical exchanges. Most of these were on COG technical
committees, industry technical panels and review teams, as well as some with various federal
and provincial departments and panels. Relationships with the IAEA, OECD-NEA and the CTBT
(Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty) continued at various levels in relation to knowledge and
scientific data sharing, education and training best practices.
Several book chapters were prepared for the NEA-OECD by one of the IRCs on Zircaloy and
fuel oxidation phenomena. Other IRCs subscribed to international benchmarking exercises
using Canadian safety and T/H codes. These are aimed at increasing confidence and validation
of Canadian codes and showcasing our analytical safety analysis tools.
Two IRC’s have been recognized internationally for their academic and scientific capabilities;
Dr. John Luxat senior IRC on Nuclear Safety and Thermal hydraulics received the American
Nuclear Society (ANS) Thermal hydraulics Divisions’ Technical Achievement Award at the ANS
Winter Meeting on November 2012. Professor Luxat was the past Chair of the ANS Thermal
hydraulics Division and a world respected expert in thermal hydraulics

And Dr. Jin Jiang senior IRC on Instrumentation and Control was elevated to a fellow of the ISA
(International Society of Automation).
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EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES .....................................................
Joint Master’s of Nuclear Engineering Degree Program
Program Director’s Report
Victor Snell
Education and development of highly qualified personnel (HQP) is
one of the principal objectives of UNENE. This objective is fulfilled
through graduate level education at participating universities. There
are two paths:
1) traditional research-oriented graduate degrees, or research
assistantships, in nuclear-related disciplines; and 2) the Master’s of
Engineering (M.Eng.) Degree program in Nuclear Engineering,
jointly offered by member universities, with strong UNENE support
and overall coordination. The M.Eng. Program is accredited by the
Ontario Council of Graduate Studies (OCGS) and is aimed largely
at people already working within the industry and wishing to
upgrade their education within the discipline of an academic
environment.
To accommodate students with a full-time job, the courses are given during weekends
throughout the academic year, normally at the Whitby campus of Durham College. Synchronous
interactive distance education is now a routine part of every course – it is used “live” by remote
students, and the recordings provide all students a means of reviewing the material.
In order to deliver a full breadth of nuclear engineering courses, the program exploits
professorial expertise residing at participating universities and draws specialist guest lecturers
from UNENE industry members. The Education Advisory Committee (EAC) of UNENE controls
curriculum matters, whereas the Program Director appointed by UNENE is responsible for
enrolment, logistics, educational quality and effectiveness, instructor selection, course delivery,
and liaison work with universities. The UNENE Administrator executes the UNENE- and
university-administrative aspects of the program.
The past academic year saw a slight decrease in net enrolment in the UNENE M.Eng. As of the
end of calendar 2012, there was an “active” enrolment (existing + accepted – inactive –
graduated) of 54, with the determining factor being employer funding.
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Figure 1 shows the long-term trend based on a January snapshot.

UNENE Students Registered by Academic Year
(January Snapshot)
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Figure 1 - Long-Term Enrolment Trends

Figure 2 shows a cross-section of the students who graduated in 2012, along with the UNENE
Officers.

Figure 2 - Some 2012 UNENE Graduates with UNENE Officers
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Figure 3 summarizes the cumulative throughput of students as of end 2012, for the life of the
UNENE M.Eng.
Enrollment
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Figure 3 - Cumulative Lifetime UNENE Enrolment
Highlights of 2012 include:










The mixed 2/3-year cycle for courses was implemented this year. All core courses are
given every two years and all non-core courses every three years. This allows
predictability in course scheduling, spreads out the core courses so any given year is not
too loaded, and accommodates the new courses in Fuel Management and Fuel
Engineering.
A new distance education tool (Blackboard) has been tested and will be adopted for first
use in 2013. It should give greater reliability, as it is hosted by a commercial provider,
with the servers manned 24/7.
Optional not-for-credit free weekend Refresher courses in Reactor Physics,
Thermodynamics, Mathematics and Chemistry continue to ensure students are prepared
for the formal UNENE course. They are also offered to industry staff who want an
overview of the topics.
A new programme offering a UNENE graduate diploma (complementary to the M.Eng.)
has been proposed in response to the need for a shorter / cheaper qualification. The
proposal was approved by the UNENE Board of Directors. University approval is being
sought.
Two Advanced Professional Development courses in Radiation Protection and Project
management were delivered on utility premises.
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Report of the Education Advisory Committee (EAC)
Mahesh Pandey, Chair
Emily Corcoran, Vice Chair
The Education Advisory Committee (EAC) of UNENE met
approximately quarterly in this reporting period. The Mandate of EAC
is to advise the UNENE Board on education-related issues, including
the curriculum for the M.Eng. degree in Nuclear Engineering,
admission standards, accreditation, course selection and delivery
effectiveness and soliciting students for the program. The EAC also
reviews and dispositions proposals from the Program Director on
courses and course delivery.
The COG-funded CANDU Textbook is now well underway. Most of the
Chapter authors are UNENE IRCs, CRDs or industry instructors for
UNENE. Almost all of the draft Chapters have been completed and
are with external experts for review.
The new schedule for UNENE courses is now implemented, with core
courses given every two years and non-core courses every three
years.
The Board of Directors instructed UNENE to broaden and diversify its
educational offerings beyond the UNENE M.Eng. – e.g. professional
non-academic development for industry staff, and a UNENE nuclear
diploma. Two professional development courses were delivered on
industry premises this year. A proposal for a UNENE diploma was
prepared and approved by the EAC and the UNENE Board. It has
been submitted to McMaster and to UOIT for University approval.
The EAC has been giving guidance to the Programme Director on the upcoming Programme
Review, now scheduled for 2013. This activity will intensify as the review gets underway.
The Committee consists of one representative from each UNENE member. Mahesh Pandey
was the Chairman, and Emily Corcoran was the Vice-Chairwoman, for the reporting period. At
the end of the reporting period, the combined Committee Membership was as follows:
AECL-CRL
Bruce Power
Guelph
McMaster
NWMO
OPG
Queen’s
RMC
RMC

Bob Speranzini (RAC Chair) / Ramesh Sadhankar
Peter Purdy
Peter Tremaine
John Luxat / Dave Novog (alternate)
Paul Gierszewski
Saad Dahdouh / Mary Duarte
Mark Daymond
Emily Corcoran (EAC Vice-Chair)
Brent Lewis
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Saskatchewan
Toronto
UOIT
UOIT
Waterloo
Western
Windsor
CNSC
COG
AMEC-NSS
École Polytechnique
UNB
NRCan
Candu Energy

Chary Rangacharyulu
Roger Newman
George Bereznai
Tony Waker / Ed Waller (alternate)
Mahesh Pandey (EAC Chair)
Jin Jiang
Ram Balachandar
Nanci Laroche / David Newland (alternate)
Frank Doyle / Henry Chan (alternate)
John MacKinnon
Jean Koclas
Derek Lister
Dan Brady
Sermet Kuran

Ex-officio UNENE Officers:
President
Program Director
Secretary/Treasurer

Basma Shalaby
Victor Snell
Ben Rouben

The committee oversees the course-based Master’s of Engineering program in Nuclear
Engineering, aimed at upgrading the knowledge of staff already working in the nuclear industry.
The M.Eng. Program is jointly offered by McMaster, Queen’s, UOIT, Waterloo and Western.
Candidates eligible for admission into the graduate program of a participant university enroll in
the M.Eng. Program and complete 10 half-term courses, of which two may be replaced by a
major engineering project, to earn their Degree. Three of the 10 courses can be Business
Courses from Advanced Design and Manufacturing Institute (ADMI). The Education Advisory
Committee recommends curriculum, course content and potential instructors. In addition, it
assists the Program Director in making arrangements for technical visits and selection of course
delivery sites at member organizations.
Current offerings include the following courses:
UN0501: Nuclear Fuel Management of the Reactor Core
UN0601: Control, instrumentation and electrical systems in CANDU
UN0602: Nuclear fuel waste management
UN0603: Project management for nuclear engineering
UN0701: Engineering risk and reliability
UN0702: Power plant thermodynamics
UN0801: Nuclear plant systems and operations
UN0802: Nuclear reactor analysis (Reactor Physics)
UN0803: Nuclear reactor safety design
UN0804: Nuclear reactor heat transport system design
UN0805: Radiation health risks and benefits
UN0806: Nuclear Fuel Engineering
UN0901: Nuclear materials
UN1001: Reactor chemistry and corrosion
The four courses in red are compulsory core courses, taken by every student.
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Detailed teaching evaluations, conducted at the end of each course, provide opportunities for
quality control. Examination of evaluation feedback assists the Committee in assessing the
quality of teaching, and the teaching faculty in incorporating changes for improving the next
offering and enhancing the students’ learning experience. The committee also recommends
adoption of the latest computer and web-based course delivery tools to facilitate interaction
between students and instructors. All course material is made available over the web. Lectures
are recorded and made available on the web for review purposes.
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RESEARCH ACTIVITIES ............................................................
Report of the Research Advisory Committee (RAC)
Robert Speranzini, RAC Chair

THE PRIMARY OBJECTIVES OF UNENE are to conduct
research and train personnel in CANDU technology through
establishing Industrial Research Chairs (IRC) in Ontario
universities and funding research at other Canadian
universities. Since the creation of UNENE, seven IRCs and
associate IRCs have been established. Several Collaborative
Research and Development (CRD) projects have also been
awarded to other researchers at Canadian universities. The
established IRCs and ongoing CRD projects are currently
facilitating research on significant industry issues resulting in
researchers being trained in specialized fields of CANDU
technology to help replenish CANDU expertise in the industry.
The Research Advisory Committee of UNENE meets three times a year. Robert Speranzini
chaired the committee in this reporting period. The Committee membership for this reporting
period comprised:
AECL
(Chair)
Bruce Power
OPG
COG
CNSC
NSS
McMaster University (Past-Chair)
Queen’s University
Toronto
UOIT
University of Waterloo
Western Ontario
(Vice-Chair)
Ecolé Polytechnique
UNB
Royal Military College
Guelph University
UNENE

Robert Speranzini
Peter Purdy
Saad Dahdoud
Frank Doyle
Nanci Laroche
John MacKinnon
John Luxat / David Novog
Mark Daymond
Roger Newman
Anthony Waker/ Ed Waller
Mahesh Pandey
Jin Jiang
Jean Koclas
Derek Lister
Brent Lewis
Peter Tremaine
Basma Shalaby, Ben Rouben

The main work of the committee has been:
1. Reviewing the progress of IRC research programs
2. Supporting grant applications for research funding that provide effective leveraging of
UNENE funding.
3. Sponsoring an R&D Workshop and Student Poster Session
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Implementing new Collaborative Research and Development (CRD) projects
Monitoring progress of existing CRD research proposals
Supporting the renewal of IRCs and succession planning for IRCs
Improved progress reporting to better communicate the benefits of UNENE R&D
Improved understanding of university capabilities by facilitating industry member
tours of university facilities.
9. Strengthening interactions with and visibility of students (e.g. through student poster
sessions).
CHAIR PROGRAMS: The currently established UNENE/NSERC IRCs cover seven critical
areas of CANDU technology as described below. During the period, one of the existing
chairs (Nuclear Materials) was renewed as discussed below.
1) Nuclear Materials (Rick Holt (Retired / Mark Daymond (current Chair, Queen’s
University). This chair program focuses on CANDU Fuel Channels (FC) and primarily on
improving the understanding of the basic mechanisms of Pressure Tube (PT)
deformation and the effects of manufacturing variables, microstructure, and irradiation.
The other focus of the Queen’s chair program is the understanding of hydrogen effects
on PT integrity and the behavior of hydrides in zirconium to support research in Delayed
Hydride Cracking and Fracture. Such degradation mechanisms threaten the structural
integrity and end-of-life of the PTs in CANDU Nuclear Power Plants (NPP). The previous
Senior Chair Rick Holt retired during this period and the Chair was successfully renewed
in 2012 for a 5 year period with Mark Daymond as the Chair. Attention was paid during
2012 to progressing construction of the Reactor Materials Test lab with the proton
accelerator due for delivery in 2013.
2) Nuclear Safety (John Luxat (Executive Chair)/ David Novog (Associate Chair),
McMaster University). This chair program focuses on Nuclear Safety Analysis
Methodology and Nuclear Safety Thermalhydraulics. The Nuclear Safety Analysis area
includes developing “best estimate” models of physical processes, plant conditions and
failure events and methods to evaluate the propagation of uncertainty in accident
analysis to ensure safety limits are met at a prescribed confidence level. The research
has also focused on modeling severe accident phenomena. The other focus of the
program is theoretical modeling and experimental studies in Thermalhydraulics. The
objective in this area is to improve understanding of heat transfer behavior that
influences both operational safety margins and the integrity of components during
accidents. The Chair was successfully converted to an Executive IRC and both the Chair
and Associate Chair were renewed in early 2009 (to 2014).
3) Performance of Nuclear Materials Alloys (Roger Newman (Senior Chair), University
of Toronto – U of T). The primary focus of research in this chair program is corrosion
and protection of alloys used in CANDU systems. Model alloys are also used, along with
atomistic simulation, to interpret the more complex behaviour of industrial alloys. A
fundamental understanding of corrosion mechanisms is vital for plant life prediction,
guidance for remedial measures, and materials selection for new and refurbished plants.
The U of T chair has a particular focus on Steam Generator (SG) materials, and also
covers some aspects of nuclear waste management such as dry storage. Research
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activities include mechanisms of stress corrosion cracking in high-temperature aqueous
environments, intergranular corrosion of Monel, lead effects in nickel-alloy corrosion,
theory of alloy corrosion and stress corrosion, properties of nanoporous metals formed
during corrosion, and electrochemical monitoring in concrete. The Chair was
successfully renewed in 2009 (to 2014).
4) NPP Instrumentation and Control (Jin Jiang (Senior Chair), University of Western
Ontario - UWO). The objectives of this chair are to: (1) investigate new control concepts
and systems in refurbishing the existing plants; (2) develop new techniques to increase
the reliability of neutron flux detectors; and (3) develop new techniques to relate
probabilistic based risk analysis techniques to plant maintenance and outage planning.
Methodologies being developed include:
(1) establishing software and hardware
experimental test procedures and environment for evaluating Distributed Control
Systems; (2) using statistical and time-frequency based advanced signal processing
techniques to detect abnormal conditions in the neutron flux signals; and (3)
examining risk – based approaches to safety system analysis and relating risk to
maintenance optimization using mathematical modeling and aging models. The Chair
was successfully renewed in 2008 (to 2013).
5) Risk-Based Life Cycle Management (Mahesh Pandey (Senior Chair), University of
Waterloo). The primary objective of this chair is to advance the life-cycle management of
critical components of CANDU reactors, namely, FCs, SGs and feeders. In the FC area,
the program will provide methodologies for risk assessment of PT-Calandria Tube
contact, determination of optimum sample size for SLAR (Spacer Location and
Repositioning) revisits, and a probabilistic model of D2-uptake rate. In the area of SGs,
the program is developing a risk-based model for optimizing SG inspection,
maintenance, and repair activities. In the area of feeders, a probabilistic model of Flow
Accelerated Corrosion (FAC) and wall thinning is under development, in order to
optimize the aging management of feeders. The Chair was successfully renewed in
2009 (to 2014).
6) Nuclear Fuel (Brent Lewis (Senior Chair) Royal Military College). The primary objective
of this chair is to advance knowledge of fuel behavior under normal operating conditions
(NOC). This includes modeling of fuel defect formation; oxidation of defected fuel;
development of defected fuel monitoring techniques; and advanced fuel designs in
support of the CANDU industry. This Chair was established in 2007 with a five year term
to 2012.
7) Health Physics and Environmental Safety (Tony Waker (Senior Chair), University of
Ontario Institute of Technology). The primary objective of this chair is to advance health
physics and environmental safety in support of operating CANDU reactors. This includes
conducting research in such areas as: advanced tissue equivalent proportional counters
for power plant neutron-gamma monitoring; ultra-thin scintillator counter for tritium in air
monitoring; microdosimetry and radiation quality of low energy photons and beta rays;
and, simulation of CANDU radiation fields and dose visualization. This Chair was
established in 2008 with a five year term to 2013.
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NON-CHAIR RESEARCH PROJECTS: A number of CRD projects (3 year term) were
awarded to other university researchers in previous years and new rounds of CRD’s were
initiated in 2009 and 2010 based upon the success of the initial program and the strong
support for the program from the UNENE funding partners. An additional call was initiated in
2011 and the following CRDs approved by the UNENE Board of Directors and have
submitted applications for NSERC matching funding.



Peter Tremaine, Guelph, Predictive Models for D2O Isotope Effects on Ionization and
Metal Hydrolysis Under CANDU Coolant Conditions
Zhongwen Yao, Queen’s, Aging of Inconel X-750 Spacer Material

UNENE R&D WORKSHOP: The annual Research Workshop was held in November 2012 as
part of the R&D review and planning and in concert with the call for new Collaborative R&D
(CRD) proposals. About 105 attended in 2012 (compared with 85 in 2011, 90 in 2010, and 70 in
2009) from industry (OPG, BP, COG, Candu Energy), member universities and other
universities, government (NRCan, CNSC, AECL) with a full agenda for the day:
 industry representatives and stakeholders articulated needs and R&D requirements;
 existing Industrial Research Chairs (IRCs) and CRD holders gave updates on progress
and expected benefits of their work; and,
 potential new CRD holders provided an overview of capabilities and potential new work.
Examples of priorities and/or R&D needs presented includes:
 safety and licensing; e.g. operational support, severe accident management
 material degradation assessment and mitigation strategies;
 components (fuel channels, feeders, SGs, fuel); probabilistic assessment of failures
 PSA modeling of digital I&C, probabilistic assessment of structural integrity of pressure
boundary, I&C wireless communication.
It was clear from university presentations that building of HQP and facilities is ongoing and has
reached a sustainable and functional level. Programs focus on key R&D areas of interest to
industry and stakeholders.
The call for new CRD proposals was issued based on priorities presented at the workshop.
Some discussion focused on access (by IRCs and CRD holders) to facilities at AECL-CRL given
the new mandate of AECL (resulting from AECL restructuring).
UNENE STUDENT POSTER SESSIONS
As in earlier years, a successful student poster session was held in 2012 and was coordinated
with the Annual R&D workshop. The poster session in 2012 included 49 posters from 10
universities with about 95 participants (compared with 49 posters from 10 universities in 2011,
and 35 posters from 11 universities in 2010). Prizes were awarded for the top three posters as
assessed by a team of industry and university representatives according to:
 Relevance to a current or emerging nuclear industry R&D issue (40%);
 Quality and originality of the work (30%); and,
 Effectiveness - poster appearance, and presentation & level of student interaction
(30%).
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Prizes were awarded in 2012 to:
 First Prize ($1,000): “A Study of Gamma-Radiation-Induced Carbon Steel Corrosion”, by
Kevin Daub, X. Zhang, J. Noel, J.C. Wren (Western University)
 Second Prize ($600): “Stress-Corrosion Cracking of NiFeCr Alloys in Acid Sulphate
Crevice Environments”, by S.Y. Persaud, A.G. Carcea, R. Newman (University of
Toronto)
 Third Prize ($400) – 2 posters together:
o “Effects of Pre-Injected Helium on Irradiation Damage in CANDU® Spacer
Material Inconel ® X-750”, by Ken. Zhang (Queen’s University)
o “In-Situ Study of Heavy-Ion-Irradiation-Induced Damage in CANDU® Spacer
Material Inconel ® X-750”, by Ken. Zhang (Queen’s University)
 Honourable Mention:
o “Design Earthquake for Nuclear Power Plants”, by Bo Li (University of Waterloo)
o “Dislocation Evolution During Deformation of Irradiated Zr-2.5%Nb Pressure
Tube”, by Fei Long (Queen’s University)
In addition, during the 2012 UNENE Student Poster Session, an opportunity was given to
industry and stakeholders to communicate career opportunities for students.
UNENE NETWORK OF NUCLEAR EXPERTS: UNENE chair and non-chair programs have
created a wide network of nuclear experts in Canada. The industry has been significantly
benefiting from this network of expertise through numerous advisory and consultative
exchanges. Examples of these consultations are presented in the reports of the IRCs.
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Industrial Research Chairs
(IRC)
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Queen’s University – Mark Daymond IRC
UNENE/NSERC IRC Program: Nuclear Materials
Overview
Prof. Holt has retired and moved to Professor Emeritus status in early
2012. Approval for the renewal of the Chair with Prof. Daymond as
Senior Chair was given by NSERC in December 2011, with the new
Chair program beginning in April 2012. In addition, new faculty
member Zhongwen Yao (joined Queen’s in August 2009) now has a
well established program partially supported by the Chair (through cosupervised graduate students); Prof. Yao’s focus is on TEM studies
and modelling of irradiation damage.
The specific goals of the program are to understand the anisotropic
behaviour of pressure tube material, over a wide range of
crystallographic textures and microstructures and to relate this to the
elongation of pressure tubes, their increase in diameter, their sag and their fracture
characteristics. The research currently concentrates on the effect of manufacturing variables on
the properties microstructure and texture of pressure tubes, the anisotropic creep of Zr-2.5Nb,
the plastic anisotropy of Zr-2.5Nb, Zircaloy-2 and Excel alloy (Zr-3.5%Sn,1%Nb, 1%Mo), the
behaviour of hydrides in bulk Zr-2.5Nb, delayed hydride cracking of Zr-2.5Nb and the
mechanical behaviour of Ni alloy steam generator tubing (with additional funding). During the
reporting period, the focus on irradiation damage and its effects of properties of Zr alloys has
continued. This latter area will be a significant part of the Chair program in the future.

Program Highlights & Advances in Knowledge
Significant advances have been made in the past year in understanding hydrides both in bulk
and at notch tips (Journal 6, 8). Significant progress has also been made in our ability to carry
out modelling of deformation and in applying advanced characterisation techniques to materials,
including irradiated (Journals 2, 3, 10). Finally, we continue to develop expertise in the area of
ion irradiation as a tool to explore the effect of neutron irradiation (Journals 1, 4, 12).
Detailed research highlight
•

Advanced characterisation of irradiated materials (F Long)

In the last decade, considerable effort has been made to advance diffraction line profile analysis
(DLPA) procedures that can characterize the microstructure of crystalline materials by forward
modeling whole diffraction patterns. For the very first time we applied these techniques to study
irradiated materials (Journal 10). This allows for quantitative analysis of dislocation populations
in a non-destructive way. Specifically was studied ex-service and unirradiated pressure tube
(PT) material, both as-received and after subsequent cold work. Changes in peak shape that
can be interpreted by DLPA show the changes of both dislocation density and type. For the
unirradiated PT material the applied cold work changes the total density from 6 to 20 E14/m 2,
while the <a>:<c+a> ratio changes from 75%:25% to 65%:35%. The dislocation arrangement
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parameter starts at 1 and doesn't change. For irradiated material the density changes from 24 to
35 E14/m2, while the <a>:<c+a> ratio changes from 95%:5% to 70%:30% and the arrangement
parameter changes from 3 to 1.6. The arrangement parameter says how 'random' the
dislocations are, with a higher value meaning more random, i.e. a higher energy state. Hence
the irradiation induced dislocations are less energetically favoured than cold work dislocations,
but become more like cold-work dislocations as deformation progresses. An arrangement
parameter of 1 is typical for cold worked metals. The <a> dislocation density of the irradiated
material does not change significantly due to subsequent deformation (staying about
22E14/m2). No pure <c> dislocations were found, in agreement with TEM observations.

Figure 1. Evolution of the <a> and <c+a> Burgers vector densities due to irradiation and due to
subsequent plastic deformation.
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Figure 2. The dimensionless Wilkens dislocation arrangement parameter (M) increases
significantly due to the irradiation, showing that dislocations are more randomly arranged than
those due to cold-work. The subsequent plastic deformation causes the value of M to decrease
from 3 to 1.6, but the resulting value is still detectably higher, then for cold work of unirradiated
PT material. There is no detectable change in the arrangement of the dislocation structure when
only plastic deformation is applied.

Realized outcomes to Industry
As described in our previous annual report some of our earlier studies on the growth and stress
state of hydrides are being compared against predictions of H3DMAP by AECL to provide
advanced validation of the model predictions (under COG WP10166); this work continued in
2012. H3DMAP is used as input into fitness for service guidelines with relation to hydrides
forming at flaws. It is used to predict the growth of hydrides at a crack tip under the influence of
stress. Further experiments in this area were carried out in collaboration with Kinectrics Inc.
(COG WP 10197).
The creep models used to calculate the relaxation of stresses at flaws are themselves being
updated by Kinectrics Inc (COG WP 10618) based on our new understanding of the role of
dislocation structures on creep anisotropy. Further experiments were carried out in collaboration
with AECL and Kinectrics (COG WP 10619 ) using synchrotron x-ray diffraction to obtain data to
verify the creep predictions, including experiments on irradiated pressure tube material (April
2012).

Research Facilities and Equipment
The new CFI accelerator project continues: building construction started early 2012, and
continued through the year. The accelerator has been ordered and is under construction. The
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new microscopes were ordered in late 2012. Both accelerator and microscopes are expected to
be delivered in 2013. Prof. Yao has received a medium sized computing cluster to carry out
molecular dynamics simulations of radiation damage.

HQP Enrolled in the Program during 2012
Postdoctoral fellows (3): Prakash Sringram. Andrew Barrow & Laura Barrow.
PhD students (9): Hamid Abdolvand, Kazi Ahmmed, Mohammad Sattari, Yasir Idrees, Fei Long,
Qiang Fang, Sali Di, He Zhang, Hongbing Yu (joined Sep 2012).
MSc students (8): Louis Liao, Travis Skippon, Chris Cochrane, Dale Campbell, Marta Majkut,
Sarah Wan, Connor Kemp, Megan Swain (part time).

HQP that had Graduated; Number, Type
MASc student Eric Tulk, who graduated the group last year and spent a year at Los Alamos
National Lab, has now joined Kinectrics.
MASc. student Travis Skippon graduated in December 2012, and will stay on as a PhD student
in the group in 2013.
MASc. student Shuwai Wan graduated in September 2012, and moved to the US to be with
family.
PhD. student Hamid Abdolvand graduated in June 2012, and accepted a 2 year postdoctoral
position at Manchester University, UK.
PhD. student Mohammad Sattari graduated in October 2012, and accepted a 2 year
postdoctoral position at Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden.
Postdoctoral Fellow Andrew Barrow left in November 2012 and took up a permanent position at
Rolls Royce Nuclear in the UK.
Postdoctoral Fellow Laura Barrow left in November 2012 and took up a permanent position at
Firth Rixson in the UK.

Publications
Theses
1.
Multiscale modeling and experimental study of deformation twinning in hexagonal closepacked materials, H. Abdolvand, PhD Thesis, May 2012.
2.
Experiments and modeling on the stress relaxation near a notch in Zr2.5Nb, S. Wan,
MASc thesis, August 2012.
3.
Microstructural characterisation and mechanical properties of Excel alloy pressure tube
material, M. Sattari, PhD Thesis, August 2012.
4.
Studies on the measurement and modeling of lattice strains in rolled Zircaloy-2, T.
Skippon, MASc thesis, December 2012.
Journal papers
1.
Khan, Z. Yao, M.R. Daymond, R.A. Holt, “Microstructure evolution during
electron irradiation in commercial purity Magnesium”, Nucl. Inst. Methods B.
p231-235 (2012).
2.
H. Abdolvand, M.R. Daymond, “Internal strain and texture development during
comparing neutron diffraction measurements with crystal plasticity finite
approaches”, Acta Mater. v60 p2240-2248 (2012)

ion and
v 272(1)
twinning;
element
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3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

11.

12.
13.

S. Cai, M.R. Daymond, R.A. Holt,
-phase Zr-Nb alloys at room
temperature”, Acta Mater. v60 p3355–3369 (2012)
Khan, Z. Yao, M.R. Daymond, R.A. Holt, “Effect of foil orientation on damage
accumulation behaviour in magnesium during irradiation and annealing response of
dislocation loops”, J. Nucl. Mater. 423, 132–141 (2012)
G. Tutuncu , M. Motahari, M.R. Daymond, E.Ustundag, “A modified Rietveld method to
model highly anisotropic ceramics”, Acta Mater., v60, p1494-1502 (2012).
E. Tulk, M. Kerr, M.R. Daymond, “Material Yield Strength Effect on the Precipitation of
Hydride Phases in Zirconium Alloys”, J. Nucl. Materials. v425, p93-104 (2012).
H.M. Reiche, S.C. Vogel, P. Mosbrucker, E.J. Larson, M.R. Daymond, “A furnace with
rotating load frame for in situ high temperature deformation and creep experiments in a
neutron diffraction beam line“, Rev. Sci. Instrum. (2012) v83, 053901
G.B. Allen, M. Kerr, M.R.Daymond, “Measurement and modelling of strain fields in
hydrides precipitated at a stress concentration”, J. Nucl. Mater. v430, p27-36 (2012)
T. Skippon, C. Mareau, M.R. Daymond, “On the determination of single crystal plasticity
parameters by diffraction: optimization of a polycrystalline plasticity model using a
Genetic Algorithm”, J. Appl. Cryst. v45, p527-643, (2012)
L. Balogh, D.W. Brown, P. Mosbrucker, F. Long, M.R. Daymond, “Dislocation structure
evolution induced by irradiation and plastic deformation in Zr-2.5Nb nuclear structural
material determined by neutron diffraction line profile analysis”, Acta Mater. v60(15),
p5567-5577 (2012)
B.M.B. Grant, E.M. Knoche, J.Q. da Fonseca, M.R. Daymond, M. Preuss, “Deformation
of an advanced nickel based superalloy studied by neutron diffraction and electron
microscopy”, Acta Mater.v60(19), p6829-6941 (2012).
Ion irradiation-induced precipitation of Cr23C6 at dislocation loops in austenitic steel’, J.
Xue, F. Luo, Z. Yao, L. Guo and R. Tang, Scripta Mater., v68(2), p138-141 (2012).
Application of modern TEM Techniques to the study of phase transformations in steels’,
D. Boyd and Z. Yao in ‘Phase transformation in steels’ Woodhead Publishing, pp 507531, (2012).

Conference presentations
1.
Changes in internal stress during twinning, MR Daymond, Invited Keynote, Plasticity,
January 2012.
2.
Combining diffraction and polycrystalline modelling to understand mechanical processes,
MR Daymond, Invited seminar series, École National Superior Arts et Metiers, Paris,
January 2012.
3.
In Situ study of Radiation Damage in Pure Zr and Zircaloy-2, Y Idrees, Z Yao, MR
Daymond, TMS, February 2012.
4.
Effect of oxygen content and processing on deformation modes in a zirconium alloy, C
Cochrane, S Cai, MR Daymond, TMS, February 2012.
5.
Investigation of twin inception and growth in three dimensions, M Majkut, H Abdolvand, J
Oddershede, U Lienert, B Diak, MR Daymond, TMS, February 2012.
6.
Non-destructive analysis of microstructural evolution after irradiation of Zr2.5Nb pressure
tubes using neutron diffraction line profile anlaysis, L Balogh, DW Brown, MR Daymond,
TMS, February 2012.
7.
Characterization of Zirconium Excel alloy for Generation IV CANDU SCW Reactors, M.
Sattari, RA Holt, MR Daymond, TMS, February 2012.
8.
Local studies of crack tips using synchrotron irradiation, Invited presentation, MR
Daymond, Paris Mechanics, Structures and Processing of Materials Association Seminar,
May 2012.
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9.

10.
11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

21.
22.
23.
24.

25.

Irradiation Induced Phase and Microstructure Change in CANDU Spacer Materials Inconel
X-750, H. Zhang, Z. Yao, M.R. Daymond, Canadian Materials Science Conference,
London Ontario, June 2012
Displacement Cascades in alpha-Zr within a Macroscopic Strain Field, S. Di, Z. Yao, M.R.
Daymond, Canadian Materials Science Conference, London Ontario, June 2012
Microstructural Evolution in Zr-Excel Alloy under High Dose Heavy Ion Irradiation, Y.
Idrees, Z. Yao, M.R. Daymond, Canadian Materials Science Conference, London Ontario,
June 2012
Thermal creep induced stress relaxation near a notch in Zr2.5Nb, S. Wan, M.R. Daymond,
R.A. Holt - ASME 2012 Pressure Vessels & Piping Division Conference, Toronto, July
2012
Heavy Ion Irradiation Effects in Zr Excel Alloy Pressure Tube Material, Y.Idrees, Z. Yao,
M.R. Daymond, M.Sattari, 33rd Canadian Nuclear Society Annual Conference, Saskatoon,
June 2012
Characterization of Excel Alloy Pressure Tube Material for CANDU Reactors, M. Sattari,
R.A. Holt, M.R. Daymond, 33rd Canadian Nuclear Society Annual Conference, Saskatoon,
June 2012
Impact of irradiation and temperature on deformation mechanisms in a zirconium alloy,
MR Daymond, F Long, L Balogh, International Conference on Residual Stress 9,
Garching, Germany, October 2012.
Effects of Pre-Injected Helium Interstitials on Heavy Ion Irradiated Inconel X-750, KH
Zhang, Z Yao, MR Daymond, MS&T 2012, Pittsburgh, USA
Computer simulation of displacement cascades in alpha Zirconium, S Di, Z Yao, MR
Daymond, MS&T 2012, Pittsburgh, USA
Optimization of crystallographic texture of a pressure tube, K Ahmmed, MR Daymond, RA
Holt, MS&T 2012, Pittsburgh, USA
Thermal creep induced stress relaxation near a notch in Zr2.5Nb, S Wan, J Almer, MR
Daymond, RA Holt, MS&T 2012, Pittsburgh, USA
Effect of Thermo-Mechanical Cycling on Zirconium Hydride Reorientation Studied In-Situ
with Synchrotron X-Ray Diffraction, K. Colas, A. Motta, M.R. Daymond, J. Almer, Nuclear
Materials 2012, Osaka, Japan
Ultra-small angle X-ray scattering studies of hydrides in Zircaloy-4, P. Srirangam, J.
Ilavsky, M.R. Daymond, R.A. Holt, MRS Annual Meeting, Boston, November 2012
Defect Characterization through Transmission Electron Microscope Techniques (I,II,III)’,
Invited Seminar, Z. Yao at Department of Physics, Wuhan University, China, July 2012.
Introduction to Nuclear Reactor Design (I, II)’, Invited Seminar, Z. Yao at Institute of
Modern Physics, China, July 2012.
Aging Effects of CANDU Spacer Materials’, Z. Yao, in ‘22nd international conference on
the application of accelerators in Research and Industry (CAARI 2012)’ Fort Worth, TX,
USA, August 2012
MD simulation of displacement cascades in alpha Zr with macroscopic strain field, in ‘2012
International conference of Computer Simulation of Radiation Effects in Solids’, Z. Yao, S.
Di, Santa Fe, NM, USA, June, 2012

Interactions /Consultations to Industry or Others
Prof. Holt continues a strong interaction with the industry sponsors as an external consultant for
AECL, Bruce Power and OPG (through Kinectrics Inc), as a reviewer and a member of the COG
Fuel Channels Technical Committee and the COG Fuel Channel Deformation Working Group.
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Prof. Daymond is a member of the COG Fuel Channel Working Group on Crack Initiation and
Fracture. Both Profs. Holt and Daymond collaborate with AECL, Kinectrics and Nu-Tech
precision metals on a number of research topics. .
M.R. Daymond continues his collaboration with the Commissariat a l`Énergies Atomique (CEA)
in Paris. The group there is developing an ion irradiation facility with some overlap in capability
compared to the RMTL that will be operational at Queen’s in 2013, as well as developing
models describing polycrystalline plasticity in irradiated material. Prof. Daymond is spent his
sabbatical (June 2011-May 2012) at the CEA to develop this collaboration.
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University of Western Ontario – Jin Jiang IRC
UNENE/NSERC IRC Program: Controls, Instrumentation and
Electrical Systems
This is the tenth anniversary of the Control, Instrumentation & Electrical
System (CIES) Laboratory at The University of Western Ontario. With
the support from UNENE industrial partners and NSERC, the research
lab has become one of centres of excellence in Control, Instrumentation
and Electrical Systems for nuclear power plants. In total, 37 Highly
Qualified Personnel has successfully been trained and many of them
are now playing important roles in nuclear industries in Canada as well
as internationally. Currently, the lab is undergoing further expansion with
introduction of a universal physical system test platform and wireless
sensor network research infrastructure for supporting development of
advanced control and instrumentation systems and also wireless based
monitoring systems for nuclear power plants.

Research Program
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Modeling, Fault Diagnosis, and Performance Monitoring
Super Critical Water Reactor (SCWR) is one of the six types of Gen IV reactors. The dynamic
characteristics of a nuclear SCWR are quite different from other existing reactors. Therefore, it
is important to develop adequate models for SCWR to facilitate design, analysis and controls.
During the last year, a nonlinear dynamic model of SCWR has been developed and decoupled
control system has been investigated.
Fault detection and isolation, and performance monitoring techniques have been improved with
the help of real-time information exchange via wireless sensor technologies. The integrated
system approach leads to smart sensor development for remote data acquisition and
performance monitoring.
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Advanced Process Control, Fieldbus, and Communications
Evaluation of Distributed Control Systems (DCS), fieldbus technologies, and advanced control
algorithms for potential applications in nuclear power plants are carried out. These evaluations
are performed on a test-bench composed of relevant commercial products, physical system test
facilities, and an OPG desktop training simulator.
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Research on wireless communications and computer networks in nuclear power plant
environment involves the design and implementation of wireless systems that conform to the
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) conditions and regulations in nuclear power plants. Using
wireless technologies can bring many potential benefits, for example, reduced cabling, lowered
installation and maintenance cost, and fast commissioning and upgrading.
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Design, Evaluation, and Innovative Safety Systems
Application of Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) technology to Shutdown System One
(SDS1) involves converting SDS1 trip logics to digital system logics, and then implementing
them into an FPGA device. FPGA technology provides a more reliable platform and faster
execution rate of control logic and can potentially increase the safety margin of a plant. To
validate and qualify FPGA implementation, simulation and safety analysis are being performed.
Similar to FPGA implementation, Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) implementation of
SDS1 logic is performed. SDS1 logic is translated to function block diagrams and is
implemented on a Tricon v9 triple redundant PLC. The performance of the system is evaluated
against expected response from the nuclear power plant simulator. Simulation capabilities are
established through incorporation of the advanced digital controller hardware (FPGA or PLC)
into a hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation environment. Through HIL simulation, new
technologies can be qualified, verified and validated for specific applications.
Advanced shutdown systems can be achieved by implementing the concept of analytic
redundancy. Based on mathematical models of the dynamic systems within a NPP, the next
evolution of shutdown parameters will be calculated, supplied to the shutdown system logic, and
compared with the trip set-points. This research aims to develop advanced shutdown systems
which can reduce common cause failures, decrease the mean failure down time, avoid complex
channel separation and increase the pressure boundary integrity.

Research Facilities
Over the last ten yours, we have established suite of state-of-the-art research facilities to
support the above research activities and training programs for highly qualified personnel. The
main improvement in 2012 is to complete the design of a Universal Process Control Facility.
The major facilities are summarized as follows:
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Tricon v9 system



HFC 6000



HFC non-safety DCS



FPGA development system



Siemens PCS 7 redundant control system



Honeywell C-300 DCS



Emerson DeltaV DCS with full fieldbus connectivity



RTDS real-time grid simulator



Hardware experimental test bench



Wireless monitoring nodes with WirelessHART, ZigBee protocols, and



Smart sensor development systems.



Universal Process Control Test Facility

The HQP completed Training in 2012


Dr. Qingfeng Li (Research Engineer, now with CANDU Energy)



Dr. Jingke She (PhD Candidate, now with CANDU Energy)



Dr. Lingzhi Xia (PhD Candidate, now with CANDU Energy)



Dr. Sungwhan Cho (PhD Candidate, now, independent consultant)



Dr. Peiwei Sun (PhD Candidate, now, Xi’an Jiaotong University)



Mr. Mahmood Akkawi (MESc Candidate, now with AMEC NSS)



Mr. Arif Hossain (MESc Candidate, now with Thyssenkrupp elevator )



Mr. Kyle van Hoof (BESc Candidate, now with AMEC NSS)
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Current Research Team


Dr. Jin Jiang (IRC Chair)



Dr. Xinhong Huang (Research Engineer)



Dr. Ataul Bari (Postdoctoral Fellow)



Dr. Xiang Yu (Postdoctoral Fellow)



Mr. Jianping Ma (PhD Candidate)



Mr. Drew Rankin (PhD Candidate)



Mr. Ahmad Osgouee (PhD Candidate)



Mr. Quan Wang (PhD Candidate)



Mr. Simon Liu (MESc Candidate)



Mr. Dhiraj Tata Prasad (MESc Candidate)



Mr. Rohit Maitri (MESc Candidate)
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Publications (Selected)
Journal Papers
[1] B. S. Wang, D. Q. Wang, J. Jiang, J. M. Zhang, “Efficient estimation of the functional
reliability of a passive system by means of an improved Line Sampling method,” Annals of
Nuclear Energy, Vol. 55, pp. 9–17, 2013.
[2] A. Osgouee and J. Jiang, “Robust non-linear method for steam generator level control,”
ANS Journal of Nuclear Technology. (Accepted on April 9, 2012).
[3] P. W. Sun and J. Jiang, “Construction and analysis of a dynamic model for a Canadian
direct- cycle SCWR for control system studies,” ANS Journal of Nuclear Technology. Vol.
180, pp. 399-421, December 2012.
[4] J. K. She and J. Jiang, “Potential improvement of CANDU NPP safety margins by
shortening the response time of shutdown systems using FPGA based implementation,”
Nuclear Engineering and Design. Vol. 244, pp. 34-51, 2012.
[5] J. Jiang and X. Yu, “Fault-Tolerant Control Systems - A comparative study between active
and passive approaches,” IFAC Annual Reviews in Control, Vo. 36, pp. 6- - 72, 2012.
[6] S. W. Cho and J. Jiang, “Detection and estimation of sensor drifts using Kalman filters with
a demonstration on a pressurizer,” Nuclear Engineering and Design. Vol. 242, pp. 389-398,
2012.
[7] A. Bari, A. Jaekel, J. Jiang and Y. F. Xu, “Design of fault tolerant wireless sensor networks
satisfying survivability and lifetime requirements,” Journal of computer Communication, Vo.
35, pp. 320 -333, 2012.
[8] L. Z. Xia, J. Jiang, H. Javidnia, and J. C. Luxat, ‘Performance evaluation of a 3-D Kinetic
model for CANDU reactors in a closed-loop environment, Nuclear Engineering and Design,
Vol. 243, pp. 76-86, 2012.
[9] H. Mahmoud and J. Jiang, “Hybrid modeling and control system design of a grid connected
VSC considering the effect of the interface transformer type,” IEEE Transactions on Smart
Grid, Vol. 3, pp. 122 – 134, 2012.
[10] Y. Zhang, C. Zhang, and J. Jiang, “Numerical study on the turbulent mixing coefficient for
supercritical fluids in subchannels,” ANS Nuclear Technology, Vol. 177, pp. 98 – 106, 2012.
[11] J. P. Ma, and J. Jiang, "Detection and identification of faults in NPP instruments using
Kernel Principal Component analysis," ASME Journal of Engineering for Gas Turbines and
Power, Vol. 134, 2012.
[12] Q. Li, and J. Jiang, "Evaluation of Foundation Fieldbus H1 networks for steam generator
level control," IEEE Transactions on Control Systems Technology, Vol. 19, pp. 1047-1058,
2011.
[13] M. Akkawi, and J. Jiang, “An inverse control-based set-point function for steam generator
level control in nuclear power plants,” IEEE Trans. on Nuclear Science, Vol. 58, pp. 32913304, Nov. 2011.
[14] M. Bahramali, J. Jiang, and A. Reyhani-Masoleh, "A fault detection scheme for the FPGA
implementation of SHA-1 and SHA-512 round computations," Springer Journal of Electronic
Testing, Vol. 27, pp. 517-530, 2011.
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[15] L. Z. Xia, and J. Jiang, "CANDU reactor space-time kinetic model for load following
studies," ASME Journal of Engineering for Gas Turbines and Power, Vol. 133, Paper
number 052915, 9 pages, May 2011.
[16] P. W. Sun, J. Jiang, and J. Shan, “Construction of dynamic model of CANDU-SCWR using
moving boundary method,” Journal of Nuclear Engineering and Design, Vol. 241, pp. 17011714, May 2011.
[17] J. P. Ma, and J. Jiang, “Applications of fault detection and diagnosis methods in nuclear
power plants: A review,” Progress in Nuclear Energy, 55(3): pp. 255-266, Apr. 2011.
[18] J. K. She, and J. Jiang, "The speed of the response of an FPGA-based shutdown system
for CANDU nuclear power plants," Nuclear Engineering and Design, Vol. 241, pp. 22802287, 2011.
[19] Y. Zhang, C. Zhang, and J. Jiang, “Numerical simulation of fluid flow and heat transfer of
supercritical fluids in fuel bundles,” Journal of Nuclear Science and Technology, Vol. 48, pp.
929-935, 2011.
[20] Y. Zhang, C. Zhang, and J. Jiang, “Numerical simulation of heat transfer of supercritical
fluids in circular tubes using different turbulence models,” Journal of Nuclear Science and
Technology, Vol. 48, No. 3, pp. 366-373, 2011.
[21] Q. Li, J. Jiang, D. J. Rankin, “Evaluation of delays induced by Profibus PA networks,” IEEE
Transactions on Instrumentation & Measurement, Vol. 60, pp. 2910-2917, 2011.
[22] H. M. Hashemian, J. Jiang and P. Bodine, “Accuracy in temperature sensor response time
estimation for new nuclear reactor designs,” International Journal of Nuclear Energy
Science and Technology, Vol. 6, pp. 17-29, 2011.
[23] B. Zhang B, J. Q. Shan, and J. Jiang, “Numerical analysis of supercritical water heat
transfer in horizontal circular tubes,” Progress in Nuclear Energy, Vol. 52, pp. 678-684,
2010.
[24] B. Zhang, J. Q. Shan, and J. Jiang “Simulation of heat transfer of supercritical water in
obstacle-bearing vertical tubes,” Journal of Nuclear Science and Techniques, Vol. 21, pp.
241-245, 2010.
[25] D. J. Rankin and J. Jiang, “A hardware-in-the-loop simulation platform for verification and
validation of safety control systems," IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science, Vol. 58, pp.
468 – 478, 2011.
[26] H.M. Hashemian, and J. Jiang, “Using the noise analysis technique to detect response time
problems in the sensing lines of nuclear plant pressure transmitters,” Progress in Nuclear
Energy, Vol. 52, pp. 367-373, 2010.
[27] Z. H. Zhang, X. Huang, J. Jiang, and B. Wu, “A load-sharing control scheme for a microgrid
with a fixed frequency inverter,” Electric Power Systems Research, Vol. 80, pp. 311 - 317,
Mar. 2010.
[28] H.M. Hashemian, and J. Jiang, “A practical review of methods for measuring the dynamic
characteristics of industrial pressure transmitters,” ISA Transactions, Volume 49, pp. 2-9,
2010.
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Refereed Conference Papers
[1] S. Cho and J. Jiang, “Detection of sensor drifts using a standardized sum of innovation test

for a pressurizer in a nuclear power plant,” Proc. of IFAC SAFEPROCESS, Mexico City,
August, 2012.
[2] D. J. Rankin, K. P. van Hoof and J. Jiang, “Analytically compensated physical model of a
steam generator with non-minimum phase level response,” Proc. of 8th International Topical
Meeting on Nuclear Plant Instrumentation, Control and Human Machine Interface
Technologies, NPIC&HMIT, San Diego, July 2012.
[3] A. Kadri, J. Jiang and R. K. Rao, “Experimental evaluation of wideband signals-based

wireless sensor networks for industrial environments,” Proceedings of The 7th International
Wireless Communications, pp. 1341 -1346, Istanbul, July 2011.
[4] B. Zhang, J. Shan and J. Jiang, “Turbulent mixing model applicable to supercritical

condition,” Proceedings of the 5th International Symposium on SCWR, Vancouver, British
Columbia, Canada, March, 2011.
[5] A. Kadri, R. K. Rao and J. Jiang, “Detection and performance of weak M-ary chirp signals in

Class-A impulsive noise,” Proceedings of IEEE Wireless Communications and Networking
Conference (WCNC), Cancun, pp. 1511 – 1516, Mexico, March 2011.
[6] B. S. Wang, D. Q. Wang, J. M. Zhang and J. Jiang, “Review of passive safety control

systems in NPP,” ANS Topical Meeting on Nuclear Plant Instrumentation, Control and
Human Machine Interface Technologies (NPIC&HMIT 2010), Las Vegas, Nov. 7 – 11, 2010.
[7] M. Akkawi, and J. Jiang, “An inverse control-based set-point function for reducing water

level fluctuations in steam generators,” ANS Topical Meeting on Nuclear Plant
Instrumentation, Control and Human Machine Interface Technologies (NPIC&HMIT 2010),
Las Vegas, Nov. 7 – 11, 2010.
[8] D. Rankin and J. Jiang, “Effects of the in-the-loop interfaces on hardware-in-the-loop

simulation of NPP processes,” ANS Topical Meeting on Nuclear Plant Instrumentation,
Control and Human Machine Interface Technologies (NPIC&HMIT 2010), Las Vegas, Nov.
7 – 11, 2010.
[9] S. Cho and J. Jiang, “A method for detection of drifts in sensors using Kalman filters,” ANS

Topical Meeting on Nuclear Plant Instrumentation, Control and Human Machine Interface
Technologies (NPIC&HMIT 2010), Las Vegas, Nov. 7 – 11, 2010.
[10] P. W. Sun and J. Jiang, “Thermal-hydraulic modeling of CANDU-SCWR and linear dynamic

model development,” Proceeding of International Conference on Nuclear Engineering
(ICONE) 18, May, 17- 21, 2010.
[11] L. Z. Xia and J. Jiang, “CANDU reactor space-time kinetic modeling for load following

control,” Proceeding of International Conference on Nuclear Engineering (ICONE) 18, May,
17- 21, 2010.
[12] J. P. Ma and J. Jiang, “Fault detection and identification in NPP instrument using Kernel

Principal Component analysis,” Proceeding of International Conference on Nuclear
Engineering (ICONE) 18, May, 17- 21, 2010.
[13] P. W. Sun and J. Jiang, “Modelling and simulation of dynamic characteristics of CANDU-

SCWR,” 2nd Canada-China Joint Workshop on Supercritical Water-cooled Reactor (CCSC2010), April 25-28, 2010, Paper No. 76, Toronto, Canada.
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Recognition
Dr. Jiang was elevated to a Fellow of ISA (International Society of Automation)

UNENE M.Eng. Course
Dr. Jiang also taught a UNENE course on “Control, Instrumentation and Electrical Systems”
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Royal Military College of Canada – Brent J. Lewis IRC
UNENE/NSERC IRC Program: Nuclear Fuel
Overview
Professor Brent Lewis was the NSERC/UNENE/COG Industrial
Research Chair (IRC) in Nuclear Fuel in the Department of
Chemistry and Chemical Engineering at the Royal Military College
of Canada (RMC) from September 1, 2007 to August 31, 2012.
The main objectives of the research chair were to better
understand nuclear fuel performance during normal and reactor
accident conditions, including the behaviour of advanced fuel
designs. This initiative involves a partnership with the CANDU
Owners Group (COG), as part of their Safety and Licensing (S&L)
research program on defective fuel behaviour and fuel chemistry.
This research is of importance in light of the need for increased
generation capacity and the realization of next generation reactors. Specific areas of research
for this chair are nuclear fuel chemistry; nuclear fuel and fission product release behaviour
during normal and reactor accident conditions; fuel-failure monitoring techniques; and fuel
performance prediction to improve operation and safety margins.

Program Results/Highlights
The advances in knowledge gained by this research effort over the given period include:
• Implementation of the complete RMC irradiated fuel thermochemistry model into the
SOURCE-2 industry standard toolset (IST). The RMC model has been implemented into the
ChemApp software library of the FACT-SAGE commercial code as a subroutine in SOURCE2 in order to calculate thermodynamic equilibria using Gibbs energy minimization for fission
product release analysis. The prototype program has been benchmarked against the existing
SOURCE validation test suite. This work provides a more fundamental treatment to calculate
vaporization of fission products under accident conditions.
• The FAST code (Fuel And Sheath Modelling Tool) has been developed as a 2-D fuel
performance code based on the commercial COMSOL Multiphysics platform to simulate fuel
deformation phenomena including: pellet “hour glassing” effects, sheath stress/strain at pellet
edges, and pellet/pellet and pellet/sheath contact effects. This combined code is applicable
for both normal operating conditions (NOC) and transient analysis. The fuel sheath includes a
detailed creep model accounting for low temperature creep, irradiation creep and three types
of high-temperature creep with a fully dynamic model for gap closure. The FAST code is able
to predict fuel sheath deformation behaviour during NOC with similar accuracy to industry
codes.
• The CANDU On-Line Defected fuel Diagnostic (COLDD) tool has been delivered along with a
User’s Manual (OP-11-2056) to the Candu Owners Group (COG) for use at the commercial
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power stations. The COLDD program incorporates new, existing, and improved diagnostic
techniques (including data checking routines) into a single Graphical User Interface (GUI) for
fuel-failure monitoring analysis of large coolant activity data sets over long periods of time
(see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Schematic of the COLDD GUI.
• A multidimensional (2D and 3D) fuel oxidation model has been developed for defective fuel
analysis. This model was used to design an out-reactor instrumented experiment at the
STERN Laboratories in collaboration with Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL). This
instrumented test will be used to benchmark and validate the RMC fuel oxidation model as
developed for COG. The model accounts for crack formation/growth in fuel pellets in order to
asses steam ingress into radial cracks as a conduit for steam/hydrogen gas diffusion (see
Figure 2).
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Figure 2. (a) Schematic of the instrumented element for the out-reactor Stern test.
(b) Predicted fuel oxidation state.
• An analysis is underway for design of a next generation (multi-spectral) CANDU reactor to
support waste management reduction and the burning of Pu and minor actinide materials to
help alleviate nuclear proliferation concerns.
•
• A model was developed with ABAQUS to account for fuel-element bowing phenomena with
contact effects between the individual fuel pellets and sheath. This methodology allows for
the replacement of a simple-beam model with a more sophisticated solid-element treatment
for the simulation of pellet/sheath interaction with friction effects in place of using an empirical
gripping factor. The approach has been validated against in-reactor data.
• In support of the comprehensive test ban treaty (CBTB) for source reconstruction, an
extensive database has been assembled of Be-7/Na-22 ratios in order to examine their use
as an isotopic clock to time-track global movement of air masses.
Research at RMC has involved the use of software for: Gibbs-energy minimization with the
FactSage/ChemApp program, and finite element modelling with COMSOL Multiphysics and
ABAQUS performed on the High Performance Computational Virtual Laboratory (HPCVL).

Research Team/Highly Qualified Personnel
The NSERC/UNENE/COG IRC involved close collaboration with Profs. Emily Corcoran and
Paul Chan of the RMC in the areas of fuel oxidation and fuel performance modelling for safety
margins, and the planning of an instrumented (out-reactor) fuel-defect experiment at the Stern
Laboratories. Collaboration was also carried out with Prof. Hugues Bonin on actinide-burning
and thorium fuel cycle studies.
From December 2011 to December 2012, the NSERC/UNENE/COG IRC research team was
comprised of a research associate, research assistant and post-doctoral fellow, as well as
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twenty-three graduate students (9 PhD, 14 MASc). Two MASc students involved in Be brazing
research and delayed neutron monitoring analysis and a PhD student in fuel-failure monitoring
analysis graduated in the Spring of 2012. These students were supported by their employers:
Cameco Fuel Manufacturing, Candesco and Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL). One
MASc student who graduated in the summer of 2012 is an officer in the Canadian Forces.
Five ongoing PhD projects include: (i) actinide burning in multi-spectral CANDU reactors, (ii)
design of an instrumented out-reactor test for defective fuel studies, (iii) fuel performance code
development, (iv) a study on the advanced thorium fuel cycle, and (v) thermochemistry model
development for SOURCE-2. The latter four projects are in collaboration with AECL. One ongoing MASc project involves isotope identification in support of monitoring for the CTBT (in
collaboration with Health Canada). Four MASc students have joined our research group in
collaboration with AECL as supervised by Prof. Corcoran for the manufacturing of thorium
ceramic fuel, several applications of nuclear radiochemistry techniques (i.e., radionuclide
partitioning and detection in ground-water), and Mo phase stability in nuclear fuel. Prof.
Corcoran is also supervising a MASc student on oxygen sensor development for nuclear fuel
and a PhD project on a delayed neutron monitoring technique for actinide identification in
collaboration with the Department of National Defence (DND). Prof. Chan is supervising five
MASc projects on fuel reliability (in collaboration with Waterloo University), fuel deformation
phenomena under post-dryout conditions, fuel performance modelling with the MOOSE/BISON
code, fuel design for a Super Critical Water Reactor (SCWR) and an improved model for iodineinduced stress corrosion cracking. He is also supervising two PhD projects on the feasibility of
burnable neutron absorbers in CANDU fuel and optimization of the fuel pellet/element design for
the SCWR.
Additionally, four other PhD students are supervised by faculty involved with this IRC that are
funded by an NSERC Discovery grant as well as other government departments including DND,
Canadian Space Agency and US Federal Aviation Administration.

Publications
Published journal papers/book contributions and commercial technical reports from December
2011 to December 2012 are detailed below:
Journal Papers
1. T. Wood, B.J. Lewis, K. McDermott, L.G.I. Bennett, K. Avarmaa, E.C. Corcoran, D.
Wilkinson, A. Jones, T. Jones, L. Prud'homme-Lalonde, D. Boudreau, J.-F. Gravel, C.
Drolet, A. Kerr, L.J. Schreiner, M. Pierre, R. Blagoeva and T. Veres, “Use of a Dual-Labelled
Oligonucleotide as a DNA Dosimeter for Radiological Exposure Detection,” Radiation
Protection Dosimetry 148 (2012) 20-33.
2. W.H. Huang, T.W. Krause and B.J. Lewis, “Ultrasonic Inspection of CANDU Fuel Bundles
for Identification of Defective Elements,” Nuclear Technology 176, 452-461, December
2011.
3. M. Takada, T. Nunomiya, T. Ishikura, T. Nakamura, B.J. Lewis, L.G.I. Bennett, I.L. Getley,
B.H. Bennett, "Measuring cosmic-ray exposure in aircraft using real-time personal
dosimeters," Radiat. Prot. Dosimetry 149 (2) (2012) 169-76.
4. M.B. Smith, Yu. Akatov, H.R. Andrews, V. Arkhangelsky, I.V. Chernykh, H. Ing, N.
Khoshooniy, B.J. Lewis, R. Machrafi, I. Nikolaev, R.Y. Romanenko, V. Shurshakov, R.B.
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5.
6.
7.
8.

Thirsk, L. Tomi, “Measurements of the neutron dose and energy spectrum on the
international space station during expeditions ISS-16 to ISS-21,” Rad. Prot. Dos., in press.
B. Pollack, B. Lewis and D. Kelly, “Viability Assessment of Noble Gas Bundle Tagging for
Failed-Fuel Identification in CANDU Reactors,” Nuclear Technology, in press.
J.S. Bell and B.J. Lewis, “CANDU Fuel Bundle Deformation Modeling,” Nuclear Engineering
and Design, 250 (2012) 134-141.
M.H.A. Piro, S. Simunvoic, T.M. Besmann, B.J. Lewis and W.T. Thompson, “The
Thermochemistry Library Thermochimica,” Journal of Chemical Physics, in press.
L.G.I. Bennett, B. H. Bennett, M.R. Bean, M.J. McCall, B.J. Lewis, I.L. Getley, “Cosmic
Radiation Exposure Survey of an Air Force Transport Squadron,” Radiation Measurements,
in press.

Submitted Journal Papers
1. L.G.I. Bennett, B.J. Lewis, B. Bennett, M.J. McCall, M. Bean, L Doré, I.L. Getley, “A Survey
of the Cosmic Radiation Exposure of Air Canada Pilots during Maximum Galactic Radiation
Conditions in 2009,” submitted to Radiation Measurements.
2. H. Al Anid, B. Lewis, L. Bennett, M. Takada, and M. Duldig, “Aircrew Radiation Dose
Estimates during Recent Solar Particle Events and the Effect of Particle Anisotropy,”
submitted to Rad. Prot. Dos.
3. M.H.A. Piro, J. Banfield, K.T. Clarno, S. Simunovic, T.M. Besmann, B.J. Lewis, W.T.
Thompson, “Coupled thermochemical, isotopic evolution and heat transfer simulations in
highly irradiated UO2 nuclear fuel,” submitted to Journal Nucl. Mater.
Book Contributions
1. B.J. Lewis, W.T. Thompson and F.C. Iglesias, Book Chapter “Fission product chemistry in
oxide fuels” in “Comprehensive Nuclear Materials (Five Volume Set),” Editor-in-Chief, R.
Konings, Co-editors: T. R. Allen, R.E. Stoller and S. Yamanaka, Elsevier, Print ISBN:
9780080560274, March 2012.
Technical Reports Prepared for Industry
1. F. Iglesias, M. Kaye and B. Lewis, “Estimate of Instant Release Fractions using ORIGEN-S
and FEMAXI,” Nuclear Waste Management Organization NWMO TR-2011-19, December
2011.
2. S. Livingstone and B.J. Lewis, “CANDU On-Line Defected fuel Diagnostic: User’s Manual
and Preliminary Validation,” Candu Owner’s Group report OP-11-2056, February 2012.
3. B.J. Lewis, R.E. Henry and R. Shewfelt, “JP-4367 - Technical Area 2: Task 5 Technical
Panel Review of Experimental Information,” Candu Owner’s Group Report, COG-JP-4367025, K-414925-00068, May 2012.

Interaction with Industry, University and Other Organizations
This chair program supplements COG research and development (R&D) activities in nuclear
fuel technology, which benefit the national laboratory, reactor designer and commercial utilities.
In particular, the university research contributes directly to the COG fuel-failure monitoring work
package WP 22303.
The university research involved strong collaboration with AECL and the Stern Laboratories on
the following research: (i) fuel thermochemistry model development for the SOURCE-2 code, (ii)
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planning of an out-reactor instrumented fuel defect test, (iii) collaboration on fuel deformation
modelling, and (iv) fuel performance code development with COMSOL. Also, the university has
worked closely with AECL, Bruce Power and other commercial utilities on the development of
an on-line fuel-failure monitoring tool (COLDD) for Nuclear Generating Stations. Collaboration
with Candesco was also carried out for the development of a fission product release model for
assessment of the degradation of DN monitors. Consulting activities included: (i) instant release
fractions for the Nuclear Waste Management Organization (NWMO), and (ii) Chair of a
Technical Panel for COG project K-414925-007 (Task 5 of Technical Area 2) to assess
experimental data for Large Break Loss of Coolant Accidents.
International collaboration was also carried out with the contribution of a book chapter for
Elsevier on “Comprehensive Nuclear Materials,” for R. Konings of the Institute of Transuranium
Elements. Several book chapters on Zircaloy and fuel oxidation phenomena were also prepared
for the Nuclear Energy Agency/Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development.
Dr. Lewis reviewed five manuscripts for the Journal of Nuclear Materials and Nuclear
Engineering and Design and a research grant application from the Ontario Centres of
Excellence. The Chairholder also is a technical advisor to the Fuel Normal Operating Committee
for the COG R&D Safety and Licensing Program.
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McMaster University – John Luxat IRC
– David Novog (Associate IRC)
UNENE/NSERC IRC Program: Nuclear Safety Analysis
Overview, Scope and Main Objectives
The research focuses of the NSERC/UNENE Industrial Research Chair
and Associate Chair in Nuclear Safety Analysis at McMaster University is
nuclear safety analysis methods and nuclear safety thermalhydraulics.
The drivers for this research program are to perform industry relevant
research, generate top quality graduates for the nuclear industry, and
provide a resource for industry, government, public and media
consultations.
The scope of the research covers many disciplines reflecting the multidisciplinary nature of nuclear safety analysis and severe accident
analysis. This requires academic knowledge and skills that can be found
in the Faculty of Engineering at McMaster University. The Chair program
enhances and extends this knowledge and skills base while providing an
active link that supports the Canadian nuclear industry. The Chair
program has enabled McMaster University to establish a robust,
innovative and sustainable faculty research network and has been
recognized internationally for its research and quality of graduates. A
major success indicator has been the very high degree of leveraging
achieved by the IRC and AIRC over the 8 years of the UNENE program at
McMaster.
The NSERC-UNENE Industrial Research Chair in Nuclear Safety Analysis
was established in 2004 with John C. Luxat as the Executive IRC.
Subsequently David R. Novog was hired as the Associate IRC Chair in 2006. Both chairs had a
rapid growth of graduate students in Term 1 of the program and now have some of the largest
research groups within the Faculty of Engineering. In 2009, Dr. Luxat’s Executive IRC was
converted to a Senior IRC and both he and Dr. Novog had their terms renewed for a further 5year term following an NSERC site visit. Since the initial award, the IRC program has catalyzed
nuclear research and HQP training at McMaster as evidenced by new faculty hires in nuclear
engineering and materials, expansion of HQP from 3 to over 30 enrolled graduate students. The
program has leveraged these successes and expanded research programs through additional
funding from industry and other granting institutions. Furthermore, the success of the Chairs has
led to expansion in the number of faculty in nuclear engineering at McMaster with a new reactor
physics professor starting in 2009 and a new nuclear engineering senior professor from the
University of Tokyo, specializing in nuclear waste management, who joined in the spring of
2012.
The resulting knowledge, skills and innovation are applied to nuclear safety issues of critical
importance to industry in improving safe operation and competitiveness of nuclear power
generation, and at examining severe accident behaviour for beyond design basis events. Novel
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research is aimed at improving the quantification of safety margins, helping to regain operating
margins of nuclear generating units, improving the quality, efficiency and cost effectiveness of
nuclear safety analysis and supporting the development of advanced CANDU reactor designs.
This research continues to provide measurable contributions to operating power plants by
improving the safety, reliability and competitiveness of generating units and helping meet the
HQP and undergraduate student training requirements for the nuclear energy sector. An
additional focus of our work is in the area of international thermalhydraulic benchmarking activity
that enables Canadian students to get exposure and training on international best practices and
ensures that the Canadian nuclear industry is represented in these important activities.
Examples of these activities include OECD-NEA UAM Benchmarks, OECD-NEA BFBT
Benchmark, OECD_NEW, PSBT Benchmark, OECD-NEA CFD Benchmarks, OECD-NEA TwoPhase Stability Benchmark, IAEA SCWR Heat Transfer Benchmark and IAEA SCWR
Thermalhydraulic Stability Benchmarks.
The research objectives of the IRC program are related to:
-

Nuclear safety, plant modeling and uncertainty estimation

-

Severe accident phenomena and mitigation means

-

Thermalhydraulic performance and improved reactor output

These activates make use of existing facilities at McMaster (such as the McMaster Nuclear
Reactor), newly built facilities (such as the Critical Heat Flux Test Loop) and the CFI-MRI
funded Center for Advanced Nuclear Systems(CANS) which is in the process of being
established. Significant collaborations and exchanges have been established within McMaster,
with other UNENE universities, and with international universities and research establishments
as a result of this program. Furthermore, the IRC and AIRC have been, and continue to be, a
major source of HQP for the industry, as well as providing unique undergraduate training
experience through summer research internships. McMaster IRC and AIRC have also been the
lead for several new major research awards such as Nuclear Ontario and the Center for
Advanced Nuclear Systems, and have also formed the hub for several other proposals such as
the NUCLEUS NCE application, which, unfortunately, was not successful. Finally, given the
wide ranging implications of Fukushima on the nuclear industry, McMaster is working in
collaboration with many international researchers through faculty and student exchanges such
as the Fellowship for Exchange funded by the Government of France, exchanges in the area of
severe accident analysis with the USA, and ongoing exchanges with universities elsewhere in
Europe.

Research Facilities and Equipment
In 2008, McMaster University, along with five partner universities, was awarded an Ontario
Research Fund – Research Excellence (ORF-RE) award entitled “Nuclear Ontario” with Dr.
Luxat as the Principal Investigator. This research network establishes a research program
aimed at developing advanced concepts, materials and designs for existing and next generation
power plants, as well as examining options for the back end of the fuel cycle. This program is
complementary to UNENE and provides an addition $5M of provincial funding to support
nuclear research at six universities in Ontario. In 2008, Dr. Luxat led a regional, multi-university,
proposal to the Canadian Foundation for Innovation (CFI) and the Ontario Ministry for Research
and Innovation (MRI) to establish the Center for Advanced Nuclear Systems (CANS). This
$24.5M regional facility will provide a suite of irradiated material handling and testing facilities
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and equipment; advanced material characterization tools, such as a 3-D Atom Probe and two
SEM/FIB devices; a thermal testing laboratory(at McMaster); and a radiation dose laboratory (at
UOIT). This infrastructure, together with the McMaster Nuclear Reactor and the Canadian
Center for Electron Microscopy, provides a world-class materials and thermal testing center
unique in North America. The project was supported by a majority of Canadian nuclear energy
related companies (OPG, Bruce Power, AECL, and Kinectrics) as well as a number of leading
international organizations (EPRI, EdF, Bechtel). Dr. Novog received a $275k CFI - Leaders
Opportunity Fund grant for a Phase Doppler Anemometer System for thermalhydraulic
experiments. Finally, in 2008 and 2009 the AIRC received additional funding from AECL for a
CRD in SCWR analysis methods and from NRCan for a CRD in thermalhydraulic simulations of
SCWRs totaling approximately $300k. These funds were also supplemented by recent COG
and CNSC research awards totaling over $200k. In 2011 Dr. Novog received a fellowship from
the French government to work with IPNG-Grenoble on joint research, training and exchange
programs which have been undertaken during 2012.In 2012-2013, Dr. Novog spent part of his
sabbatical working at INPG and LSPC in Grenoble France in the area of nuclear data
uncertainties.
The computational facilities at McMaster have undergone significant upgrades as a result of the
IRC program in safety analysis and successful leveraging opportunities. The computational
facilities include a central computational cluster and several high performance workstations.
HPC CLUSTER - A Linux-based high performance computer cluster with 24 AMD
Opteron processors was acquired for the research group and is located in the Nuclear
Research Building. The cluster was upgraded in 2010 using funds from the IRC renewal
with the addition of two new nodes, each containing 32 processors, to yield a cluster with
a total of 88 processors, 144 GB of memory and 2.18 TB of disk storage.
WORKSTATION - Six analysis stations (purchased with NRCan and ORF-RE funding)
add an addition 32 processors with high end memory are available for CFD and safety
analysis computing.
A key component of the IRC/AIRC research is in the area of computational tools, model
development and validation. Through license agreements with AECL and students are currently
conducting research using the CATHENA, ASSERT, RFSP, WIMS suite of computer codes in
addition to the legacy codes (SOPHT, SMOKIN, FISSCON, FUELPIN, CURIES-II, CHAN-II,
PATRIC, SOURCE 1.1 and HOTSPOT) provided by OPG. Generic computational and
engineering tools are also being utilized including STAR-CD (STAR CCM+), COMSOL
Multiphysics, Matlab and FlexPDE software packages. In 2012, collaboration with an Israeli
institute was undertaken through the sabbatical visit of a CFD expert who worked on two-phase
choking phenomena in horizontal geometries and participation in the OECD-NEA CFD
benchmarks (funded separately by the CNSC).
Through the agreements between COG and RSICC code databank access was obtained to the
SCALE reactor physics package, used by 3 students for propagating nuclear data uncertainties
to the few group collapsed cross sections. This included work using TSUNAMI, NEWT, XSDRN
and KENO packages within SCALE. Also access to MCNP and SERPENT is provided where
one student is engaged in an experimental and computational study of gamma flux distribution
in the McMaster Nuclear Reactor core and another student is examining the application of
SCALE to CANDU technologies. The exploration of the possibility of using these advanced
reactor analysis tools to Canadian technologies is a valuable contribution to the Canadian safety
analysis technology development.
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Access to the USNRC sponsored and Sandia Laboratories developed MELCOR severe
accident software was obtained through the CNSC, who are now the Canadian representatives
to the USNRC CAMP program.
On the experimental side several experiments were either initiated or completed in the two
years covering this report. A high pressure CHF and PDO facility was completed and tests
performed under steady state conditions, with tests continuing in 2012 on the study of the
fundamental mechanisms in transient depressurization events. A PhD was also completed on
high temperature quench behaviour in cylindrical geometries and several publications generated
in collaboration with the Department of Mechanical Engineering. Another CHF facility was built
to obtain low pressure CHF data on downward facing surfaces to study the behaviour under
these configurations, relevant to severe accidents in CANDU reactors. These experiments were
performed and the results presented at the 2012 CNS Conference. Two new loops were
constructed to a) examine geometrical effects on two-phase subchannel mixing and b) examine
the fundamental behaviour of cold water to hot metal surface heat transfer and explosive boiling
phenomena using high speed video (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Image processed sequences of droplet explosion on various heated surfaces at Ts =
300oC
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A new ultra high speed video camera will be purchased using CFI funds for these new loops, as
well as a time-resolved PIV laser system (through joint funding between the IRC and the
provincially funded Nuclear Ontario). One student completed a 6 month research exchange in
CEA’s Cadarache Research Centre to undertake experimental and modelling work on gamma
flux distributions related to the Jules Horowitz Reactor that is under construction.
Particle Image Velocimetry Laser System
As a jointly funded ORF and NSERC-UNENE equipment
we purchased a 2kHz time resolved PIV system. Several
students were trained in the advanced measurement
techniques using this detailed velocity and turbulence
measurement system. It is currently being used for
UNENE research in the area of interfacial area transport
by Masters and PhD level students ad is shown in Figure
2.

Figure 2. Mock up and calibration of the PIV laser
measurement system.

Ultra-high Speed Visualization
As part of the Luxat CFI-MRI grant a new ultra-high speed camera was purchased in order to
study detailed boiling experiments (relevant to safety analysis) as well as quench and rigorous
vapor-solid-liquid interactions (relevant to post accident response and potential sever
accidents). Figure 3 shows an experimental setup examining the details of boiling at or near the
Critical Heat Flux on a tightly controlled heater surface as well as some of the images captured
with the new camera system.
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Figure 3: CHF mechanism study and high speed video of the boiling process (each column of
images represents a different heat flux, highest heat flux on the right. Time lapse between each
frame is less than 1ms).

Interfacial Area Measurements
Interfacial area plays a key role in two-phase flow since it dictates the phase-to-phase transfer
processes (mass, momentum and energy). Most thermalhydraulics codes in wide application
today use a combination of flow regime and void fraction to deduce the interfacial are at each
point in a flow. Advanced codes and concepts use additional relationships to predict the
interfacial area without using the flow regime concept, but these new methods suffer from a lack
of high quality experimental data. Using the high speed images discussed above, as well as a
new 3-dimensional tomography system purchased under the Luxat CFI, McMaster is providing
much needed experimental data on interfacial area through flow restrictions. The figure below
illustrates the interfacial area change in a flow restriction as well as some 3-d tomography
images obtained with the new system.

Figure 4: (left) optical images of interfacial area and its change through and flow restriction
under high liquid velocity conditions taken at 10000 fps. (right), 3d tomography measurement
test section and images from the commissioning phase for the equipment.
Upgraded Transient CHF Test Facility
As part of the Luxat CFI the CHF test facility at McMaster was expanded to upgrade the pump
system and power supplies. Transient blowdown CHF experiments are underway at McMaster
to determine the CHF characteristics under high-speed depressurization. Figure 5 shows some
photos of the upgraded facility.
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Figure 5: transient CHF Test Facility. (Left), phase separator and coiled heat exchangers, (top
right) new pump system, (bottom right) new power supply cable for test section and preheater.
Research Program
The research program at McMaster continues to be very strong and covers a large number a
projects. These projects are divided into the following R&D Areas:
Uncertainty Analysis
 Developing and Supporting EVS Applications
 Uncertainty propagation in reactor physics simulations
 Best estimate and uncertainty analysis of SB LOCA
 Dynamic sensitivity and uncertainty analysis of fuel transients in accidents
 EVS applied to Loss of Flow events
 Application of New Software Tools to LBLOCA – RELAP BEAU Analysis of a 900 MW
LBLOCA.
Fuel and Fuel Channel Integrity
 Mechanistic modelling of pool boiling CHF on calandria tube surfaces following PT/CT
contact
 Multiphysics investigation of PT hotspot due to localized fuel element-PT contact
 Modeling transient contact conductance following PT ballooning
 Experimental investigation of quench heat transfer on hot cylinders: Fundamental
experimental and visualization studies of heat transfer to cold water impinging on high
temperature metal surfaces
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IBIF mechanistic modeling using GOTHIC
CHF measurements in medium pressure water

Severe Accident Analysis and In-vessel Retention
 Mechanistic model of fuel channel disassembly.
 Experimental investigation of CHF limits on downward facing surfaces
 Calandria In-vessel Retention limits
 End-fitting/End-Shield Heat Transfer During a Severe Accident
 Explosive boiling of water and self triggering mechanisms in steam explosions
 Validation of the QUENCH Experiments using RELAP.
Computational and Tool Development, Testing and Validation
1. OECD-NEA CFD Benchmark for Mixing Inside Tube Bundles (MATIS Experiment)
2. CFD analysis of CT thermalhydraulics following PT contact in LOCA
3. Modeling multiple parallel channel two-phase natural circulation in CANDU
4. Trip parameter maps for the McMaster Nuclear Reactor
5. MCNP Analysis of the MNR Core: Measurement and computation of gamma ray fluxes
in the McMaster Nuclear Reactor
6. OECD-NEA Benchmarks on PWR and BWR Bundle Thermalhydraulics
7. Application of TRACE systems code to CANDU RD-14m Modelling
8. Application of the COBRA-TF Subchannel Code to CANDU
9. Coupled CFD and system thermalhydraulics for header modelling
CANDU Applications and Advanced Reactor Methodologies1
 Reactor physics of actinide burning in CANDU
 SERPENT Monte-Carlo Analysis of the SCWR Fuel Design
 Space-time kinetics of actinide burning CANDU
 Analysis of lattice cell physics with fuel recycling
 Analysis of blowdown following a LOCA in Gen IV supercritical reactor
 Systems analysis of advanced CANDU fuel cycles
 SCWR Heat Transfer Modeling
 Use of PSA Tools to Assess the Pre-Conceptual SCWR Design
 Analysis of power maneuvering capability of thorium fuelled CANDU reactors

Training and Enrolment
The IRCs at McMaster have been extremely successful. A total of 14 Masters students have
graduated from the program over Terms 1 and 2 with three more thesis defences pending. Five
PhD student have graduated including 3 who completed in 2012. Currently there are 17 Masters
and 10 PhD students enrolled in the nuclear program supervised by Dr. Luxat and Dr. Novog.
Approximately 8 students are employed at AMEC-NSS, 3 at CANDU Energy, 1 at CRL, 6 at
Bruce Power and 4 at OPG.
There have been 28 summer student projects in the nuclear area supervised by the IRC
professors. Approximately half have gone on to graduate studies and many of the others are
employed at Bruce Power, OPG, NSS and AECL. In addition 8 graduate students have had
internships in the Canadian nuclear industry (AECL and NSS) during the program.
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Research exchanges and agreements have been, or are being pursued with, Penn State,
University of Manchester, University of Pisa, INPG-Grenoble, CEA-Cadarache and Idaho
National Laboratories. A total of 6 McMaster students have gained international experience (4
more planned) with a comparable number of foreign students performing research at McMaster.

Publications late 2011-2012
Submitted, Accepted or Published in Journals
1. M. Avramova,A. Manera,D. Cuervo, A. Petruzzi, and D. R. Novog, “OECD-NEA PSBT
Benchmark”, Science and Technology of Nuclear Installations, PSBT Special Issue,
2013.
2. A. Morealle, W. Garland, And D.R. Novog, “The Reactor Physics Characteristics of a
Transuranic Mixed Oxide Fuel in a Heavy Water Moderated Reactor Nuclear
Engineering and Design”, Journal of Nuclear Engineering and Design, 2011.
3. M. Ball, C. McEwan, J.C. Luxat, D.R. Novog, “The Dilution Dependency of Multi-Group
Uncertainties”, submitted to Science and Technology of Nuclear Installations, 2013.
4. K. Leung and D.R. Novog, “Comparison of Subchannel Void Fraction and Critical Heat
Flux Predictions to the PSBT Benchmark Experimental Data”, Science and Technology
of Nuclear Installations, 2012.
5. K. Leung, A. Petrusi,, D.R. Novog, F. D’Auria, “RELAP5-3d Analysis Of The BFBT
Benchmark” In Press, Journal Of Nuclear Engineering And Design, 2013.
6. J. Luxat, “Fukushima: The Impact on Nuclear Power”, Physics in Canada, Vol. 64, No. 4,
Oct-Dec 2011
7. A. Morreale, D.R. Novog, J.C. Luxat, “Reliable Production of The Medical Isotope
Molybenum-99m Using a CANDU Reactor”, J. of Applied Radiation and Isotopes, 2011.
8. M. Ball, and D.R. Novog, “Analysis of Implicit and Explicit Lattice Sensitivities using
DRAGON”, Submitted to the J. of Nuclear Engineering and Design, 2012.
9. A. Rashkovan, D. McClure, D.R. Novog, “Examination of separate effect and integral
phenomena within a grid spacer with mixing vanes - Results for the MATiS-H OECDNEA benchmark exercise”, accepted to Nuclear Science and Engineering, 2012.
10. L. Xia, J. Jiang, H. Javidnia And J.C. Luxat, “Performance Evaluation Of A 3-D Kinetic
Model For Candu Reactors In A Closed-Loop Environment”, Nuclear Engineering And
Design, (243) February 2012.
11. L. Z. Xia, J. Jiang and J. C. Luxat, 'Design and Analysis Of Candu Reactor Control
Systems Based On A 3-D Reactor Kinetic Model', submitted to Nuclear Technology,
2012.
12. A. Behdadi And J.C.Luxat, “Mechanistic Modeling Of Critical Heat Flux on a Candu
Calandria Tube Following Pressure Tube Contact”, Nuclear Technology, Vol 181, No. 1,
pp 157-169, Jan 2013.
13. M.R. Ball, C. McEwan, D. Novog and J. Luxat, “The Dilution Dependency of Multi-Group
Uncertainties”, Submitted to Science and Technology of Nuclear Installations.
14. A. Morreale, M. R. Ball, D. R. Novog and J. C. Luxat,” The Behaviour of Transuranic
Mixed Oxide Fuel in A Candu-900 Reactor”, to be published, Nuclear Technology, July
2013
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Referred Conference Proceedings
1. D. Hummel, S. Langton, M. Scriven, M. Ball, J. Pencer, A. Buijs and D.R. Novog, “Code
to Code Assessment of the Lattice Physics Characteristics of a Pressure Tube Based
Super Critical Water Reactor”, International Symposium for Supercritical Water Cooled
Reactors, China 2013.
2. C. McEwan, M. Ball, D.R. Novog, “Covariance in Lattice Physics Simulations”, Canadian
Nuclear Society Annual Meeting, Toronto, 2013.
3. D.R. Novog, K. Leung and M. Ball, “Lessons Learned for Participation in Recent OECDNEA Reactor Physics and Thermalhydraulic Benchmarks”, Canadian Nuclear Society
Annual Meeting, Toronto, 2013.
4. J. Szymanski, D. Chang, D. Novog, K. Podila, J. Bailey, Y. Rao, A. Rashkovan and S.
Tavoularis, “Canadian Participation in OECD/NEA-KAERI Rod Bundle Benchmark For
CFD Codes”, CNS Simulation Symposium, 2012.
5. D.R. Novog and C. Frepolli, “Hierarchy of Uncertainties and their Role in Uncertainty
Propagation in Safety Analysis”, Accepted to NURETH 14, Pisa, 2013.
6. Mark Anderson, Chen Yuzhou, Luca Ammirable, David Novog, Katsumi Yamada, “IAEANEA Summary On The Depressurization From Supercritical Conditions”, International
Congress On Advanced Nuclear Power Plants (ICAPP)-12, Chicago, 2012.
7. A. Morreale, M. R. Ball, D. R. Novog and J. C. Luxat, The Effects of Fuel Burnup on
Incremental Cross Sections in Actinide Fuels in CANDU Reactors, Proceedings 33rd
Annual Conference of the Canadian Nuclear Society, Saskatoon, June 2012.
8. M. Gocmanac and J. C. Luxat, “Experimental Investigation of Pool Boiling Heat Transfer
and Critical Heat Flux on a Downward Facing Surface”, Proceedings 33rd Annual
Conference of the Canadian Nuclear Society, Saskatoon, June 2012.
9. A. Behdadi, J.C. Luxat, “Critical Heat Flux Variations On CANDU Calandria Tube
Surface”, Proceedings 33rd Annual Conference of the Canadian Nuclear Society,
Saskatoon, June 2012.
10. D.R. Novog and C. Frepolli, “Heirarcy of Uncertainties and Their Role in Uncertainty
Propagation in Safety Analysis”, Proceedings of the Canadian Nuclear Society, 2012.
11. D. Hummel And D.R. Novog, “Optimization Of The 78-Element Nuclear Fuel Bundle
Design for The Thorium Based Canadian Supercritical Water Cooled Reactor”,
\International China-Canada Supercritical Water Reactor Workshop, 2012.
12. M. Scriven, J.C. Luxat and D.R. Novog, “Effect of Reactor Physics Modelling
Assumptions on SCWR Physics Characteristics”, International China-Canada
Supercritical Water Reactor Workshop, 2012.
13. D.R. Novog, M. Yetiser, and G. McGee, “Safety System Concepts for the Canadian
Supercritical Water Cooled Design”, International China-Canada Supercritical Water
Reactor Workshop, 2012.
14. S. Langton, A. Buijs, D.R. Novog, “Reactor Physics Calculations of the Main Physics
Parameters for A Thorium Fuelled SCWR”, International China-Canada Supercritical
Water Reactor Workshop, 2012.
15. A. Morreale, M. R. Ball, D. R. Novog and J. C. Luxat,” The Behaviour of Transuranic
Mixed Oxide Fuel in A Candu-900 Reactor”, PHYSOR 2012, Knoxville, Tennessee,
USA, April 15-20, 2012.
16. M. Scriven, D. Hummel, J.C. Luxat and D.R. Novog, “Analysis of the impact of Coolant
density Variations in the High Efficiency Channel of a Pressure Tube Super-Critical
Water Reactor”, Proc. in International China-Canada Supercritical Water Reactor
Workshop, April 18-20, 2012.
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Other Presentations
 J.C. Luxat, The Fate of Radiological Emissions”, Invited lecture, Ontario Ministry of the
Environment (MOE) Professional Development Seminar, March 6, 2012.
 J.C. Luxat, “Accidents, Risk and Black Swan Events”, ANS Technical Achievement Award
Lecture, San Diego, CA, November 14, 2012
Interactions and Consultations
A large number or private and public consultations were performed by the IRC and AIRC during
2012 ranging from technical consulting advisory work. A summary of these interactions are:
J.C. Luxat
 Appointed Member of Project Advisory Committee, the Sylvia Fedoruk Canadian Centre
for Nuclear Innovation, Saskatchewan, June 2012.
 Independent Expert Reviewer:
 Severe Accident Analysis Consequence Assessment supporting Containment
Event Tree Quantification for Level 2 PRA of Pickering B – Kinectrics/OPG.
(2012)
 Member, Executive Committee, American Nuclear Society Thermal Hydraulics Division,
2009-2012.
 Member, Program Committee, American Nuclear Society Thermal Hydraulics Division,
2012-.
 Board of Directors, American Association for Structural Mechanics in Reactor
Technology (AASMiRT) , 2012 –
 Member Advisory Board, International Association for Structural Mechanics in Reactor
Technology (IASMiRT) , renewed 2012
 Member, AECL Board of Directors, 2008 - present
 Member, Human Resources and Governance Committee of the Board of Directors,
Atomic Energy of Canada, Ltd., 2011  Chair, Ad-hoc Science, Technology and Nuclear Oversight Committee of the Board of
Directors, Atomic Energy of Canada, Ltd., 2012
 Member (Advisory), COG Safety & Licensing Technical Committee
D.R. Novog
 Special Editor – Science and Technology of Nuclear Installations – BWR
Thermalhydraulic Benchmark Exercise, 2011-2012.
 Independent Expert Consultant – Assessment of System Thermalhydraulic Tools, COG
2012.
 IAEA Collaborative Research Project on SCWR Heat Transfer (2011-2013)
 Organizer – IAEA-McMaster Course on Advanced Reactor Safety and Technology:
SCWR, 2012.
Other
J.C. Luxat
 Elected Fellow, The Canadian Academy of Engineering (CAE), June 2012
 Elected Member, The International Nuclear Energy Academy (INEA), September 2012
 Awarded American Nuclear Society Thermal Hydraulics Division Technical Achievement
Award, November 2012
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University of Toronto – Roger C. Newman IRC
UNENE/NSERC IRC Program: Corrosion Control and Materials
Performance in Nuclear Power Systems
Overview
This IRC program is in its second 5-year term, which began in
June 2009. A renewal application is planned for a third 5-year term
to begin in June 2014.The research focuses on mechanisms,
prediction and control of metallic corrosion, with ancillary activities
such as electrodeposition, studies of hydrogen in pressure tube
material, and electrochemical condition monitoring generally. The
materials studied range from industrial alloys through pure
laboratory melts to simulated alloy lattices.
The group is well equipped for electrochemistry and microscopy,
including atomic force microscopy, and has a small facility for hightemperature, high-pressure testing in water, steam or aqueous
solutions. Collaborations are under way with most local universities that have UNENE programs
(McMaster, Western, Queens, Waterloo), as well as internationally (Johns Hopkins,
Manchester, Arizona State, etc.). Local facilities for electron microscopy and surface analysis
are about to be refreshed by a large infrastructure grant.
The IRC research takes place alongside a large activity in corrosion aspects of nuclear waste
management, funded from several countries. The group also has interests in aerospace, oiland-gas and pulp-and-paper, and has been funded in both phases of the NSERC-NRCan-AECL
Generation IV nuclear program.
2012 was a year of consolidation, with a number of continuing PhD projects. A large amount of
publishable material remains to be submitted, and this is a priority for 2013.

2012 Highlights
Two projects with significant applied impact were completed in 2012 –



Weld-metal dilution in Alloy 600-carbon steel joints, leading to superior performance in
reducing hot-water environments due to higher than normal iron content in the weld root.
Electrochemical monitoring in high-density concrete simulating that used in dry storage
containers for used nuclear fuel.

On the more fundamental side, a PhD student (Suraj Persaud) has embarked on a project that
combines studies of simulated primary and secondary water environments. For the primary
side, the key questions are the mechanisms behind the relatively good stress corrosion
resistance of alloys 600 (thermally treated – TT), 800, and 690, compared with mill-annealed
alloy 600. Using steam and hydrogen mixtures to accelerate oxidation, he shows that the 600TT
and 690 form protective oxides over their grain boundaries, but by two different mechanisms –
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in the 600TT this is due to oxidation of chromium carbides, while in the 690 (high chromium)
alloy, the grain boundary itself supplies a short-circuit for chromium diffusion to the surface (see
images below). The 800 alloy forms a protective oxide by a third mechanism involving iron
oxidation.

600TT

690 annealed
Regarding the secondary side, the same PhD student (Suraj ) has been comparing the stress
corrosion resistance of alloys 600 and 800 in acid sulfate solutions simulating steam-generator
crevices, at 315oC . The findings, while not especially surprising, are significant for life prediction
of these materials. Essentially, the more severe the environment, the more similarly the alloys
perform, and alloy 800 can even appear slightly worse when cold worked. But as the
environment is made less aggressive (lower sulfate concentration, higher pH), alloy 800 clearly
demonstrates its superiority. The results are interpreted as follows: in aggressive solutions, alloy
800 reveals its ‘stainless steel’ character, and its higher chromium content fails to prevent grain
boundary dissolution and cracking. In the milder environments, its higher chromium content
wins out over the insufficiently alloyed 600 material.
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Ongoing studies are using high-resolution analytical transmission electron microscopy at
McMaster University (National Centre for Electron Microscopy). Improved resolution has been
obtained of the events occurring during internal oxidation of alloy 600 in hydrogenated steam
(simulating primary water). Baptiste Gault of McMaster University (now in the UK) used one of
our samples to carry out atom probe tomography of the internal oxidation, and even managed to
image and characterize an oxidized grain boundary at atomic resolution.
The TEM image and EDX composition profiles below were taken at the leading edge of an
intergranular oxidation zone in Alloy 600 that popped open during TEM sample preparation. In
this particular case, Ti and Al are correlated with O more than is Cr, but this was not always the
case:

The Research Group and its Facilities
As of December 2012, the group consisted of 6 PhD students, 4 MASc students, 2 postdoctoral
fellows and 3 Research Associates. About 2/3 of this effort is supported by the IRC program.
Lab facilities include comprehensive equipment for electrochemistry, an atomic force
microscope, and autoclaves for electrochemical corrosion and stress corrosion studies, as well
as small-scale metal working equipment and advanced optical microscopy. Advanced surface
analysis and routine electron microscopy are available in the same building, with
complementary facilities in the Chemistry and Geology departments. Advanced analytical
electron microscopy is done in collaboration with the National Centre at McMaster University.
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Synchrotron radiation studies are also under way. A large CFI grant to UofT will provide cuttingedge electron microscopy and surface analysis in a new facility.
No PhD students graduated in 2012; one Masters student graduated. One jointly supervised
PhD student registered at Imperial College has graduated and is working at the OECD in Paris.

Specific Industry Interactions
There has been continuing consulting assistance to OPG in the area of electrochemical
monitoring in reinforced concrete. The contractor started site work in 2012 and data are being
analyzed as they are produced.
The chairholder attended an all-invited EPRI workshop on Corrosion Fatigue Damage and Life
Prediction for Steam Turbine Blades, in Boston.
OPG were assisted with a water chemistry question related to the integrity of Monel.
The group’s ongoing work in the nuclear waste area is being used in decision making by the
relevant entities worldwide (Canada, Switzerland, Sweden).
Research or consulting work is also under way for the oil and gas industry (BP, Shell) and
aerospace (Pratt and Whitney Canada), among others.

Public Output
The following lectures involving IRC research were given in 2012 (** indicates an invited talk):
William Zhang, Anatolie G Carcea, Roger C. Newman, Contrasting the Effects of Chloride and
Sulfate as Strong-acid Anions in the Thiosulfate-catalyzed Pitting of Stainless Steels and Nickelbase Alloys, Research in Progress Symposium, Corrosion 2012, Salt Lake City, 2012.
Adrián Vega, Dorota Artymowicz, Roger Newman, Progress in Modeling Alloy Corrosion –
Ternary Alloys, Research in Progress Symposium, Corrosion 2012, Salt Lake City, 2012.
Jaganathan Ulaganathan, Roger C. Newman, Probing the effect of cold work on stress
corrosion cracking by measurement of local plastic strains before and after crack initiation for
brass in Mattsson’s solution, Research in Progress Symposium, Corrosion 2012, Salt Lake City,
2012.
S. Persaud, A. Carcea and R.C. Newman, Acid-sulfate SCC of Alloys 600 and 800 - review and
new findings on the relatively high susceptibility of Alloy 800 in such environments, Second
Alloy 800 conference, Toronto, 2012. **
R.C. Newman, Recent advances in the understanding of pit propagation and morphology,
and relevance to corrosion fatigue crack nucleation, EPRI workshop on Corrosion Fatigue
Damage and Life Prediction for Steam Turbine Blades, Boston, 2012. **
Roger C. Newman, Mariusz A. Bryk and Dorota Artymowicz, Modelling of Passivity, NACE
Northern Region Conference, Toronto, October 28-31, 2012. **
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Jaganathan Ulaganathan, Roger C. Newman, Role of localized strain from prior cold work on
stress corrosion cracking, Gordon Research Seminar and Gordon Research Conference Aqueous Corrosion, New London, NH, July 7 - July 8, 2012. (one of the winners of a
competition among GRS speakers, promoted to the main GRC program). (also Poster) **
Artymowicz D., Newman R. C., A New Form of Percolation Transition Relevant to Corrosion and
Long-Time Ageing of Alloys, 24th Canadian Materials Science Conference, London, ON,
Canada, June 5-8, 2012. **
Persaud, S.Y., Newman, R.C. Potential Resistance of Alloy 82 Dissimilar Metal Welds to
Primary Water Stress Corrosion Cracking, 33rd Annual Conference of the Canadian Nuclear
Society & 36th CNS/CNA Student Conference, Saskatoon, SK, June 10-13, 2012.
The following journal papers and book chapters related to the IRC, or not otherwise funded,
were published or accepted in 2012. Many of the conference and workshop contributions listed
above also had full papers. 4 journal papers were submitted.
Jing Chao, Marina L. Suominen Fuller, N. Stewart McIntyre, Anatolie G. Carcea, Roger C.
Newman, Martin Kunz, Nobumichi Tamura, The Study of Stress Application and Corrosion
Cracking on Ni-16Cr-9Fe (Alloy 600) C-ring Samples by Polychromatic X-ray Microdiffraction,
Acta Materialia, 60, 781-792 (2012).
Jing Chao, Marina L. Suominen Fuller, Nathaniel Sherry, Jinhui Qin, N. Stewart McIntyre,
Jaganathan Ulaganathan, Anatolie G. Carcea, Roger C. Newman, Martin Kunz, Nobumichi
Tamura, Plastic and Elastic Strains in Short and Long Cracks in Alloy 600 Studied by
Polychromatic X-ray Microdiffraction and Electron Backscatter Diffraction, Acta Materialia, 60,
5508-5515 (2012).
Anthony B. Cook, Dirk Engelberg, Nicholas Stevens, Nicholas Laycock, Stephen White, Majid
Ghahari, Medhi Monir, and Roger Newman, Pit Propagation in Pure Aluminum: Growth
Regimes, Stability Criteria and Surface Morphology, Electrochemical Society Transactions, 41
(25) 121-132 (2012).
J. Erlebacher, R.C. Newman, K. Sieradzki, Fundamental Physics and Chemistry of
Nanoporosity Evolution During Dealloying, Nanoporous Gold, eds Arne Wittstock, Jürgen
Biener, Jonah Erlebacher, Marcus Bäumer, RSC (2012).
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University of Waterloo – Mahesh D. Pandey IRC
UNENE/NSERC IRC Program: Risk-Based Life Cycle Management of
Engineering Systems
Overview
The main research objective of the Waterloo Chair program is to
improve the life cycle management of nuclear plant systems through the
development and application of advanced risk and reliability models.
Another important objective is to provide HQP to the industry. The key
research areas are reliability analysis, statistical estimation, degradation
modeling, maintenance optimization and generation risk assessment.
Practical applications of the basic research include fuel channels,
feeders, steam generators and other components of the heat transport
system. These applications have begun to yield considerable benefits to
the operation and maintenance of nuclear power plants. Key industryrelated projects completed in 2012 are summarized in the next Section.

Research Program and Outcomes
Risk Informed End of Life Assessment of Feeder Pipes

Figure 1: Detailed, risk-informed assessment of feeder bend and weld thinning.

Current mechanistic based assessment methods use a limited amount of feeder inspection data
collected from a feeder, such as the minimum thickness of feeder bends. We have developed a
new methodology that utilizes the entire scan of the feeder bend wall thickness data and
provides a risk-informed estimate of the FAC rate and the end-of-life of the feeder (see Figure 1)
This method has been successfully applied to optimize the feeder replacement plans at a
station. The new method provides a robust estimate of FAC wear rates by accounting for
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uncertainties associated with the ultrasonic inspection data. This method determines the feeder
end of life with high confidence, which is critical for the effective management of aging feeder
systems.

Development of Visualization Tools to Support the Degradation Assessment

Figure 2: Software for 3D visualization of FAC wall thickness loss in feeder piping.
Nuclear utilities collect a vast amount of in-service inspection data as part of periodic inspection
plans and the detailed assessment and monitoring of various degradation mechanisms, such as
corrosion, fretting and creep deformation. The development of data visualization tools allows the
consideration of all of the in-service inspection data in the analysis, and hence supports a more
comprehensive degradation assessment of systems, structures and components (SSCs).
A software tool has been developed to visualize the damage to feeder piping caused by the
FAC process (Figure 2). Inspection data, such as the wall thickness profiles of feeders from the
6-point and 14-point UT probes, can be contoured directly in Microsoft Excel using the method
of Kriging. The data can also be visualized in three-dimensions from multiple outages, which is
especially valuable for lead feeders and for feeders with complex bend geometries.

Improved Factors for Steam Generator Tubing Alloys
The long term prediction of in service degradation of steam generator (SG) tubing alloy is an
essential input to the life cycle management of SG fleet in CANDU stations. Although alloy 800
and alloy 690 have demonstrated excellent performance, uncertainty still exists about their long
term survivability. AECL has been conducting a series of experiments to estimate the
improvement factors for these alloys with reference to alloy 600.
We have performed a detailed statistical analysis of the experimental data related to incubation
of corrosion in alloys 600, 800 and 690. The Weibull distribution model for the incubation time
was derived. The results shown in Figure 3 correspond to a startup transient with neutral crevice
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chemistry at 150ºC and applied potential of -53 mV. Based on this analysis, we concluded that
the improvement factor for alloy 800 is about 80, and that for alloy 690 is about 50.
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Figure 3: Distribution of degradation incubation time for SG tubing alloys
Prediction of Creep Deformation in Fuel Channels
Diametral expansion of pressure tubes is the main life-limiting factor in CANDU reactors. The
pressure tube deformation rates are directly influenced by material properties (e.g., texture and
grain size) and operating conditions (i.e., stress, temperature, and neutron flux). Predicting the
rate of diametral expansion is critical as it determines the maximum power level for reactor
operation, and ultimately the useful life of the reactor.
We have developed statistical models for pressure tube diametral creep using inspection data
from in-service pressure tubes. The model results can be used not only to make predictions for
the inspected and uninspected pressure tube populations, but also to investigate the influence
of material properties (microstructure) on the overall creep behaviour. Figure 4 illustrates the
observed and predicted diametral creep rates for a selected pressure tube and the 95 %
prediction interval along the length of the pressure tube.

Figure 4: Observed diametral creep rate vs. model predicted mean (solid black line) and 95 %
prediction interval (dashed lines) for a selected pressure tube.
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Probability of Failure

Reliability Analysis of Eddy Current Inspection System
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Figure 5: Predicted probability distribution of number of failures of the eddy current inspection
system (photo courtesy of Zetec).

Eddy current (EC) inspection probe driving systems are extensively used during outages for
steam generator tubing inspections in nuclear plants. For example, during an outage an
approximate 300,000 feet distance may be traversed by this system. The failure of the probe
driving system results in the loss of time during inspection and has the potential to prolong
outage durations.
The key objective of this project was to analyze the usage and failure history data provided by
IMS (OPG – Inspection Maintenance Services) and to develop a reliability prediction model for
the probe driving system. We conducted probabilistic analysis of the data, estimated reliability of
each of the three subsystems and then predicted the reliability of the probe driving system as a
whole. A typical output of our analysis is shown in Figure 5, which shows the predicted number
of failures of the probe driving system during a future outage that involves about 300,000 feet of
coverage by this equipment. The reliability is estimated as 68%, and the probability of one
failure is about 22%. This Figure also shows that by having two spare units, the interruption
caused by the system failure can be minimized.

Other Projects






Estimation of SG tubing degradation rate from noisy eddy current inspection data
Probabilistic seismic hazard analysis of nuclear plant structures
Analysis of deuterium ingress in the rolled joints of pressure tubes
Evaluation of common cause failure probabilities in systems important to safety
Life-cycle management plan for air compressor system at a CANDU Station

Benefits to the Industry



Optimized life cycle management of reactor components
Improved communication with the regulator about managing the risk
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Minimize cost penalties associated with increased inspection and outage duration
Overall improvement in operational efficiency of nuclear power generation

Research Team
Current Team
PhD – 11, MASc – 4, Research Associates – 2, PDF – 1
Completion of Training in 2012:
PhD – 4
Employment of students after completing the training:
Candu Energy, Technical Safety Authority of Ontario, Structural Consulting Firm in Boston,
Research Associate

Publications
Selected Journal Papers
(1) Pandey, M.D. and Xin, L. (2012). An Improved Statistical Model for Predicting the
Deuterium Ingress in Zirconium Alloy Pressure Tubes. Nuclear Engineering and Design,
250, 184-191.
(2) Jyrkama, M.I. and Pandey, M.D. (2012). Methodology for Predicting Flow-Accelerated
Corrosion Wear using Unreferenced Multiple Inspection Data. Nuclear Engineering and
Design, 250, 317-325.
(3) Cheng, T.-J. Pandey, M.D. and van der Weide, J.A.M. (2012). The Probability
Distribution of Maintenance Cost of a Systems Affected by the Gamma Process of
Degradation: Finite Time Solution. Reliability Engineering & System Safety, (Accepted 6
June 2012).
(4) Cheng, T.-J. and Pandey, M.D. (2012). An Accurate Analysis of Maintenance Cost of
Structures Experiencing Stochastic Degradation. Structure and Infrastructure
Engineering, 8(4), 329-339.
(5) Pandey, M.D. and Zhang, X. (2012). System Reliability Analysis of the Robotic
Manipulator with Random Joint Clearances. Int. J. Mechanism and Machine Theory,
(Accepted 29 July 2012).
(6) Zhang, X. and Pandey, M.D. (2012). An Efficient Method for System Reliability Analysis
of Planar Mechanisms. Journal of Mechanical Engineering Science, Proceedings of the
Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Part C, (Accepted 23 April 2012).
(7) Zhang, D.-Y., Xie, W.-C. and Pandey, M.D. (2012). Synthesis of Spatially Correlated
Ground Motions at Varying Sites Based on Vector-Valued Seismic Hazard
Deaggregation. Soil Dynamics and Earthquake Engineering, 41, 1-13.
Selected Conference Papers/Presentations/Posters
(8) Jyrkama, M.I. and Pandey, M.D. (2012). Using Data Visualization Tools to Support
Degradation Assessment in Nuclear Piping. Proc. 7th CNS Steam Generators to
Controls Conference, November 11-14, 2012, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
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(9)

Pandey, M.D., Lu, D. and Riznic, J. (2012). A Probabilistic Assessment of FlowAccelerated Corrosion Rate in Pipe Bends with Unknown Initial Thickness. Proc. ASME
2012 Power Conference, July 30 - August 3, 2012, Anaheim, CA.

(10) Lu, D., Pandey, M.D. and Jyrkama, M.I. (2012). Probabilistic Estimation of FlowAccelerated Corrosion Rate at the Welded Joints of the Nuclear Piping System. Proc.
ASME 2012 Pressure Vessels and Piping Conference, July 16-18, 2012, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada.
(11) Cheng, T.-J., Pandey, M.D. and van der Weide, J.A.M. (2012). A Comparison of
Asymptotic and Finite Time Solutions for the Discounted Maintenance Cost of Repairable
Systems. Proc. 11th International Probabilistic Safety Assessment and Management
(PSAM) Conference & The Annual European Safety and Reliability (ESREL) Conference,
June 25-29, 2012, Helsinki, Finland.
(12) Jyrkama, M.I. and Pandey, M.D. (2012). Reliability Analysis of a Fish Diversion Structure
at the Cooling Water Intake of a Power Generating Station. Proc. 11th International
Probabilistic Safety Assessment and Management (PSAM) Conference & The Annual
European Safety and Reliability (ESREL) Conference, June 25-29, 2012, Helsinki,
Finland.
(13) Jyrkama, M.I. and Pandey, M.D. (2012). Key Risk Measures for the Risk-Informed
Prioritization of Engineering Projects. Proc. 11th International Probabilistic Safety
Assessment and Management (PSAM) Conference & The Annual European Safety and
Reliability (ESREL) Conference, June 25-29, 2012, Helsinki, Finland.
(14) Pandey, M.D. (2012). Probabilistic Prediction of Life Expectancy of Steam Generator
Tubing. Invited Lecture at the Third meeting of Quantitative Micro-Nano (QMN-3) Project,
June 10-15, 2012, Idaho Falls, ID.

Interaction with Industry



Participation in COG projects with industry partners
Organization of Workshops and Conferences
o Engineering Reliability and Life Cycle Management Workshop at the ASME
ICONE-20 conference
o Risk and Reliability Training Course for the industry
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UOIT – Anthony Waker IRC
– Edward Waller (Associate IRC)
UNENE/NSERC IRC Program: Health Physics and Environmental
Safety
Overview
The core of the IRC Health Physics and Environmental Safety
research program is to enhance radiation protection for nuclear
energy workers and the environment through studies in
radiation measurement, radiation effects and radiation field
modelling and visualization. In December 2012 a 48 month
progress report was submitted to NSERC which documented a
number of significant milestones in the development of UNENE
sponsored research at UOIT. Accompanying this progress
report was an IRC renewal proposal which, when approved, will
see a five-year continuation of the senior and associate Chairs
at UOIT. The NSERC decision on the Chair renewal is
expected in March or June, 2013.
During the period January 2012 to December 2012 we have
graduated 2 HQPs at the Masters level; successfully completed
one PhD candidacy exam and have in total 15 HQPs in training;
Senior Chair – 2PDF; 3 PhD (one co-supervised with associate
Chair); 2 MASc; 2 MEng; Associate Chair – 4 PhD (one cosupervised with Senior Chair); 3 MASc.
The research program continues to focus on improving realtime detection methods for mixed radiation fields and tritium
and developing methods for radiation field mapping and
visualization as well as developing a greater understanding of
the risks of radiation exposures at low dose. Participation in 14 conferences or workshops with
student presentations or co-authorship along with detector performance testing at the National
Physical laboratory of the UK and graduate instruction at the Karolinska Institute in Stockholm
and for the ARDENT project workshop in Vienna have all provided opportunities, both national
and international, for the dissemination of research results and for increasing awareness and
raising the profile of the IRC and UNENE research programs.
UOIT continues to develop its research infrastructure and during 2012 the installation and
commissioning of the G10 caesium-source irradiator was completed in the purpose built
laboratories for mixed-field irradiations and the Thermo-Fisher P385 neutron generator is
expected to be licenced and installed early in 2013.
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Program Results
Real-time Measurements (Senior Chair)
Under this research thrust we are engaged in three projects investigating detector development
for mixed field dosimetry and monitoring under conditions that arise in the operation of CANDU
power plants. Real-time monitoring is the first-line of defence in nuclear power plant operations
and this work is providing the Canadian nuclear industry with underlying research and
development for improving both neutron and tritium monitoring that the industry is no longer
able to carry out with its own resources. Canada is a provider as well as a user of nuclear power
plant technology and maintaining a capability and expertise in nuclear instruments and methods
is an important indicator of overall competence in nuclear science, particularly when it comes to
radiation protection issues of special interest in CANDU technology such as tritium emissions.
Project 1. Mixed Neutron-Photon Dosimetry and Monitoring
A principal achievement in this project has been the comprehensive study and published
account of the dosimetric properties of a multi-element tissue equivalent proportional counter
(METEPC) for mixed-field neutron monitoring. The next planned stage in this work was to link
the METEPC detector to a commercially available data acquisition system and test its
performance as a hand-held device. This work was carried out in the Spring of 2012 with a
series of measurements made at the National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, UK comparing
the METEPC and a Far-West
Technology REM500 device using
standard neutron fields of Cf-252, AmBe and Am-Li. The results of these
measurements are being analyzed and
prepared for presentation at the
Neutron and Ion Dosimetry Symposium
NEUDOS12 in 2013.
A
hybrid
proportional
counter,
constructed from graphite, with a tissue
equivalent gas filling has also been
developed. This device has been used
METEPC, REM500 and HAWK instruments in the
along
with
conventional
tissue
NPL main irradiation bay
equivalent proportional counters to
establish methods for high precision neutron-photon mixed field dosimetry using the UOIT AmBe neutron source facility. A Masters student has completed his degree requirements and
graduated with this work which has enabled us to make a significant step forward in developing
the methodology for characterization of the McMaster low-energy neutron beam facility for
future narrow-beam neutron radiation biology experiments which we believe are a fundamental
requirement for improving our understanding of the effects of low-dose exposures to neutrons of
the energy encountered in power-plant workplaces.
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Gas Electron Multipliers are a relatively new type of
detector coming from the high energy physics community
that has potential for mixed-field dosimetry as well as
particle tracking capability. During 2012 we have
commenced a study employing Monte-Carlo methods
using the GARFIELD ++ code to predict the performance
of a GEM device and have constructed a GEM detector
with which to obtain experimental data to compare with
modeling results. A Masters student has completed their
degree requirements and graduated with this study which
positions us well to apply GEM detector technology for
mixed field dosimetry and particle discrimination in the
nuclear power industry. The most important application of
this work will be in designing and developing tritium-in-air
monitors for CANDU nuclear plants where discrimination is
Modelling gas-multiplication
required between the short-range beta particles from
through a GEM detector: Artritium and longer-range electrons from Compton scattered
CO2
gamma rays. In a separate study, see Project 3 below, we
are investigating the effects of electron attachment in air in order to be able to optimize the
performance of gas multiplication devices by designing counters with the appropriate electric
fields for ionization charge drift, multiplication and collection.

Project 2. Detector Modelling Using Monte-Carlo Methods
This work is being carried out by a PhD student under the joint supervision of the Senior and
Associate Chair and to date has been focused on a study of three Monte-Carlo codes, MCNPX,
FLUKA and PHITS. These codes are utilized to predict the energy response of tissue equivalent
proportional counters and compared with bench-mark experimental results for photons of 323
keV, 662 keV and 1250 keV and mono-energetic neutrons of 144 keV, 570 keV and 14.8 MeV
obtained for TEPC simulated diameters ranging from 0.24 µm to 7.7 µm. The results obtained
so far indicate that the three codes show significant differences in their ability to match the
experimental data, with some codes being more deficient than others. This is the first time such
a detailed study has been carried out on more than one Monte-Carlo code and will assist us in
making the right choice of code for future device design work.
Project 3. Tritium-in-air Measurement
Gas ionization methods remain the most sensitive method for the detection of tritium in air,
however, the electronegative nature of oxygen and water vapour severely limits the applicability
of proportional counters or other gas-amplification ionization devices for charge particle
detection. To study this process in detail an Electron Attachment Spectrometer (EAS) has been
designed and constructed to measure electron attachment in air and other gases. The NSERC
Post-Doctoral Fellow working on this project returned from maternity leave during 2012 and we
have completed the commissioning the apparatus for experimental use and reported on its
design and performance at the IEEE Nuclear Science Symposium, Anaheim California, in
October 2012.
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Radiation Quality (Senior Chair)
Under this research thrust we have two projects underway, one concerned with developing a
microdosimetric description of low-dose exposures and the other with the development of low
energy photon beams to mimic low energy beta emitters, such as tritium.
Project 1. Microdosimetry of Low-Dose Exposures
The interaction of radiation with biological tissues is governed by the stochastic properties of
charged-particle energy deposition and the discrete nature of the cells that makeup the tissues.
At low doses the stochastic nature of this interaction becomes increasingly dominant such that
the concepts of microdosimetry become more appropriate for describing radiation interaction
than the use of average quantities such as absorbed dose. We have used a microdosimetric
description of low dose exposures to show how the fraction of cells experiencing an energy
deposition event and the number of times such an energy deposition takes place change as a
function of radiation quality and absorbed dose and should be taken into account in any
discussion on the effects of radiation at low doses and dose-rate. Our current activity is an
analysis of public exposures and doses to emissions from the Fukushima power plants and a
comparison of results obtained by microdosimetric analysis and conventional internal dosimetry
calculations in deriving cell hit-numbers and cell-hit fractions. We expect to report the results of
this work in in the first half of 2012.
Project 2. Low Energy Photon Mimic for Tritium Beta Particles
Two of the consequences of the microdosimetric analysis of low dose exposure carried out
under Project 1 are a) we do not always
have the basic microdosimetric singleMini-X beam
event spectra data required for the
and spectrum
analysis, particularly for low energy beta
analyzer
emitters and b) at low doses only a
small fraction of the cells in a given
tissue may actually be directly affected.
Both these shortcomings could be
alleviated by the development of
narrow-beam photon sources that could
mimic low energy beta emitters. With
such beams microdosimetric and
biophysical measurements could be made to obtain single-event data for beta emitters that
would be difficult to handle (such as tritiated water or water vapour) or impossible to use (source
encapsulation or very short half-life). To this end we have constructed a low energy photon
source to mimic the tritium beta-particle spectrum. The X-ray beam from a miniature X-ray tube
with silver target is modified with various filters producing low energy characteristic X-rays and
the apparatus also has a built-in spectrometry system to monitor the final X-ray spectrum
produced. This experimental work is accompanied by Monte-Carlo simulation to determine the
degree of similarity with the tritium beta spectrum that can be produced by the low energy
photons interacting with a thin tissue equivalent layer of matter. A Masters student has been
working on this project and is expected to complete degree requirements by April 2013.
Modelling Radiation Fields (Associate Chair)
There are numerous requirements for modelling radiation fields in and around nuclear power
plants. Three active research projects being investigated by graduate students are (a) modeling
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portal monitor efficiency, (b) modeling contact dose rates from shielded sources and (c)
deterministic modeling of radiation fields for use in a robotic detection system.
Project (a) - Portal personnel monitors are typically used to measure large groups of persons for
contamination of radioactive material. When persons may become externally contaminated (i.e.
clothing and skin) there exists the real threat of internal contamination as well through inhalation
or ingestion of the loose radioactive material. Of interest is the efficiency of a portal monitor for
detecting internal contamination. This work specifically brackets the Thermo Scientific PM12 –
personnel gamma portal monitor. The PM12 was designed specifically for use in nuclear power
plants (and is used by OPG). The BOttle Manikin ABsorber (BOMAB) phantom and portal
monitor were modeled in the Monte Carlo Neutral Particle (MCNP) radiation transport code.
Future studies will include deposition of contaminants in various regions of the respiratory and
GI tracts and determination of efficiency. Experiments have been conducted to validate the
models at the OPG Health Physics Laboratory in Whitby, Ontario 22-23 May 2012.

Project (b) Contact dose rates from shielded sources are significantly higher than point source
predicted dose rates at 1 cm stand-off distance due, in a large part, to electron production in the
encapsulation. Contact dose rates are
important to understand for radiation therapy
applications, and also for inadvertent
exposure analysis which would require
forensic (retrospective) dosimetry estimates.
This work involves MCNP modeling of contact
dose rates and comparison with those
tabulated in NCRP40 (Protection Against
Radiation from Brachytherapy Sources).
Secondary electrons from the shielded
sources were considered and compared to
published values. Preliminary results indicate
that published values overestimate the dose
by up to a factor of 4. Work considering a variety of encapsulations, sources and scenarios is
considered, in addition to dose reconstruction for actual radiation injury cases. This work was
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presented at the 56th annual meeting of the Health Physics Society in West Palm Beach, FL on
28 June 2011 and recently at the International Radiation Protection Association’s 13th Congress
in Glasgow, Scotland May 2012.
Project (c) Deterministic field modeling is often useful when rapid near real-time estimates of
radiation fields are required that are not readily employed using Monte Carlo techniques. A
current project to integrate near real-time deterministic radiation fields using a 1-D discrete
ordinates transport code (ANISN) with a robotic detection platform (RadBot) using simultaneous
localization and mapping (SLAM) techniques to map a room and localize unknown sources is
currently underway. This project is cooperative with the research in real-time measurement
being conducted by the Senior Chair, and the RadBot project, discussed under Thrust II.
In addition, the Senior and Associate Chair co-supervise one PhD student performing modelling
and design of tissue equivalent proportional counters, which falls under Thrust I as well as the
Senior Chair’s research.
Visualization and Mapping of Radiation Fields (Associate Chair)
In the radiation field, visualization options available for engineers, scientists and health
physicists have traditionally been based in the 2d realm, with techniques such as the generation
of isodose curves. From the perspective of a health physicist the creation of 3d visuals to
illustrate radiation levels within an environment is an invaluable tool both for training and As Low
As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) radiation dose planning. Two active research projects
being investigated by graduate students are (d) radiation dose visualization, and (e) robotic
assisted dose mapping.
Project (d) Radiation dose visualization is important especially if a continuous map of radiation
field can be developed. In this way, a worker can navigate around radiation “hot spots” and
therefore reduce their personal radiation dose. This research involves a novel technique for the
creation of 3d visualizations of radiation fields. The methodology is developed and shown (for
example, point source on a desk) to be effective within the Google SketchUp Computer Aided
Design (CAD) software package. The methodology takes an input file of information stored in
coordinate form with a representative value at each point. It constructs elemental shapes
automatically within Google SketchUp at those coordinates. All shapes are associated with an
intensity value related to a pre-defined scale. The shapes are colorized and enhanced with
transparency effects to complete a radiation field visualization scene. The initial stage of this
work was completed by an MASc student and is being expanded with augmented reality and
continued vis-a-vis by a PhD student.
Project (e) RadBot is a robotic tool to help minimize total overall and acute radiation exposure in
a variety of industrial applications (nuclear power generation, mining, conversion) and
emergency response scenarios where contact with ionizing radiation is likely. Radiation maps
show how a radiation field varies in an area, usually by overlaying intensity isobars on a
physical map. They can play an invaluable role in minimizing total overall exposure to ionizing
radiation by identifying those portions of a region which are potentially harmful to humans and
sensitive equipment in a format that is easily understood by a wide audience. A number of
techniques for generating these fields are outlined in the literature. If it is known ahead of time
that an area will be mapped, then a network of static sensors distributed ahead of time
throughout the range can be used to collect the necessary readings required by the map.
However in many real-life situations where radiation maps could be quite helpful, there is often
little or no notice ahead of time identifying the area where a map could be useful. For these
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cases, an alternative approach is required, where radiation sensors must be dynamically
positioned throughout the area. When the radiation field intensity is stable and low-enough, this
survey can be conducted by human operators using hand-held sensors. However, when the
nature of the field is uncertain enough or levels are too high to risk human exposure, one
versatile alternative is to use radiation sensors attached to mobile robots to acquire the
necessary data. The most significant obstacles to both of these techniques are presented when
either obstacles exist in the environment that make it impossible to position a radiation sensor
throughout the entire area being mapped, or if no physical map is available ahead of time. In
these situations, generating reasonably accurate useable radiation maps of the complete area
will require using both predicted radiation intensity values for the inaccessible regions from an
appropriately selected radiation model (calibrated with sensor readings from the accessible
areas) and integrating this with a map-making capability to provide the geometrical layout map.
The goal of this research is to develop a versatile system for generating radiation maps ondemand for areas in which completing a full sensor survey is impossible, or for which there is
limited information available about the geometrical layout. RadBot is in a proof-of-principle
development stage currently, with one PhD student involved in the robotics and one MASc (as
described in the Thrust I section) involved in the field modeling.

Research Facilities and Equipment
UOIT has dedicated laboratories for detector development, aerosol research and environmental
radiation measurements. The aerosol research lab is designed for powder and liquid aerosol
characterization and is fully equipped with research instruments such as particle sizers; portable
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aerosol spectrometers; cascade impactors; flow/volume simulator (breathing machine) and ball
mills. The installation of a Hopewell Designs G10 caesium gamma irradiator was completed in
2012 and installation and licencing of a D-D Thermo-Fisher P385neutron generator is expected
to be completed in early 2013. UOIT has also aquired an RMD gamma camera system for the
remote detection and indentification of radiation sources which will be used in our radiation field
visualization research.

HPQs
Current HPQs HPQs under training during 2012:
Senior Chair – 2PDF; 3 PhD (one co-supervised with associate Chair); 2 MASc; 2 MEng.
Associate Chair – 4 PhD (one co-supervised with Senior Chair); 3 MASc
HQP Graduated Two Masters students graduated from the industrial research chair program during 2012; one
student has accepted an Early Stage Researcher position in the ARDENT project funded by the
European Union and the other has been accepted as a PhD student at UOIT for research
funded by AECL independently from UNENE.

Publications
Depth dose determination for a mixed radiation field using a thin plastic scintillator dosimetry
system, Abdulkadir Aydarous and Anthony Waker, Nuclear Technology & Radiation Protection,
Vol. 27, No. 1, 2012.
An experimental study of the relative response of plastic scintillators to photons and beta
particles, A. Kumar and A. J .Waker, Radiation Measurements (in print)
Neutron Spectrometry and Dosimetry Study at Two Research Nuclear Reactors Using Bonner
Sphere Spectrometer (BSS), Rotational Spectrometer (ROSPEC) and Cylindrical Nested
Neutron Spectrometer (NNS) Atanackovic, Jovica; Matysiak, Witold; Hakmana Witharana,
Sampath Sanjeewa; Dubeau, Jacques; Aslam, Ibrahim; Waker, Anthony, Rad. Prot. Dos
A Study of the Characteristics of a Low Energy Neutron Beam Using Gafchromic EBT2 Films,
A. Aydarous, Aslam and A.J. Waker, Applied Radiation and Isotopes, 70, No7, pp 1442-1445,
2012
“Radiation Protection and Environmental Safety”, Waller, E., in “CANDU Reference Textbook”,
in progress, CANDU Owners Group/UNENE, Toronto, 2012. In preparation
Conference Presentations:
“Feasibility studies of a Multielement Tissue Equivalent Proportional Counter (METEPC) for
dosimetry in fields characteristic of particle therapy, research accelerators, and space radiation”,
W.Matysiak, A. Hanu and A.J. Waker, Canadian Association of Physicists, Annual Conference,
Calgary, June, 2012
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“Multielement Tissue Equivalent Proportional Counter (METEPC) for Dosimetry in Particle
Therapy” W.Matysiak, A. Hanu and A.J. Waker, Particle Therapy Co-operative Group,
Workshop PTCOG51, Goyang, Korea, June, 2012
“The Application of Experimental Microdosimetry to Mixed-Field Neutron-Gamma Dosimetry”,
Saad Al-Bayati, Canadian Radiation Protection Association Annual Conference, Halifax, May,
2012
“Low Energy Mimic of the Tritium Beta Decay Spectrum”, Neville Malabre-O’Sullivan,
Canadian Radiation Protection Association Annual Conference, Halifax, May, 2012
“Design ad Function of an Electron Attachment Spectrometer”, Gloria Orchard and Anthony
Waker, IEEE NSS/MIC/RTSD, Anaheim, October, 2012
“Field Portable Neutron Spectrometer Based on the Bonner Sphere Principle”, J. Dubeau, S.
Witharana, J. Antanackovic, A. Yonkeu, W. Matysiac, A. Waker and Aslam, IEEE
NSS/MIC/RTSD, Anaheim, October, 2012
“Classical Microdosimetry – Devices and Challenges in Neutron Metrology for Radiation
Protection and Public Health”, A. Waker, Chalk River Laboratories seminar, December 2012
“A Mobile Robotic Platform for Generating Radiation Maps”, Von Frankenberg, F., McDougall,
R., Nokleby, S. and Waller, E. 5th International Conference on Intelligent Robotics and
Applications (ICIRA). Montreal, PQ. 3-5 October 2012.
“Experiments in Support of Determining Orofacial-to-Lung Ratio (OLR) for Radiological
Dispersal Device Events”, Waller, E., Shew, C. and Perera, S., Health Physics Society 57th
Annual Meeting, Sacramento, CA, 22-26 July 2012.
“Contamination effects to the public from direct and indirect pathways of a simulated radiological
dispersal device (RDD) event near the Canada-US border”, Hall, C. and Waller, E., Health
Physics Society 57th Annual Meeting, Sacramento, CA, 22-26 July 2012.
“Computational Tabulation of the Spatial Origin of Scoring Secondary Electron Tracks in a Wallless Tissue Equivalent Proportional Counter under Photon Irradiation”, Ali, F., Waker, A. And
Waller, E., 33rd Annual Conference of the Canadian Nuclear Society, Saskatoon, SK, 10-13
June 2012.
“MEDECOR2: Optimization of Medical DECORporation (MEDECOR) Tool for Time of Use and
Improved Bioeffects”, Boulay-Greene, H., Waller, E., Li, C., Vlahovich, S., Hugron, R., Brown,
G., Walsh, K., Donovan, K., Wyatt, H., Priest, N., Kramer, G., Erhardt, L., Jones, A., Wilkinson,
D., Prud’Homme-Lalonde, L., , Blakely, W. and Österreicher, J., 10th Annual Public Security S&T
Summer Symposium, Ottawa, 11-14 June 2012
“NATO Exercising of a Strategy for Rapid Triage and Treatment for Persons Exposed to a
Radiological Dispersal Device”, Waller, E., CRPA 2012 Annual Meeting, Halifax, NS, 27-30 May
2012.
“Enhanced Local Radiation Injury from Encapsulated Sources”, Cleary, J. and Waller, E. and
13th International Congress of the International Radiation Protection Association, Glasgow,
Scotland, 13-18 May 2012.
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Cases with Realized outcomes to Industry; knowledge transfer, Technology Application to
industry
Overview:
The UNENE Chair holders at UOIT have interacted with their nuclear energy partners on a
number of levels regularly through the year. At the program level the senior Chair is a member
of the Candu Owners Group (COG) Technical Committee for Health, Safety and the
Environment and as such participates in the discussion and decision-making concerning the
COG R&D program. Associated with guidance of the COG research and development program
is the Health Physics Working Group for which the senior Chair is also a participating member.
Examples of industry-partner activity at the technical and research level are collaboration with
AECL scientists on neutron spectrometry and dosimetry; collaboration with AECL and OPG
scientists on whole-body counter modelling using Monte-Carlo methods and a review of alpha
particle internal dosimetry dose-assessments with Bruce Power.
The expertise of the UNENE Chair holders and in particular that of the associate Chair, Dr.
Waller, has been valued and used by the UNENE industrial partners to provide expert
participation in a broad range of workshops and conferences on key emerging issues in
radiation protection. Examples of these activities are given below:
UNSCEAR 59th Session Canadian Delegation Lead on documents R688 Radiation Exposure
from Electricity Generation, R689 Methodology for Estimating Human Exposures Due to
Radioactive Discharges, R691 Levels and Effects of Radiation Exposure Due to the Nuclear
Accident After the Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami, R693 Epidemiology of Low Dose
Rate Exposures of the Public to Natural and Artificial Environmental Sources of Radiation,
United Nations, Vienna, Austria, 20-25 May 2012.
57th Annual Meeting of the Health Physics Society - Professional Enrichment Program (PEP)
course entitled “Tools and Strategies for Modeling Radionuclides in the Environment”, 2 hr PEP
worth 4 Continuing Education Credits (CEC) by the ABHP for CHP continuing education,
Sacramento, California, 24 July 2012.
Session Chair “Emergency Planning and Response” of the Health Physics Society 57th Annual
Meeting, Sacramento, CA, 22-26 July 2012.
International Nuclear Security Education Network - Invited to present on Canadian initiatives in
nuclear security education at the annual meeting of the International Nuclear Security Education
Network (INSEN), Vienna, Austria, 9-10 July 2012.
Appointed as Member of Health Physics Society Continuing Education Committee, 2012 (term
until 2015).
Radiological Risk Assessment for Decision Making, Compliance and Emergency Response
Risk Assessment Corporation, Arlington, VA, ID Number 2012-03-001, 5-9 March 2012
Workshop on Scientists Engagement - World Institute for Nuclear Security, Toronto, Ontario, 12 March 2012
MITACs Accelerate reviewer, June 2012
Manuscript reviewer for the European Journal of Engineering Education, Winter 2012.
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The Chair holders are also engaged in a number of nuclear community and educational
initiatives such as:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Meetings with OPG Health Physics Department, Whitby on Health Physics and the
Environment
Durham Nuclear Health Committee membership (& host location)
Undergraduate Internship Programs (CNSC, Bruce, OPG)
Dr. Waker was invited faculty to teach on the first international graduate course in
Microdosimetry (K-2572) organized and administered by the Karolinska Institutet,
Stockholm, June, 2012.
Dr. Waker is an associated partner in a European Union multi-university-industry
consortium headed by CERN for a European ‘Marie Curie Initial Training Network’ for
advanced radiation dosimetry (ARDENT http://ardent.web.cern.ch/ardent/ardent.php).
This training program will initiate significant expansion into a global research
collaboration aimed at developing advanced methods of dosimetry for radiation therapy
and radiation biology and the training of HQPs (early stage researchers) specializing in
detector development and radiation measurement. Membership of the ARDENT project
enables the IRC direct access to European advanced dosimetry research as well as
access to European research facilities engaged in particle physics and biophysics
research.
Dr. Waller has been involved for a number of years as an invited speaker for the Durham
Region Science Olympics - Invited presentation entitled: “The Peaceful Uses of Nuclear
Technology” Education Centre, Whitby, ON, 18 November 2012
Dr. Waller has been invited numerous times by medical professionals to lecture on dose.
For example:
• 4th Annual Peter Munk Cardiovascular Symposium - Invited presentation entitled:
“Radiation Dose: What’s the Risk?”, 4th Annual Peter Munk Cardiovascular
Symposium, Toronto, Ontario, 27- 28 January 2012.
• 27th Annual Organ Imaging Review - Invited presentation entitled: “Radiation
Dose: What’s the Risk?”, 27th Annual Organ Imaging Review, Toronto, Ontario, 2
October 2012.
• Canadian Cardiovascular Congress - Presentation and panel discussion:
“Radiation Exposure from Cardiac Imaging and Interventional Procedures”,
Canadian Cardiovascular Society Congress, Toronto, Ontario, 30 October 2012.
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Collaborative Research
and Development (CRD)
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University of Guelph – Peter Tremaine CRD
CRD Title: D20 Isotope Effects on Hydrolysis and Ionization Equilibria
in High Temperature Water
Overview
Since Dr. Tremaine’s appointment in 2001, the University of
Guelph has sought to create a state-of-the-art research center for
the development of high-precision instruments and theoretical tools
to determine the thermochemical properties of aqueous systems
under nuclear reactor operating conditions. Areas of particular
importance to the industry are (i) the development of the
Generation IV Supercritical Water CANDU reactor concept and
hydrogen co-generation technology; (ii) lifetime extension of the
current CANDU 6 and Advanced CANDU reactors; and (iv) the
need for basic research under extreme conditions.
The grant to Guelph in 2006 was the first CRD grant awarded to a
university by UNENE. The grant and UNENE’s network of contacts, have proved to be key
elements in establishing the university’s expertise in this field. In addition to the targeted
research projects funded by UNENE and other government/industry partnerships, the university
has made significant progress towards its long-term goal of creating a state-of-the-art research
center for high-temperature water chemistry in Ontario, with quantitative measurement
capabilities for dealing with reactor chemistry problems at temperatures and pressures in
excess of 450°C and 30 MPa. The $40,000/yr grant from UNENE has been leveraged with
NSERC partnership program grants to provide operating funds of approximately $350,000/yr for
nuclear-related R&D, that currently support five graduate students, two research associates and
two postdoctoral fellows.

Research Program/Outcomes
Current Projects:
In addition to Dr. Tremaine’s current UNENE CRD grant, the nuclear-related research at Guelph
has been supported by four other grants.
(i)

"D2O Isotope Effects on Hydrolysis and Ionization Equilibria in High-Temperature
Water" NSERC/UNENE CRD Grant: (2005-2009; renewed 2009-2012) ($87,000/yr
x 3). UNENE has approved funds for a third, and final, stage of this project
(ii) “Chemistry in Near-Critical and Supercritical Water for the CANDU Generation IV
Reactor Concept” NSERC/AECL Strategic Research Grant: (2007-2009; renewed
2009-2012) ($174,000/yr x3)
(iii) Aqueous Chemistry of Metals under Supercritical Water Reactor Conditions”
NSERC/NRCan/AECL CRD Grant (2012-2016) ($80,000/yr x 4)
(iv) Aqueous Chemistry of Fission Products under Supercritical Water Reactor
Conditions”, NSERC/NRCan/AECL CRD Grant (2012-2016) ($50,000/yr x 4)
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(v) "Aqueous Speciation and Liquid-Liquid Phase Separation of Boric Acid at
Temperatures up to 350°C: Electric Power Res. Inst. (2012-2015) ($460,600 over 3
yrs)
(vi) “Aqueous Electrolytes and Non-Electrolytes under Hydrothermal Conditions”
NSERC Discovery Grant: (2005-2011; renewed 2011-2016) ($45,000/yr x 5)

Research Results/Outcomes
CANDU nuclear reactors are a uniquely Canadian technology in that their design is based on
the use of heavy water in a closed loop to transfer heat from the reactor core to the steam
generator. Optimizing primary coolant chemistry requires detailed models for the chemical
behaviour of metal oxides, dissolved gases and pH-control additives at temperatures as high as
300°C, using data determined in light water systems. The methods now used to correct these
models for the differences between light-water and heavy-water systems are based entirely on
room temperature studies. Tremaine’s UNENE CRD grant is for a definitive laboratory study to
provide fundamental data and understanding for the difference in ionization constants between
H2O and D2O, for simple acids and bases at the extreme temperatures and pressures
encountered in nuclear reactors (250 to 300°C and 10 MPa). The first phase developed high
precision AC conductance, densimetry, and UV-visible methods to measure the deuterium
isotope effect on acid-base ionization. These state-of-the-art instruments, constructed of inert
materials to withstand the corrosive conditions that exist in high temperature water, allow us to
measure differences in the chemical equilibrium constants in H2O and D2O under identical
conditions, directly. The second phase used these instruments, and a new custom-made
Raman spectrometry system, to measure data for three model systems. The third, and final,
phase will extend these studies to more systems and develop a practical model for estimating
the magnitude of D2O isotope effects on metal hydrolysis and metal oxide solubility, under
CANDU operating conditions. The project will contribute to research aimed at extending the
lifetime of existing reactors by providing criteria for optimizing primary circuit pH to reduce
feeder tube thinning. It will make a long term contribution to Canada's leadership role in heavy
water technology by providing a fundamental understanding of D2O isotope effects on chemical
equilibria under extreme conditions of temperature and pressure.
Tremaine’s other research uses state-of-the-art instruments to determine ionization and
association constants for simple acids, bases, dissolved metals, and organic complexes under
near-critical and super-critical conditions that will be encountered in the Generation IV CANDU
Supercritical Water-cooled Reactor (“SCWR”). The projects include the construction of highpressure cells and calibration of the equipment for operation in the supercritical region,
measurements on several acids, bases and salts relevant to Gen IV steam generator chemistry,
and the development of equations to predict the behaviour of aqueous species under these
extreme conditions. The EPRI study applies these methods to understand and model PWR fuel
deposition mechanisms, and provides synergy with PWR operating and R&D experience. The
experimental equipment, models, and new research capabilities will all be directly applicable to
the current CANDU reactor fleet.

Research Facilities
The current suite of high-precision instruments includes several with unique capabilities. The
high-temperature platinum vibrating tube densimeter, constructed in 1997, is one of fewer than
six worldwide that provide the precision (110-5 gcm-3) needed to measure standard partial
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molar properties up to 350°C. The UV-visible flow system constructed in 1999 has the stability
needed for quantitative spectroscopic studies up to 275°C, and is being upgraded for operation
up to 400°C. The AC flow conductance instrument, constructed at the University of Delaware, is
one of only two such instruments in North America, with the capability to operate under
supercritical conditions. These instruments all make use of inert cells fabricated from platinum,
zirconium, titanium or Hastelloy C, and high-pressure liquid chromatography pumps with precise
external pressure-control and sample injection systems. Recent CFI and NSERC Strategic
Grants, supported by AECL and UNENE, have added a new high temperature (50 - 300oC)
solution calorimeter and state-of-the-art Raman spectrometer. Cells suitable for use under
CANDU-6, CANDU ACR 1000, and CANDU SCWR reactor coolant conditions are being
developed.

Research Team
In 2012, the hydrothermal chemistry group consisted of two PhD students, four MSc students,
two research associates and two postdoctoral fellows. Research associate Dr. Jenny Cox (BSc
U. Toronto, PhD, ETH, Zurich) is laboratory manager, and oversees our Quality Management
System. Postdoctoral fellow Dr. Hugues Arcis, was promoted to research associate this year,
and carries out or supervises all work with our flow conductivity cell. PhD students Kristy
Erikson and Kwame Agbovi, and MSc student Mike Yacyshyn, work on our UNENE D2O project.
Postdoctoral fellow Lucas Applegarth, PhD student Chris Alcorn, and MSc students Katie
Bissonette, Jeff Plumridge and Alex Lowe work on projects related to the supercritical water
reactor or basic research. In 2010, we were honoured to have Professor Greg Zimmerman in
our group from Bloomsberg University (USA), funded through a one-year award from the
Fulbright Foundation, and he continues to collaborate on our SCWR and EPRI projects. The
projects include collaboration with computational chemists Prof. Cory Pye (St. Mary’s
University), and Prof. Nela Mora-Diaz (Thompson River University).

Publications
Published Research Papers
1. Deuterium Water Chemistry in a Supercritical-Water-Cooled Pressure-Tube Reactor, D.
Guzonas, F. Brosseau, P. Tremaine, J. Meesungnoen, J.-P. Jay-Gerin, Nuclear Technol.
179, 205-219 (2012).
2. Limiting Conductivities and Ion Association Constants of Aqueous NaCl under Hydrothermal
Conditions: Experimental Data and Correlations. G. H. Zimmerman, H. Arcis, and P. R.
Tremaine. J. Chem. Eng. Data 57, 2415-2429 (2012).
3. Limiting Conductivities and Ion Association in Aqueous NaCF3SO3 and Sr(CF3SO3)2 from
298 to 623 K at 20 MPa. Is Triflate a Non-Complexing Anion in High Temp-erature Water?
G. H. Zimmerman, H. Arcis, and P. R. Tremaine. J. Chem. Eng. 57, 3180–3197 (2012).

Published Proceedings from Conferences and Workshops
1. Ab Initio and Raman Investigation of Co(II) Complexes C. C. Pye, D. C. M. Whynot, L.
Applegarth, J. Cox, P. Tremaine, Proc. 3rd China-Canada Joint Workshop on Supercritical
Water-cooled Reactors, (CCSC 2012) (Xi’an, Shaanxi, China, April 18-20, 2012).
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2. Ab initio and Raman Investigation of Ni(II) Complexes C. C. Pye, L. Cheng, J. P. Ferguson,
K. Bissonette, L. Applegarth, J. Cox, P. R. Tremaine, Proc. 3rd China-Canada Joint
Workshop on Supercritical Water-cooled Reactors, (CCSC 2012) (Xi’an, Shaanxi, China,
April 18-20, 2012).
3. Acid Ionization Constants, Electrostriction and Ionic Transport in D2O at Elevated
Temperatures and Pressures: “How is heavy water solution chemistry different from light
water?”, P. Tremaine, Invited Speaker, Memorial University of Newfoundland, Dalhousie
University, Acadia University, Univ. of Ontario Inst. Technol. (UOIT), Univ. of Western
Ontario (January and February, 2012).
4. Ab Initio and Raman Investigation of Co(II) Complexes C. C. Pye, D. C. M. Whynot, L.
Applegarth, J. Cox, P. Tremaine, Proc. 3rd China-Canada Joint Workshop on Supercritical
Water-cooled Reactors, (CCSC 2012) (Xi’an, Shaanxi, China, April 18-20, 2012).
5. Ab initio and Raman Investigation of Ni(II) Complexes C. C. Pye, L. Cheng, J. P. Ferguson,
K. Bissonette, L. Applegarth, J. Cox, P. R. Tremaine, Proc. 3rd China-Canada Joint
Workshop on Supercritical Water-cooled Reactors, (CCSC 2012) (Xi’an, Shaanxi, China,
April 18-20, 2012).
Oral Presentations (Abstract Only) from Conferences and Workshops
1. Partial Molar Volumes and Heat Capacities for Contact- and Solvent-Separated Ion Pairs of
MgSO4 and NiSO4 under Hydrothermal Conditions. M. Madekufamba and P.R.
Tremaine,95th Canadian Chemistry Conf.(Can. Soc. Chem., Calgary, May 26 - 30, 2012).
2. An Ab Initio and Raman Investigation of Aqueous Cu(I) and Cu(II) Chloride Complexes, L.
Applegarth, C. Pye, J.S. Cox and P. Tremaine, Goldschmidt Conference. 2012, (Montreal,
June 24 - 29, 2012).
3. Ionization Constants of Phosphoric Acid in H2O and D2O from 25 oC to 300 oC at 20 MPa:
Deuterium Isotope Effects under Hydrothermal Conditions, K.M. Erickson, H. Arcis, P.R.
Tremaine, 18th Symp. Thermophysical Properties, (Boulder, CO, June 24 - 29, 2012).
4. Ion-Pair Formation in Strontium Chloride and Strontium Hydroxide Solutions at High
Temperatures and Pressures, H. Arcis, G.H. Zimmerman, P.R. Tremaine, 18th Symp.
Thermophysical Properties, (Boulder, CO, USA, June 24 - 29, 2012).
5. Deuterium Isotope Effects on the Limiting Molar Conductivities of Strong Aqueous
Electrolytes from 25 oC to 300 oC at 20 MPa, J. Plumridge, K.M. Erickson, H. Arcis, G.H.
Zimmerman, P.R. Tremaine, 18th Symp. Thermophysical Properties, (Boulder, CO, USA,
June 24 - 29, 2012).Limiting Conductivities and
6. Ion Association of Aqueous Sodium Chloride Under Hydrothermal Conditions: New
Experimental Data and New Correlations, H. Arcis, G.H. Zimmerman, P.R. Tremaine, 22nd
Canadian Thermal Analysis Soc. (CTAS) Annual Workshop & Exhibition, (May 8-9, 2012,
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada).

Interactions with Industry
Committees and Boards:
Dr. Tremaine serves on three industrial advisory committees for the nuclear industry, and on
several committees charged with nuclear education, organizing conferences, and preparing
large project proposals.
(i) Member, MULTEQ Database Advisory Committee, Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI).
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(ii) Member of the Canadian National Committee, International Association for the Properties of
Water and Steam (IAPWS). The CANDU Owners Group and the National Research Council
provide funding and liaison, the University of Guelph provides the secretariat.
(iii) Chair, (with Jenny Cox), Symposium on Hydrothermal Chemistry and Geochemistry, 16th Int.
Conf. on the Properties of Water and Steam, (Florence, Aug., 2013).
(iv) Member, Advisory Committee NSERC/AECL Chair in Radiation Chemistry held by Prof.
Clara Wren, Univ. Western Ont. (2005 to present).
Project-related Interactions with Industry:
The UNENE Project Advisory Committee has visited Guelph on an annual basis, in December
or January from 2006 to 2012. The UNENE Committee also provides technical advice for the
Strategic and CRD grant funded projects. Co-op MSc student Katherine Bissonette has just
returned from two 4 month semesters at Chalk River Labs, (May-Dec, 2012). A previous
student, Francis Brosseau held a similar scholarship in (June-Dec, 2009). Tremaine is providing
input on Canadian nuclear industry R&D needs to the EPRI MULEQ Database Committee,
which published an updated database for magnetite and transition metal ferrite solubility in
2010. He is also a member of the Canadian National Committee of the International Association
for the Properties of Water and Steam (Dr. D. Guzonas, AECL, was Canadian Committee Chair
in 2012).

External Employment of Students, PDFs and Research Associates
PhD student Kristy Erickson began a tenure-track appointment at Red Deer College in
September, 2012. She will defend her thesis this summer. Postdoctoral Fellow Dr. Melerin
Madekufamba began an industrial postdoctoral fellowship at the Alberta Sulfur Research
Institute in March 2011. MSc graduate Francis Brosseau has been employed as an Instrument
Scientist with Bruker Scientific since July, 2010. Senior research associate, Dr. Liliana Trevani,
was appointed to a tenure-track faculty position as Assistant Professor at the University of
Ontario Institute of Technology January, 2009. PhD graduate Dr. Jana Ehlerova (University of
Liberec, Czech Republic, 2009), who spent two 1 year exchange visits to Guelph (2006/07 and
2008/09) is now a Research Associate at U. Liberec.
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McMaster University – Marilyn Lightstone CRD
CRD Title: Improved Understanding of Intersubchannel Thermal Mixing
Overview
Nuclear safety analysis is performed to determine the consequence of a
loss of coolant accident or other event on the fuel integrity and to
determine subsequent fission product release. Thermalhydraulic analyses
rely on accurate modeling of the heat transfer and fluid flow within the fuel
rod bundle geometries. Due to the typically long simulation times for
accidents and the complex geometries of the rod bundles and their
appendages, subchannel methods (such as that used in ASSERT-PV)
are often in employed. With these methods, the governing equations for
heat transfer and fluid flow are integrated over a subchannel and
averaged quantities are determined. As a result of the spatial averaging
or integration, the fine structures of the flow are not resolved. This
approach therefore requires many empirical correlations to represent the
complex exchange mechanisms across the gap between the subchannels. Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD), when used with an appropriate turbulence model, provides fine resolution of
the fluid flow and heat transfer within a geometry, however, requires much greater
computational effort than a sub-channel method. As such, we have employed CFD as a
valuable tool for studying the complex flows in rod bundle geometries and for developing
physics-based correlations of fluid mixing for use in subchannel codes.
The objectives of this research are to:
1. Identify the presence of large-scale coherent structures in the small gap regions of rod-bundle
geometries. Validation against experimental data is a critical component of this.
2. Develop a better fundamental understanding on the nature and origin of the quasi-periodic
structures, and their effect on the flow field structure and subchannel thermal mixing.
3. Develop a mathematical based constitutive model for accurately predicting the inter subchannel thermal mixing.
The benefit to industry will be more accurate predictions of fuel sheath temperatures as well as
development of highly qualified personnel for potential employment in the nuclear industry.

Program Results / Highlights & Advances in Knowledge
The majority of our previous research has been on CFD modelling of subchannel mixing for
turbulent flow conditions. Two former graduate students (George Arvanitis, M.A.Sc., and Deep
Home, Ph.D., both currently employed in the nuclear industry through AMEC-NSS) studied
flows in a rectangular twin-subchannel geometry. This geometry was chosen because of its
relative simplicity and the availability of experimental data for validation.
An important conclusion from George Arvanitis and Deep Home's research is that the root
cause of the flow pulsations is not necessarily a turbulence phenomenon but rather is more
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likely related to the flow instability at the gap edge arising from the inflection point in the mean
axial velocity profile: the high flow resistance in the gap creates a region of low axial velocity
adjacent to a higher velocities within the subchannel. That velocity profile can create an
instability which allows the shear layer to roll-up and form a vortex train with associated
spanwise velocities directed across the gap. Indeed, experimental work by Gosset and
Tavoularis indicated that pulsations can occur under laminar conditions. As a result of this, we
have directed our recent attention towards numerical simulation of laminar flows in subchannel
geometries. The study of laminar flows allowed for the complexities introduced by turbulence to
be removed while retaining the key elements of the flow. This work was the focus of Alan
Chettle’s Master’s thesis.
Alan Chettle worked on modelling laminar flow in a rectangular channel containing an
eccentrically placed rod as shown in Figure 1. Note that the main axial flow is parallel to the rod
and the eccentric placement of the rod allows for the synthesis of a gap region (i.e., a region of
diminished axial flow) directly above the rod. Flow in this geometry has been experimentally
studied by Gosset and Tavoularis whose data was used for validation of the CFD results.
Predictions of Strouhal number, which is a measure of the frequency of the vortical structures,
were in good agreement with the experimental data. It was found that by using Lagrangian
methods for calculating the structure frequency and wavelength, the results obtained were
consistent with the experimental results. The streaklines from the simulations resemblanced the
shape and amplitude of their experimental counterparts.

axial
flow
direction
Figure 1: Geometrical domain considered in Alan Chettle's master's thesis. Note that the main
axial flow is parallel to the rod and that the rod is eccentrically placed within the rectangular
channel.
In order to confirm that the vortical structures arose from an instability in the gap region, we
explored the temporal development of the spanwise velocities from an initially purely axial flow,
to the fully developed statistically stationary condition. Figure 2 shows the evolution of the
maximum and minimum spanwise velocities in the domain for Re=718. The solution remained
as almost just axial flow until about 60 s after the start of the simulation. This represents roughly
twice the time for fluid to flow through the domain at the bulk velocity. Very small disturbances to
the flow have a slow initial growth rate until about 80 s. At roughly 120 s the spanwise velocities
have reached a statistically fully developed state.
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Figure 2: Evolution of maximum and minimum spanwise velocities seen in the entire domain for
Re=718. The simulation started from a stationary flow (time=0) and remained almost purely
axial until about 60 s.

Figure 3: Axial velocity gradient contour with crossplane velocity vectors. Re = 718. Axial flow is
into the page. Time is 60.5 seconds after starting the transient from zero velocity.
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Figure 3 shows a contour plot of the axial velocity gradient (i.e., dW/dz where W is the axial
velocity and z is the axial coordinate) at a cross-section located 670 mm downstream of the
inlet at a time of 60.5 s. Superimposed on the figure are the cross-plane velocity vectors. The
magnitude of the axial velocity gradient contours shown in the figure is still extremely small,
roughly two orders of magnitude lower than what is seen in the fully evolved quasi-periodic flow.
The axial velocity gradient is indicated by the colour contours and illustrates the pockets of fluid
which are subjected to axial acceleration (red regions) and deceleration (blue). The regions of
axial acceleration were seen to correlate with low pressure regions associated with the vortical
motion. The contours show clear symmetry around the vertical plane spanning the middle of the
domain. The extrema are located across the gap, which would start to drive some flow through
the gap region. Their location is close to the location of inflection points in the axial velocity
profile, which is consistent with the formation of the vortical structures arising from a fluid
instability.
It was found that the factors which have been important in the development of the quasi-periodic
structures are the axial velocity gradient and pressure. The axial velocity gradient with the
associated pressure changes results in pressure forces acting in the crossplane resulting in
crossflow velocities. This in turn creates further flow disturbance which gives rise to a stronger
velocity gradient and the instabilities grow. This work represents the first time, to our knowledge,
that a successful numerical simulation of laminar flow in subchannel geometries has been
carried out. The fact that the pulsations can be obtained in a laminar simulation conclusively
demonstrates that the cause of the pulsations cannot be due to turbulence, as some
researchers have stated. These simulations have demonstrated the practicality of utilizing a
laminar approach to begin to understand subchannel mixing.
We are in the process of writing a journal paper on Alan Chettle’s results for submission to
Nuclear Engineering & Design. Alan’s work has also been presented at the CNS conference in
2011 and at NURETH-14 in 2011.
The initial geometry considered by Deep Home and George Arvanitis consisted of a single
rectangular gap connecting two subchannels. Alan Chettle's geometry added complexity
through the inclusion of a second gap between two subchannels. This added a degree of
freedom not seen in the previous cases since much more complex flows, with partial and full
flow circulation around the rod, developed. The next logical step is then to examine the flow
structures that arise from multiple rods and gaps. This will allow for an assessment of the
interaction of the vortex structures between gaps. This will be the thrust of Gujin Wang's thesis
which should be completed in the fall of 2013. Gujin has performed preliminary laminar
simulations on the twin-subchannel geometry and vortical structures were observed in those
simulations.
Aaron Zaretsky, who started his master's degree in September 2012, will consider the effects of
heat transfer. Aaron is currently taking graduate courses and is getting up to speed on the
literature with an emphasis on finding good experimental data for validation of the computational
results.
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Cases with Realized Outcomes to Industry; Knowledge Transfer, Technology Application to
Industry etc.; same as above
The goal of the research is to develop improved models of thermal fluid mixing for subchannel
codes such as ASSERT-PV. Benefits to industry were noted by Yanfei Rao from AECL in his
email from Dec 13, 2012 to the technical advisory committee. Elements of that email that pertain
to this section are provided verbatim below:
(I)

(II)

"I believe that the fundamental work on the pulsation flow mechanism by Dr. Lightstone’
group is excellent as well as useful. The pulsation flows are more relevant to CANDU
bundles than conventional B/PWR bundles, due to differences in the pitch/rod-diameter
(P/D) ratio and the mass flux. For one thing, their findings on the mechanism and origin
of the pulsation is now helping us in selection of turbulent models for our bundle CFD
analysis, as we recently started to actively develop that capability in our laboratory."
"The McMaster findings so far are useful not only to the CANDU industry, but also
internationally as tight-lattice bundles are being considered in new reactor/fuel designs.
We support fundament work because we believe that many reported CFD simulations on
full-bundle string or fuel assembly with bundle appendages or spacer grids will not
become truly useful for years to come, not before many fundamental issues are
satisfactorily resolved."

Research Facilities and Equipment
All numerical simulations are performed on local desktop computers within the CFD Laboratory
at McMaster and on SHARCNET computer clusters. SHARCNET provides infrastructure for
high performance computing to a consortium of Canadian academic institutions.

Current HQP enrolled in the programs: (2 M.A.Sc. students)
For the period January 1, 2012 to December 31, 2012 we had two master’s students working on
this project. These students are listed below:
 Gujin Wang: began in September 2011
 Aaron Zaretsky: began in September 2012

HQP that had graduated: (2 M.A.Sc., 1 Ph.D.)
Three students have completed their graduate studies on this topic. Their names, degrees, and
current occupation are listed below:
 Deep Home, Ph.D. Current employer: AMEC-NSS (nuclear industry)
 George Arvanitis, M.A.Sc., Current employer: AMEC-NSS (nuclear industry)
 Alan Chettle, M.A.Sc., Currently enrolled as a Ph.D. student at University of Manchester,
United Kingdom.
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Canadian Nuclear Society and 32nd CNS/CNA Student Conference, Toronto, ON, June 1-4,
2008.
Arvanitis, G., Home, D., Lightstone, M.F., and Hamed, M.S., ‘Unsteady Reynolds Averaged
Navier-Stokes (URANS) Modelling of Turbulent Flow in a Twin Rectangular Sub-Channel
Geometry’, Proceedings of 29th Annual Conference of the Canadian Nuclear Society and
32nd CNS/CNA Student Conference, Toronto, ON, June 1-4, 2008.
Home, D., Lightstone, M.F., and Hamed, M.S, ‘Applicability of DES-SST based Turbulence
Model for Turbulent Channel Flow Problem’, Proceedings of 15th Annual Conference of the
CFD Society of Canada, Toronto, May 27-31, 2007.
Home, D., Lightstone, M.F., and Hamed, M.S., ‘Detached Eddy Simulation based turbulence
modeling approach for inter sub-channel thermal mixing’, Proceedings of International
Topical Meeting on Nuclear Reactor Thermal Hydraulics (NURETH-12), Pittsburgh, Sept 30Oct 4, 2007
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Interactions /Consultations to Industry Or Others
Our technical advisory committee (TAC) consists of Marc Kwee from Bruce Power, Wie Liauw
from OPG, Yanfei Rao from AECL, and John Luxat from McMaster University. In 2012, we have
had the following meetings with the TAC and with the UNENE community on:
 May 16, 2012 – UNENE research advisory committee (John Luxat presented)
 November 9, 2012 – UNENE TAC (graduate students presented)
 December 12, 2012 – UNENE R&D meeting (John Luxat presented)
 December 13, 2012 – UNENE TAC with Basma Shalaby and S. Tavoularis (Marilyn
Lightstone presented)
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University of Ottawa – Stavros Tavoularis CRD
CRD Title: Experimental and Computational Studies of Two-Phase
Flows in Nuclear Reactor Systems
Overview
The objective of this project is to evaluate the use of
available experimental and computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) methods for the study of two-phase flow
characteristics in pipes and in a simplified model of a headerfeeder system used in CANDU nuclear power plants. The
main experimental tasks are: i) to qualify and calibrate a wiremesh sensor (WMS) for two-phase flow measurements by
performing evaluation tests in adiabatic air-water pipe flow,
and if possible in steam-water pipe flow; ii) to quantify the
measurement uncertainty of the wire-mesh sensor for measuring void fraction, interfacial area
and gas velocity; and iii) to compile an experimental database of air-water flow characteristics in
horizontal and vertical (upward and downward flow) pipes using the wire-mesh sensor. The
main tasks of the computational analysis are: i) to perform CFD simulations of two-phase flows
at the same inlet flow conditions and in the same geometries as those of the experiments and to
compare the simulation results to the measurements to verify the applicability of CFD as a tool
for two-phase flow simulation at the conditions and geometries of interest to nuclear safety
analysis; ii) to perform CFD simulations of two-phase flows in a small-scale multi-bank header
for which previous experimental results are available. The proposed experimental and numerical
investigations are in direct support of the AECL air-water header facility tests. The following
sections outline progress achieved during 2012.

Research facility
The recirculating water-air loop at the University of Ottawa (Figure 1), which was designed and
constructed in the first year of the project, was upgraded and extended. Some components
were modified to improve their functionality and a new pump was purchased to allow the
generation of water flows with higher flow rates. The loop has recently been equipped with
vertical upward and downward flow sections for the study of vertical air-water flows, in addition
to horizontal ones. Figure 2 illustrates the test section, which can be installed in different parts of
the loop. It is currently positioned downstream of a long horizontal pipe, which allows full
development of the two-phase flow. The central piece contains two 8 × 8 WMS mounted on a
special flange-spacer combination. On either side of this assembly, there are two short pipe
sections with thin walls made of fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP, known under the trade
name Teflon), having a refractive index that closely matches that of water, thus allowing
undistorted optical access for LDV and PIV measurements. These sections are immersed in
square viewing tanks having glass walls and containing still water. The flow loop permits
measurements to be made in a wide range of two-phase flow regimes (see Mandhane flow
regime map in Figure 3).
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Figure 1 Schematic diagram of the water-air recirculating loop.

Figure 2. The test section with two WMS; 1. acrylic tube, 1¼” ID; 2. glass viewing tank; 3. FEP
(teflon) tube, matching refractive index of water; 4. flange; 5. wire-mesh sensor.
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Figure 3 Mandhane flow regime map, showing air-water flow ranges of the present flow loop
and flow ranges of the AECL header/feeder test facility.

Experimental results
Each WMS used in this research consists of two 8 × 8 grids of parallel electrodes, perpendicular
to each other and to the flow direction, and separated by a short distance. The WMS measures
the instantaneous conductivity of the flowing mixture at the mesh nodes (Figure 4a), from which
instantaneous phase maps (Figure 4b) and time-averaged void fraction maps (Figure 4c) are
determined with the use of software provided by the WMS manufacturer or written by the
University of Ottawa research team. Air velocity in the pipe is measured by two WMS, separated
by a small axial distance. WMS air velocity measurements agree well with estimates from
tracing the air-water interface in images obtained with a video camera (Figure 5).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4 Representative a) instantaneous conductivity map, b) instantaneous phase map, and
c) time-averaged void fraction map in horizontal flow, as measured by a wire mesh sensor.
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Figure 5 Individual bubble velocities in various flow regimes at a constant superficial air velocity,
as measured by the WMS and estimated using a high-speed video camera.

Computational work
Following an extensive literature review of experimental and computational studies of liquid-gas
flows in pipes, we have evaluated the performance of available CFD codes and models. We
have tested two commercial codes, CFX 12.1 and FLUENT 12.1, and the open source code
OpenFOAM 2.1. The results that we have obtained so far are encouraging, but also point to the
need for further testing. As an example, we present results of numerical simulations of
horizontal, bubbly, air-water flow in a tube with a diameter of 50.3 mm and a length of 3 m.
OpenFOAM 2.1 with the Euler-Euler model was used. Predictions at the tube outlet were in fair
agreement with measurements2 along the vertical line of symmetry (Figures 6 and 7).

Figure 6 Void fraction map at the pipe outlet (left) and comparison with experiment (right).
2

A. Iskandrani and G. Kojasoy, 2001. Local void fraction and velocity field description in horizontal bubbly
flow, Nucl. Eng. Des., vol. 204, pp. 117–128.
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Figure 7 Liquid velocity map at the pipe outlet (left) and comparison with experiment (right).
A second test was the simulation of air-water flow in a CANDU header/feeder model for which
experimental results are available3. The horizontal, cylindrical header was 484 mm long and had
one or two inlets (turrets) and 30 outlets (feeder tubes) at different angles of inclination. The
header was assumed to be initially completely filled with water. The inlet condition was steady,
dispersed bubbly flow with a 65% air volume fraction, a velocity of 0.695 m/s and a Reynolds
number of 3920. OpenFOAM 2.1 with the volume of fluid (VOF) method and a mesh of 1 200
000 elements was used for the results shown in Figure 8. Predictions were in qualitative
agreement with the experimental flow visualization results, but quantitative agreement has so
far been unsatisfactory. More advanced two-phase models are currently been tested.

Figure 8 Predicted phase distribution (in blue) and streamlines (in red) in the present header
model for single (left) and double (right) turret injection.

3

Z. Teclemariam, H.M. Soliman, G.E. Sims, and J.E. Kowalski, 2003. Experimental investigation of the
two-phase flow distribution in the outlets of a horizontal multi-branch header, Nucl. Eng. Des., vol. 222,
pp. 29–39.
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Training of Highly Qualified Personnel
The following persons have been engaged in this project.
 Hassan Shaban, Ph.D. student: Numerical simulations of two-phase flows, testing of
drift-flux model, experiments in vertical air-water flows.
 Etienne Lessard, M.A.Sc. student: Construction of the water-air two-phase flow loop and
measurement of two-phase flow in a horizontal pipe with wire-mesh sensors.
 Dr. Yuan Liu, Research Assistant (completed): Evaluation of CFD methods for twophase flows.
 Dr. Dongil Chang, Research Associate (part-time): Numerical simulations of two-phase
flows.

Interaction with Industrial Partners
The University of Ottawa team is in close contact with AECL staff, particularly Mr. Jun Yang,
Thermalhydraulics Development Branch, having frequent discussions concerning research
plans and priorities. AECL has provided us with four wire mesh sensors and associated
hardware and software.

Anticipated Benefits to Industry
During loss of coolant accidents (LOCA), two-phase flow could occur in the CANDU headers
and the distribution of the two phases is found to be uneven in the feeder pipes. This could
mean that some fuel channels would receive little or no cooling, which may lead to fuel
meltdown. This research program aims at producing original measurements and numerical
simulations that will enhance the information and tools available to AECL engineers for
analyzing the operation and safety of CANDU header systems. In the short term, the results of
the project will be used to support the two-phase flow measurements in the header test facility
at AECL with wire-mesh sensors. In the longer term, the results will be used to assist AECL staff
in performing CFD simulations of the header system and in developing constitutive relations for
the two-fluid model to be included in CATHENA 4, the next generation system
Thermalhydraulics code being developed by AECL. This research will enable U of Ottawa to
educate several students in nuclear reactor thermalhydraulics, thus providing the nuclear
industry with a pool of prospective highly skilled research engineers to replace the currently
retiring generation of such personnel. As most universities in Canada, USA and elsewhere
eliminated or drastically reduced their educational and research programs in Nuclear
Engineering, graduates with this type of expertise are needed urgently. The students to receive
doctorates through this program will also be eligible to pursue academic careers, thus
strengthening the few existing Canadian academic programs in Nuclear Engineering and
helping establish new ones.
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Publications
Some preliminary results were reported during 2012 as follows.
1. H. Shaban, E. Lessard and S. Tavoularis, 2012. Studies of Two-phase Flows in Nuclear
Reactor Header-Feeder Systems, UNENE R&D Workshop, December 11-12, 2012,
Toronto (poster presentation).
2. H. Shaban and S. Tavoularis, 2012. Simulations of air-water flow in header/feeder
systems using the Volume of Fluid method. Thousand Islands Fluid Dynamics Meeting,
T.I.M. 2012, Gananoque, Canada.
3. E. Lessard and S. Tavoularis, 2012. Measurements in air-water flows using wire-mesh
sensors. Thousand Islands Fluid Dynamics Meeting, T.I.M. 2012, Gananoque, Canada.
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Royal Military College of Canada – Emily Corcoran CRD
CRD Title: Molybdenum based Oxygen Sensors and Analysis for Intact
and Defective Fuel Studies
Overview
Professor Emily Corcoran, PhD and PEng, was awarded the
NSERC/UNENE/COG Collaborative Research and Development
(CRD) Grant on June 1, 2012. The main objectives of the CRD are to
conduct research in the following three areas, namely:
1)

Alternative Be-replacement Brazing Materials: The toxic nature
of the beryllium (Be) brazing material currently used in the
CANDU fuel bundle manufacturing process may be a significant
risk to human health, which has been emphasized by the
proposal of new regulations that promote reduced occupational
exposure. A change in brazing material presents significant
challenges to CANDU fuel manufacturers because this is a
substantial change to the fuel bundle design. Thermodynamic studies of replacement Bebrazing materials will assist the nuclear industry in the identification of the best alternative
material by further narrowing the field through the use of thermodynamic modeling of the
short-listed candidate materials (as defined by the nuclear industry).

2)

Modelling of Stress Corrosion Cracking of Nuclear Fuel Bundles: Fuel failures in Canadian
reactors observed following sustained power ramps in the early 1970's led to the
development of improved refueling strategies, as well as the development of technology to
mitigate fuel-sheath Stress-Corrosion Cracking (SCC) with the introduction of an interlayer
coating on the inner bore of the fuel sheath. Thermal expansion of fuel pellets during a
power ramp can generate the required stress/strain to initiate a crack in the protective
oxide layer that is formed on the fuel sheathing. Fission products (e.g., iodine) released
from the fuel pellets corrodes the fuel sheathing. Currently, a thin layer of CANLUB
(graphite material) is applied to the inner surface of fuel sheathing to mitigate the SCC
phenomena, but how CANLUB mitigates SCC is not well understood. Further, there is a
concern with the sustainability of the supply of CANLUB material. Other candidate
materials may be identifiable and could be substituted if a better understanding of how
CANLUB mitigates SCC was available.

3)

Designing a Mo-based Oxygen Sensor for Nuclear Fuel: The relationship between oxygen
partial pressure (pO2) and UO2±x is significant as it relates to thermal performance and
operational integrity of nuclear fuel. The relationship between pO 2 and UO2±x is well
understood, measured and modelled. However, the relationship between pO2 and UO2±x
and fission/activation products is not well characterized and is often estimated. The scope
of this project is to understand fundamentally the relationship between pO2 and UO2±x with
mixtures of oxides, with a special focus on molybdenum (Mo). Emphasis is placed on Mo
as it can exist as a metal, an oxide or a compound (e.g., UMoO 6) depending on the pO2. It
is believed that a clear understanding of the relationship between pO 2, UO2±x and Mo can
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support the development of an oxygen sensor. As Mo is the key pO2 buffering material, an
understanding of its behaviour is fundamental in any thermodynamic model of nuclear
fuel. The activities outlined in this proposal will provide a new technique that utilizes the
Mo/MoO2 content as a gauge in estimating the fuel oxygen potential in high burn-up and
doped fuel found in advanced fuel designs, as well as defective fuel.

Program Results/Highlights
Alternative Be-replacement Brazing Materials:
A preliminary review of the thermodynamic data of the prospective brazing materials proposed
by WP#22231 is an ongoing activity of this research. Current research activities will focus on the
Al-Si-Zr system by Dr. William Thompson (Emeritus Professor and Research Associate) and Dr.
Emily Corcoran.
Mr. Kieran Potter (Undergraduate, Queen’s) is designing a Charpy impact test suitable for
investigating specific to CANDU fuel element geometry. Thus far, results of initial testing
indicate the advantage of using half-length samples (i.e., brazed joints that have been cut in half
along the length of the bearing pad). Also, RMCC has developed safe working procedures to
deal with beryllium as it relates to the cutting/machining operations involved in specimen
preparation. Further testing is scheduled using specimens from both CFM and GEH.
Modelling of Stress Corrosion Cracking of Nuclear Fuel Bundles:
Mr. Kommy Farahani (Research Assistant) and Dr. Graham Ferrier (PDF, hired 1 December
2012) will continue the experimentation effort of (Mr. Aaron Quastel) to increase understanding
of SCC mechanism and to develop alternative SCC mitigating strategies. Also, Dr. Graham
Ferrier will continue the activities of the Mr. Dylan Piece (Research Assistant) to design and
build a dynamic loading SCC apparatus.
Designing a Mo-based Oxygen Sensor for Nuclear Fuel
Mr. Aaron Barry (MSc student, RMCC) is in the preliminary stages of preforming
thermogravimetric analysis on U-Mo-O systems at RMCC. Data gathered from this
experimentation will assist the thermodynamic modeling of the Mo-based oxygen sensor. Mr.
Clinton Mayhew (MSc student, AECL-RMCC) will continue his efforts to reduce/oxidize 4addative SIMFUEL solid samples and determine the stability of molybdenum in the oxide and
metallic phase as a function of oxygen partial pressure using SEM-WDX. Currently, Mr. Mayhew
is a full time AECL employee in the surface-science branch of CRL.

Realized Outcomes to Industry
The goals of the CRD research are to assist the ongoing work of the nuclear industry, namely,
COG WP22229: Replacement of Be as Brazing Metal for CANDU Fuel, COG WP22230:
Electron Probe Analysis of Mo in Defected Fuel and COG WP22331: Out-Reactor Instrumented
Defective Fuel Experiment.

Recently Established Research Facilities and Equipment


A static loading C-ring apparatus and post I-SCC deflection testing apparatus have been
built at the RMCC (A. Quastel).
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A Charpy impact test suitable for investigating specific to CANDU fuel element geometry
has been designed at the RMCC (K. Potter).
A safe working procedure to deal with beryllium as it relates to the cutting/machining
operations involved in specimen preparation has been developed.

Research Team/Highly Qualified Personnel
The NSERC/UNENE/COG CRD involved close collaboration with Profs. Paul Chan (PhD), Brent
Lewis (PhD, PEng) and Jennifer Scott (PhD) of the RMCC in the areas of CANLUB behaviour
for prevention of I-SCC phenomenon, design of an out-reactor instrumented defective fuel test,
and a Mo-base oxygen sensor. Also, several graduate theses are being co-supervised by Dr.
David Kelly. Collaboration continued with Emeritus Prof. William Thompson on the Be-brazing
project.
Prof. Corcoran is co-supervising a PhD project on delayed neutron monitoring techniques for
actinide identification in collaboration with the Department of National Defence (DND) and Los
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL).
Eight HQP are being trained by this CRD project. Namely, Dylan Pierce (UG, Queen’s), Kieran
Potter (UG, Queen’s), Aaron Barry (MSc, RMCC), Clinton Mayhew (MSc, AECL-RMCC), Aaron
Quastel (PhD, AECL-RMCC), Graham Ferrier (PDF, RMCC), Kommy Farahani (RA, RMCC),
and Ben Pollack (RA, RMCC).
Prof. Corcoran co-supervises an additional seven HQP, who are currently working in the area of
nuclear science and engineering. These HQP include, Jacob McDonald (UG, Queen’s), Jenny
Zhou (MSc, AECL-RMCC), Michelle Tayeb (MSc, AECL-RMCC), Andrew Bergeron (MASc,
AECL-RMCC), Kyle Copeland (PhD, FAA-RMCC), Madison Sellers (PhD, RMCC), and Sonja
Bissegger (RA, RMCC).

HQP that had Graduated
Mr. Aaron Quastel has been hired full-time by AECL-CRL and still continues to work on his PhD
thesis.

Publications
Journal Papers (6)
1. M.T. Sellers, E.C. Corcoran, D.G. Kelly, The Analysis and Attribution of the Time-Dependent
Neutron Background Resultant from Sample Irradiation in a SLOWPOKE-2 Reactor, Journal
of Radioanalytical & Nuclear Chemistry, dio: 10.1007/s10967-012-1964-y
2. M.T. Sellers, J.T. Goorley, D.G. Kelly, E.C. Corcoran, A Preliminary Comparison of MCNP6
Delayed Neutron Emission from 235U and Experimental Measurements, ANS Transactions,
106 (2012) page numbers TBD.
3. E.C. Corcoran, W. Forest, R. Horton, D.G. Kelly, K. Mattson, K.S. Nielsen, K. Topping, R.D.
Weir, and A. Yonkeu, A Performance Study of Radio-opaque Personal Protective Fabrics for
Attenuation of Gamma-Rays and Neutrons , Journal of Radioanalytical and Nuclear
Chemistry, 291:1 (2012) 251-256. doi: 10.1007/s10967-011-1199-3.
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4. M.T. Sellers, E.C. Corcoran, D.G. Kelly, An Automated Delayed Neutron Counting System
(DNCS) for Mass Determinations of Fissile Isotopes in Special Nuclear Materials, Journal of
Radionuclide Analytical Chemistry, 291:1 (2012) 281-285. dio: 10.1007/s10967-011-1223-7.
5. T. Wood, B.J. Lewis, K. McDermott, E.C. Corcoran, D. Wilkinson, A. Jones, L. Prud'hommeLalonde, D. Boudreau, J.-F. Gravel, C. Drolet, A. Kerr and L.J. Schreiner, Use of a DualLabelled Oligonucleotide as a DNA Dosimeter for Radiological Exposure Detection,
Radiation Protection and Dosimetry, 148:1 (2011) 20-33, doi:10.1093/rpd/ncq599.
6. E.C. Corcoran, B.J. Lewis, W.T. Thompson, J. Mouris and Z. He, Controlled Oxidation
Experiments of Simulated Irradiated UO2 Fuel in Relation to Thermochemical Modelling,
Submitted to the Journal of Nuclear Materials, 414 (2011) 73-82.
Posters (7)
1. M.T. Sellers, D.G. Kelly, E.C. Corcoran, J.T. Goorley, MCNP6 Modeling of Particle
Signatures from Special Nuclear Materials and Comparison to Measurements, University
Network of Excellence in Nuclear Engineering (UNENE) R&D Workshop and Poster
Session, Toronto Ontario, 11 December 2012.
2. A. Barry, E.C. Corcoran, Designing a Molybdenum Based Oxygen Detector for Nuclear
Fuels, University Network of Excellence in Nuclear Engineering (UNENE) R&D Workshop
and Poster Session, Toronto Ontario, 11 December 2012.
3. M. Roeterink, E. C. Corcoran, E. Dickson, Simulation of Personal Protective Equipment
Exposure to Radioactive Particulates, University Network of Excellence in Nuclear
Engineering (UNENE) R&D Workshop and Poster Session, Toronto Ontario, 11 December
2012.
4. T. Wood, E.C. Corcoran, B.J. Lewis, K. McDermott, A. Kerr, L.J. Schreiner, and D.
Boudreau, A Novel Mixed-Field Dosimeter, Queen’s Cancer Research Institute Poster
Session, 20 January 2012
5. T. Wood, E.C. Corcoran, B.J. Lewis, K. McDermott, A. Kerr, L.J. Schreiner, and D.
Boudreau, A Novel Mixed-Field Dosimeter, University Network of Excellence in Nuclear
Engineering (UNENE) R&D Workshop and Poster Session, Toronto Ontario, 12-13
December 2011. *Poster won 3rd Prize ($400).
6. M.T. Sellers, E.C. Corcoran & D.G. Kelly, Experimental Measurements and MCNP6
Modeling of Delayed Neutrons from Special Nuclear Materials, UNENE R&D Workshop
and Poster Session, Toronto Ontario, 12/13 December 2011.
7. A.D. Quastel, E.C. Corcoran, B.J. Lewis, C. Thiriet and G. Hadaller, Model Support for an
Out-Reactor-Instrumented Defected Fuel Experiment to Validate the RMCC Fuel Oxidation
Model, UNENE R&D Workshop and Poster Session, Toronto Ontario, 12/13 December
2011.
Conference Proceedings and Contributions (12)
1.

2.

3.

E. C. Corcoran, T.W. Krause, P. K. Chan, and B.J. Lewis, RMCC Fuel Research Activates,
University Network of Excellence in Nuclear Engineering (UNENE) R&D Workshop and
Poster Session, Toronto Ontario, 12 December 2012.
M.T. Sellers, T. Goorely, E.C. Corcoran, D.G. Kelly, Delayed Gamma & Neutron Emissions
from Special Nuclear Materials: Measurements and MCNP6 Modeling, LANL, Los Alsmos,
NM, 3 October 2012.
S. Bissegger, J. Towns, K. Cosway, A. Kerr, E.C. Corcoran, K.P. Weber, Degradation of
Caffeine in Aqueous Solution using Gamma Irradiation, Proceedings of the 62nd Canadian
Chemical Engineering Conference, Vancouver, B.C. 14-17 October 2012.
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4.

E.C. Corcoran, Corcoran Research Activities at RMCC, CNSC Collaboration meeting at
RMCC, 22 August 2012.
5. M. Roeterink, E.C. Corcoran, E.G. Dickson, Simulation of Radioactive Particulate Exposure
to Personal Protective Equipment, CNSC Collaboration meeting at RMCC, 22 August 2012
6. M.T. Sellers, J.T. Goorley, E.C. Corcoran, D.G. Kelly, Delayed Particle Measurements from
Fissile Isotopes & MCNP6 Modeling: Past, Present and Future Work, Los Alamos, NM, X
Computational Physics 3 Summer Student Presentation, 16 August 2012
7. M.T. Sellers, D.G. Kelly, E.C. Corcoran, Post-Irradiation Examination of Delayed Neutron
Signatures from Special Nuclear Materials, Proceedings of the 2nd NuMat Conference,
Osaka Japan, 21-25 October 2012.
8. M.T. Sellers, J.T. Goorley, D.G. Kelly, E.C. Corcoran, A Preliminary Comparison of MCNP6
Delayed Neutron Emission from 235U and Experimental Measurements, American Nuclear
Society Conference, Chicago, IL, 24-29 June 2012.
9. M. Roeterink, F. Lavoie, E.G. Dickson, and E.C. Corcoran, Optimization of Radio-Opaque
Personal Protective Fabric by Monte Carlo Simulation, Canadian Nuclear Society Student
Conference Proceeding, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, 10-13 June 2012. *Award for best
Undergraduate Presentation.M.T. Sellers, E.C. Corcoran, D.G. Kelly, Nuclear Forensics
Applications of Delayed Neutron Counting, Canadian Nuclear Society Student Conference
Proceeding, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, 10-13 June 2012.
10. M.T. Sellers, E.C. Corcoran, D.G. Kelly, Simultaneous 233U and 235U Characterization
through the Assay of Delayed Neutron Temporal Behaviour, PHYSOR 21012 - Advances in
Reactor Physics Proceedings, Knoxville, Tennessee, April 15-20 2012.
11. B.J. Lewis, E.C. Corcoran, and P. Chan, Status Report on UNENE/COG/NSERC Industrial
Research Chair in Nuclear Fuel at RMCC, UNENE R&D Workshop and Poster Session,
Toronto Ontario, 12/13 December 2011.
Technical Reports Prepared for Industry (1)
1. M.T. Sellers, J.T. Goorley, D.G. Kelly, E.C. Corcoran, A Preliminary Comparison of MCNP6
Delayed Neutron Emission from 235U and Experimental Measurements, Los Alamos
Laboratory Report, LA-UR-11-TBD. 15 December 2011.

Interaction with Industry, University and Other Organizations
This CRD program supplements COG research and development (R&D) activities in nuclear
fuel technology, which benefit the national laboratory and the commercial utilities. In particular,
the university research contributes directly to the COG work packages WP22229, WP22230,
and WP22231.
The university research involved strong collaboration with AECL–CRL and the Stern
Laboratories on the out-of-reactor instrumented defective fuel tests. Also, the university has
worked closely with AECL, GEH, CFM, Bruce Power, and OPG on the alternative brazing
project.
Dr. Corcoran has reviewed a number of manuscripts for the Journal of Nuclear Materials and
the Journal of Scientific Research.
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Awards






M. Roeterink and F. Lavoie won 1st prize in the Undergraduate Category at the 2012 CNS
Student Conference, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan 2012. ($300, 62 Posters in session)
M. Sellers awarded a summer internship at Los Alamos National Laboratory, July to
October 2012.
K. Potter, NSERC- Undergraduate Research Award (UGRA), May 2012 to August 2012.
Quastel, CNS-NSERC Doctoral Award, 15 May 2012.
T. Wood, 3rd Prize at the UNENE R&D Workshop and Poster Session, Toronto Ontario,
12/13 December 2011. ($400 Prize, 49 Posters in Session)
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Royal Military College of Canada – Thomas Krause CRD
CRD Title: Advanced Inspection of Candu Steam Generator Tubing
Structures Using Transient Eddy Current
Overview
This project focuses on challenges in CANDU(R) steam generator
(SG) inspection and maintenance that are not presently addressed
by conventional inspection technologies. Development of transient
eddy current (TEC) technology is targeting inspection issues
associated with support plate degradation and fouling, which lead to
tube corrosion and loss of SG efficiency. Inspection and monitoring
of these conditions can be integrated with preventive maintenance
programs, thereby advancing station-life management processes.
Extension of the transient eddy current technique to other in-reactor
tubular structures, such as fuel channel pressure tube/calandria tube
gap and LISS nozzle proximity to calandria tube is also a goal of this
project.

Scope
Development of advanced inspection capability of steam generator tubing structures using
transient eddy current will require optimization of probe design, and advancements in signal
display, signal interpretation and analysis, as well as extension of transient eddy current theory
to SG tubing and its associated structures. The scope of this work will include advancing the
analysis of TEC signals from the current “single feature” approach to a much broader and
comprehensive analysis methodology that can identify and size flaws, and extract signal
information from noise (such as lift-off) as well as from additional complicating features of SG
tube structures, such as support plate proximity and other anomalies.
The scope will also include the development of TEC theory for tube geometry and common tube
calibration flaws, support plates, degradation modes, and various fouling conditions. Modeling
will be performed by applying analytical and numerical methods to boundary conditions
associated with simple SG tube geometries and, for more complex structures, by using
commercial finite element packages such as COMSOL or Infolytica’s Magnet. The theory will be
validated by experiments first performed under laboratory conditions simulating actual SG
structures and geometries and second, if opportunities become available, under real SG
inspection conditions. Successful theoretical and finite element models will be used to further
improve probe design parameters, optimizing acquisition of the key parameters required for SG
condition assessment. Predictive capabilities will be tested against SG tube conditions,
including simulated degraded support plates, tube-to-support gap, and outer diameter fouling,
and if practical against actual SG tube data.
Finally, extension of the transient eddy current technique to other in-reactor tubular structures,
such as fuel channel pressure tube to calandria tube gap and LISS nozzle proximity to calandria
tube, will also be examined.
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Objectives
The objectives of this project are:
(i)
Develop transient eddy current technology, including probe design, optimized for
inspection conditions associated with SG tube geometry.
(ii) Advance the analysis of transient eddy current data for rapid signal feature
recognition and extraction of key inspection parameters.
(iii) Identify processes associated with generation of transient eddy current signals in tube
geometry in the presence of common tube flaws, support plates, including the
presence of support plate degradation modes, and under various fouling conditions.
(iv) Model and develop theory that describes transient eddy current for various steam
generator tube structural geometries in order to advance analytical and predictive
capabilities for assessment of steam generator degradation and fouling conditions.
(v) Validate theoretical models with data obtained under simulated and real steam
generator inspection conditions.
(vi) Extend developed TEC models to more general in-reactor tubular structures such as
fuel channel pressure tube to calandria tube gap and liquid injection shutdown system
(LISS) nozzle proximity to calandria tube.
Program Results /Highlights & Advances in Knowledge
Progress has been made towards objectives (i) to (v) above. Specific progress towards each of
these goals includes (i) developing a TEC probe designed for measurement of gap between SG
tube and steel support plates, (ii) development of methods for analysis of the associated
signals, (iii) examination of conditions where general support plate corrosion has taken place
and tube support fretting has occurred, (iv) modeling of excitation field and pick-up coil response
using finite element method and development of simple analytical models associated with
transient eddy current response in SG tubing and in the vicinity of ferromagnetic materials, and
(v) qualitative validation of finite element signals against TEC signal response measured under
conditions of variable SG tube-to-support plate gap.
A prototype probe design, based on finite element modeling of fields within the SG tube-support
plate (see below), was developed. A picture of the probe is shown Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Prototype probe design with one central excitation coil and 4 pick-up coils, two in front
and two behind.
The probe features a single excitation coil wound coaxially about the axis of the probe. Four
pickup coils are arranged symmetrically about the excitation coil. Two of these can be seen in
Figure 1 and the second pair lies on the other side of the probe directly opposite the visible pair.
Coils are numbered such that Pick up coil 1 (PC1) and PC2 lie on the same side of the probe
(visible side in Figure 1) and PC3 and PC4 are on the opposite side. The front right hand coil
(PC1) can be differentially connected to the coil opposite it (PC3) and the left hand coil (PC2) to
(PC4). The two pairs of coils are sensitive to the position of the probe within the SG tube
support plate. The difference in signal between the two pairs may also be related to tilt in the
plane containing the axes of the coils. An obvious extension of this design would be to include
four more coils in a similar arrangement at 90° around the probe from the first set. The eight
coils could then accurately position the probe within the support plate.
Simulated Support Plates
In order to evaluate the sensitivity of the TEC probe for measuring gap between the SG tube
and inner diameter (ID) of the support plates, four steel collars, simulating SG tube support
plates, were prepared. The collars, were water-jet cut from a 1” thick block of SS410, with IDs of
16.5, 17.4, 19.0, 20.6 and 22.1 mm, designed to accommodate the 15.9 mm (5/8 in) outer
diameter Alloy 800 SG tube specimen supplied by Chalk River Labs.
Positioning System
Accurate placement of Alloy 800 SG tube samples within the steel collars was facilitated by
development of a positioning system. The tube was clamped in a fixture and could be moved
with 0.01 mm resolution in two perpendicular directions using attached micrometers. A steel
collar, held by a set screw in the fixture, was electrically isolated from the fixture holding the
tube, so that an ohmmeter could be used to identify limits of travel and, thereby, the position of
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the SG tube relative to the steel collar. The TEC probe, inserted into one end of the SG tube,
could then be evaluated for sensitivity to variations in proximity of the steel collar.
Measured TEC Response
The response of the PC2-PC4 coil pair to the 16.5 mm ID steel collar can be seen at two axial
positions for the probe outside (red) and inside (blue) the steel collar in Figure 2 (left). The two
coils are not perfectly balanced with respect to each other, resulting in a small signal when the
probe is not within the steel collar as indicated by the red signal. Signal amplitude as a function
of axial position is shown in Figure 2 (right). The signal-to-noise is very good, despite the high
amplification of the signals. Figure 3 shows the response of the probe as the SG tube is
displaced relative to the 16.5 mm ID steel collar (0.6 mm gap). It can be seen that the response
is virtually linear with position for this small variation in gap.
Sensitivity of TEC probe response to fretting wear in SG tubes was also evaluated. Axial scans
past different sized frets in a SG tube indicated that the primary effect was to alter signal shape
at early times, which is readily associated with eddy currents generated in the SG tube, as
opposed to the steel collar. Larger eddy currents induced on the side without a fret slow the rise
of the signal from the coil on this side, causing a short early-time response as one coil responds
faster than the other. The short early time response only results in a small increase in the main
later peak, used to determine relative location of the tube within the collar.
Experimental Summary
Work performed to date identifies progress towards objectives (i) to (iii) indicated in Sect. 1.1
above. With regards to objective (i), while an effective probe design has been identified,
determination of whether it is optimized for SG inspection conditions still needs to be
demonstrated. For objective (ii), extraction of a number of key signal features has been
performed, however whether these can be separated from effects of variable fretting in the SG
tube, probe wobble and nonuniform corrosion in the support plate still needs to be investigated.
For objective (iii), TEC response in the presence of degradation mechanisms, only a study of
the effects of fretting wear on the generation of eddy currents has been initiated.
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Figure 2: (Left) Two TEC response curves colour coded to points in the graph on the right.
(Right) Amplitude response of differential probe (coils 2 and 4) for an axial traverse along the
tube past the support plate.
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Figure 3: Measured () and modelled () response as a function of shift from centre for 16.5
mm ID collar.

Finite Element (FE) Modeling of Prototype Probe in Steam Generator Tube Geometries
Objectives (iv) and (v) target modeling followed by validation of TEC phenomena in SG tube
and support plate geometries, respectively. Progress against these objectives is presented
here.
COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3 software was used to perform FE modeling of the proposed probe
design and modeled results were used to optimize pick-up coil positions in the tested probe
design. Models were run on a 2.93 GHz duo-quad core computer with 54.0 GB of RAM. A direct
linear solver (MUMPS) was used to solve the model in the transient analysis mode. Typical
computation times to run a model were ~45 min.
Figure 4 shows a solved 3D half-model, with four pickup coils labeled PC1 to PC4. The probe,
modeled after the prototype shown in Figure 1, and Alloy 800 SG tube are both centered inside
the largest 22.1 mm ID steel collar, which simulates the support plate. Models investigated the
effect of shift of probe and tube with respect to collar centers for collar IDs between 16.5 to 22.1
mm. The modeled signal amplitude increased with tube shift, due to closer proximity of one of
the pickup coils to the wall of the collar as compared to the other, in agreement with
experimental results. Near collar centres and for small shifts, modeled signal amplitudes from
differentially connected coil pairs were observed to change linearly with tube shift. This was in
agreement with experimentally measured TEC coil response, as shown in Figure 3 for a 16.5
mm ID collar. or larger collar diameters, simulating corroded support plate structures, gaps are
larger and nonlinear response with shift becomes evident. This is shown in Figure 5 for the 22.1
mm collar corresponding to the FE model geometry of Figure 4. Further modeling of SG tube
and support plate under various conditions along with validation of FE models is required.
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Figure 4: FE model showing current density (Jx) and magnetic flux density (streamlines) at 5×105
s.
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Figure 5: Variation of peak differential current with tube shift in the 22.1 mm ID collar with 6 mm
gap.
Analytical/Numerical Modeling of TEC Geometries
Analytical/numerical models for TEC phenomenon are also being investigated. As these are
fairly complex, only the simplest geometries will be examined. These include a coaxial probe
within a SG tube that is within an infinite steel borehole. This work is currently underway.
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Discussion of Path Forward
No deviations from original objectives have been encountered. Objective (vi), extension of
developed TEC models to more general in-reactor tubular structures, will be addressed in the
latter stages of this project. The first 9 months of this project has seen considerable progress
towards objectives (i) through (v) and the laying down of basic groundwork, which will facilitate
graduate student involvement in acquisition and analysis of relevant data, accompanied by
interpretation of results and development of advanced techniques for steam generator tube
inspection. This will provide essential training for students in this area of developing eddy
current technology, with opportunities for work in SG tube inspection and, in general, inspection
of tubular structures.

Cases with Realized outcomes To Industry; Knowledge Transfer, Technology Application to
Industry Etc.
N/A

Research Facilities and Equipment
Probe as shown in Figure 1 above. AECL has provided tubes and support plate materials for
experimental setups as shown in Figure 6 below.

SG Tubes
Broach
Support
Degraded Tube
Sheets
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Figure 6. Experimental tube and support plate materials for evaluating effects of gap on
transient eddy current signals.

Current HQP Enrolled in the Programs; number and type
Doctoral Student Daniel Desjardins: Has generated simple analytical/numerical models of SG tube geometry,
providing interpretation of basic TEC phenomena. He is registered at Queen’s Unversity and cosupervised by Professor Lynann Clapham.

HQP that had graduated; number, type and specify where employed
N/A (This project only began March 1, 2012)

Publications /Journal Papers
N/A (This project only began March 1, 2012)

Interactions /Consultations to Industry or Others
Government Scientist –
Brian Lepine: Provides oversight and supervision for in-kind portion of work at AECL. Is primary
resource for specific information on SG inspection issues and inspection requirements.
Company Scientist –
Sean Sullivan: Is UNENE representative for OPG. Acts as resource for specific information on
SG inspection issues and inspection requirements.
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UOIT – Scott Nokleby CRD
CRD Title: Development of New Fuel Channel Inspection Tools for
Increased Inspection Speed
Overview
Existing CANDU fuel channel inspection techniques are extremely
time consuming. First, they require the reactor to be off-line. Second,
they only enable one fuel channel to be inspected at a time. These
shortcomings have been identified by Ontario Power Generation’s
(OPG’s) Inspection, Maintenance, and Commercial Services (IM&CS)
Non-Destructive Examination Department. This project proposes to
address these shortcomings by developing two new inspection tools.
The first tool to be developed will be a self-contained system that can
be inserted into a fuel channel as part of a fuel bundle string, while the
reactor is on-line, and perform the necessary inspections of the fuel
channel. This system, dubbed the capsule, must be able to provide required Non-Destructive
Examination (NDE) tests in the extremely demanding, high temperature, high-flux core
environment, and there-fore must be radiation hardened and total dose fault tolerant.
The second tool to be developed will be a fire-and-forget, self-propelled inspection tool that can
be inserted into a fuel channel of a reactor that is off-line. Multiple copies of this tool, dubbed the
crawler, will be capable of being inserted into multiple fuel channels and will perform inspections
in parallel, despite being inserted sequentially by a delivery machine such as the Channel
Inspection and Gauging Apparatus for Reactors (CIGAR) or the Universal Delivery Machine
(UDM).
The project was approved for a February 2012 start, but due to the timing of the notification for
the project and the ability to recruit HQP to work on the project; the project did not commence
until May 2012. In addition, upon further discussion with OPG personnel, the initial focus of the
project has been shifted towards developing the prototype for the second tool discussed above,
the fire-and-forget, self-propelled inspection tool, the crawler. It is anticipated that some of the
developed technologies for this prototype can be extended to the capsule prototype discussed
above. This will be undertaken in Year 3 of the project.
Since May, there has been good progress on the project with regards to the design of the new
inspection system. To-date one PhD (part-time) student and one MASc student have been
recruited. In addition, for the period of May 2012 to August 2012, three undergraduate summer
research students were involved with the project. Since September 2012, two fourth year
capstone design groups (one group of five students and one group of four students) have been
working on different aspects of the project.
In terms of work completed, a detailed literature review of existing CANDU fuel channel
inspection systems along with other possible pipe inspection technologies has been conducted.
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The development of the new inspection system is proceeding on two fronts. First is the
development of a method to allow wireless communication of data through the fuel channel endcap. This piece is critical to allow the functioning of the overall system. Potential technologies
have been investigated and an initial concept has been proposed. A simple proof-of-concept
prototype was built to verify the design concept. Currently, a more rigorous prototype is being
developed that will allow testing of the concept under design pressures.
The second avenue of investigation is the development of a robotic crawler that will move the
inspection head in the channel. To-date initial concept generation has taken place. A key
requirement of this part of the system is to be able to accurately localize the crawler in the fuel
channel. As such, efforts have been focused on developing a localization system for the
crawler.
In addition to the above, work has also proceeded on developing a new flaw replication tool that
can be used in-situ.

Research Team
Professor Scott Nokleby is the principle investigator and has been providing the overall
leadership of the project including the day-today supervision of all HQP in the project.
Professor Ed Waller if the co-investigator has been actively involved in the project in areas
related to radiation effects and sensor technologies. All HQP are co-supervised by Professors
Nokleby and Waller.
Mr. Cliff Chan (PhD student, part-time) is working on the development of the wireless
communication across the end-cap, i.e., a wifi end-cap, along with the power and signal
transmission requirements for all sensors and the proposed robot crawler.
Mr. Shivam Shukla (MASc student) is working on the development of a robotic crawler that will
move the sensor head package through a fuel channel.
Capstone Design Group #1 is working with both Mr. Chan and Mr. Shukla. They have been
focussing on a cabling system that will hook the robotic crawler to the wifi end-cap being
developed.
Capstone Design Group #2 is working on the development of an in-situ tool for replication of fuel
channel flaws.
The main contacts at OPG have been Mr. Don Jarron and Mr. Graham Jarvis. Both gentlemen
have been providing valuable feedback on the developments of the research group. Mr. Jarvis
has been the main point of contact in terms of providing documents and drawings.
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UOIT – Shahram Shahbazpanahi CRD
CRD Title: Advancement of Sensor Array Processing and MIMO Signal
Processing for Non-destructive Testing
Overview
In this NSERC Collaborative Research and Development Grant
proposal, we propose to study the applications of sensor array
processing and multiple input multiple output (MIMO) imaging to
ultrasonic non-destructive testing (NDT) in nuclear power plants. NDT
is a type of analysis performed on a completed product to detect
fatigue effects and structural imperfections. Such processes utilize
ultrasound, infrared radiation, x-ray, or other testing techniques, to
ensure that products are not damaged or destroyed during the testing
process, thereby providing a balance between quality control and cost
effectiveness. Additionally, NDT can be used to ensure safety and
quality, to increase production and serviceability, and to extend the life
of equipment and systems’ components. As one of the significant
breakthroughs in wireless communications, MIMO signal processing has been widely
investigated as a means used to increase reliability and data throughput in the area of wireless
connectivity. In MIMO communication schemes, the transmitter and the receiver are equipped
with multiple antennas, thereby providing more reliable communication and/or higher data rates
as compared to traditional single antenna transmission-reception schemes. More recently,
MIMO techniques have found their applications in radar systems. Known as MIMO radars, these
systems employ multiple antennas to transmit temporally short but high-frequency
electromagnetic bursts toward targets (reflectors) that are under surveillance. Once these bursts
are reflected back towards the radar, they are recorded using multiple antennas and processed
afterward to extract the information of interest about the targets and obtain an image of the
environment under surveillance. Similar techniques are used in sonar systems where the
localization of moving objects (such as ships and submarines) in the seawater is of particular
interest. In NDT imaging applications, MIMO signal processing involves two tasks: i) designing
the signals that are to be transmitted on multiple transmitters, and ii) processing the signals
received by multiple receivers in order to ensure that the most accurate images are obtained.
The objective of the project is to apply MIMO imaging and sensor array signal processing
techniques to the development of new design tools for the ultrasonic non-destructive testing of
nuclear power plants and systems therein. In nuclear power plants, certain surfaces and
materials require proper maintenance and inspection as they are critical to the safe operation of
the plant. As compared to current methods, this project will provide OPG inspection operators
with superior ability to detect cracks and thinning in these surfaces. Based on the recent
breakthroughs in the areas of array signal processing, our objective is to develop and apply
novel techniques for NDT in the nuclear industry. The project will investigate MIMO signal
processing methods for imaging, array calibration techniques, wideband and vector sensor
processing tools as well as high-resolution and distributed source (reflector) localization
approaches.
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After imaging the structural imperfections, it is time to build an optimal image processing chain
including: noise filtering, region of interest (ROI) extraction, and measuring the dimensions of
the extracted regions. Proposing this chain brings the following two benefits for the current
research project:
1) Introducing an objective assessment method to compare proposed variant imaging
algorithms - By utilizing benchmark imaging, we will be able to conduct a numerical
comparison instead of subjective visual assessment. These kind of comparative studies
help to improve the proposed imaging methods.
2) Providing detailed information about the structural flaws – Extracting ROI and measuring
the required dimensions provide more detailed information about the severity of the
flaws; which are essential factors to make any further decision about the product under
non-destructive testing.
In order to obtain the required image processing chain, the image processing modules, their
optimal arrangement and also corresponding control parameters will be determined using an
optimization method. A mathematical morphology (MM) chain - built using dilation, erosion,
opening, and closing operations with optimal structuring elements (SE.s) - will be utilized. The
performance of the proposed algorithms will be examined using a comprehensive suite of
benchmark images.

Progress made towards the objectives of the projects
PI and his research team have disclosed the following four inventions to UOIT and to the
industry partners:
o
o
o
o

Ultrasonic Imaging for Non-Destructive Testing Using Correlation Receiver
Ultrasonic Imaging for Non-Destructive Testing using Distributed reflector Modelling
Ultrasonic Imaging for Non-Destructive Testing using MUSIC and Capon Techniques
Ultrasonic Imaging for Non-Destructive Testing using Beamforming and Phase Shift
Migration

Moreover, Dr. Rahnamayan has been conducting research on proposing optimal image
processing chain using mathematical morphology (MM) techniques and hybrid genetic
computation.

Below, we provide explanation with respect to each invention.
Ultrasonic Imaging for Non-Destructive Testing Using Correlation Receiver
Using an ultrasonic transduce array, we have developed a method to extract, from the array
signals, the location and shape of the upper surface of a test sample which has been immersed in
water. The location and shape of this surface is crucial in imaging the inside of the sample. Our
method is based on correlating the signal received by each element with the signal transmitted by
that very same element. This transmitted signal is extracted from a few hundred samples of the
signal received by one of the transducers adjacent to the transmitting transducer. We have tested
this method on the measurement data to extract the location and shape of the upper surface.
The proposed correlation-based surface imaging method performs well in our experiments.
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Ultrasonic Imaging for Non-Destructive Testing using Distributed reflector Modelling
In most signal processing literature, it is usually assumed that sources or reflectors are point
sources or reflectors located at far field from the sensors. However, in most application such as
radar, sonar, wireless communication and non-destructive testing (NDT), sources or reflectors
are distributed in space. Especially in immersed ultrasonic test considering the upper surface of
the material under test as a point reflector will cause a major error in localization of the crack
inside the material under test. This surface not only produces a strong interference on the
received signal by reflecting the probing signal, but also has an effect on the signature of all the
points inside the material under test. Therefore, a precise model for this surface will result in a
precise localization of the cracks inside the material under test. In this work, we model the
reflectors as spatially distributed reflectors. That is, we model the reflectors as distributed
reflectors consisting of infinite number of point reflectors.
In order to localize the reflectors, we consider a shape for the reflector and try to estimate the
parameters of this shape using a covariance fitting approach. To do so, we assume that the
reflectors have random reflection coefficients. In practice, the reflectors are partially correlated.
It means that signals arriving from different part of the source or reflector are partially correlated.
These kinds of signals can be localized using the Incoherently Distributed (ID) sources
modeling. We assume that reflectors are incoherently distributed reflectors, then we conduct the
experiment a sufficient number of times and we calculate the covariance matrix of the received
vector. In the Covariance Fitting Approach, assuming a known shape for the reflector, we
estimate the parameters of the reflector which result in a covariance matrix which has the
minimum difference with the covariance matrix obtained from our measurements. This results in
solving a least-square (LS) estimation problem. Computer simulation has been used to show
the performance of this approach. The simulation shows the accuracy of the approach. The
model has a low computational complexity. The code can be run for a few minutes for a good
grid search.
Ultrasonic Imaging for Non-Destructive Testing using MUSIC and Capon Techniques
Previous studies in non-destructive testing (NDT) mostly focus on applying the traditional delay
and- sum (DAS) technique for imaging defects in solid materials. However, the DAS-based
approaches are independent of the second order statistics of the data, therefore, they provide
lower resolution and have inferior interference suppression capabilities, as compared to highresolution techniques such as the well-celebrated multiple signal classification (MUSIC) and
Capon techniques. In this work, we apply MUSIC and Capon methods to NDT applications,
thereby exploiting the second order statistics (SOS) of the data. Different from traditional MUSIC
and Capon approaches, we take the mode conversion phenomenon into account and develop
MUSIC- and Capon-based imaging techniques which exploit the additional information that are
present in all propagating modes to the advantage of imaging procedure- a problem not
previously addressed in the context of NDT applications. We exploit the dominant modes in
acoustic propagation (e.g., longitudinal and shear modes) in the data and propose mode
conversion based MUSIC (MC-MUSIC) and mode conversion based Capon (MC-Capon)
imaging methods. Both the numerical simulations as well as data validation show that our
proposed SOS-based approaches perform better compared to the DAS-based imaging
algorithms in terms of root mean square error (RMSE) and also provide higher resolution, and
better side-lobe suppression capabilities. In addition, the proposed MC-MUSIC and MC-Capon
methods provide higher resolution images as compared to their standard mode-neglecting
counterparts.
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Ultrasonic Imaging for Non-Destructive Testing using Beamforming and Phase Shift Migration
Ultrasonic imaging is a technique to provide an image from an object using ultrasounds.
Frequencies which are being used range from 2MHz to 18MHz. In this method a probe
containing multiple acoustic transducers is used to send pulses of sound into a material.
Whenever a sound encounters a material with a different density (acoustical impedance), part of
the sound wave is reflected back to the probe and is detected as an echo. This reflected signal
is then used to obtain an image of the material under test.
In this work, we are dealing with immersed objects in water. This case is different from the
contact situation, where there is no gap between transducers and the object to be imaged.
When we are imaging objects immersed in water, the difficulty that arises is that the speed of
wave in passing through different layers changes. In such scenarios, traditional algorithms
developed for contact cases cannot be applied directly.
We have developed a method based on phase shift migration and delay and sum beamforming.
In phase shift migration, we compensate for different velocities that wave experiences while
passing through different layers. This algorithm has been implemented in frequency domain.
The delay and sum beamforming algorithm is the second method that we have applied it to
multilayer case. In this approach different time-of-flights from each transducer element to each
point in the region of interest are compensated and then a summation is performed on all the
aligned observations to form the image. However, as we mentioned before in multilayer imaging
scenarios, these delays cannot be calculated easily. The way we tackle this problem, is by
introducing a root-mean-square (RMS) velocity and replacing our multilayer situation with just
one layer where the speed of wave in this layer is RMS speed. This algorithm has been
implemented in time-domain.
Proposing Optimal Image Processing Chain Using Mathematical
Techniques and Hybrid Genetic Computation

Morphology

(MM)

In order to propose an optimal image processing chain, MM-based image processing
techniques have been studied, including: dilation, erosion, closing, opening, hit-or-miss and
pruning transforms, morphological skeleton, filtering by reconstruction, and granulometry. The
optimal arrangement of operations and designed structuring elements should be determined to
achieve a desirable performance. In a two-level hybrid optimization, a genetic programming
(GP) will be utilized to find the optimal arrangement of MM operations; and genetic algorithm
(GA) will optimize the numerical parameters, including structuring elements. The designed
hybrid algorithm will employ synthesis ground-truth images for training of the chain. Currently,
we are working on designing of a hybrid GP+GA algorithm.

Research Team
During this reporting period, the research team consists of the following personnel.
1. Prof. Shahram ShahbazPanahi, Principal Investigator
2. Prof. Shahryar Rahnamayan, Co-Investigator
3. Dr. Foroohar Foroozan: Joined the team as a Postdoctoral Fellow in January 2011 and
left the team in March 2012, she has been working on the following topics:
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Time Reversal Bayesian Ultrasonic Array Imaging for Non-destructive Testing.
Adaptive Beamformers for Multi-Modal Ultrasonic Array Imaging.
Applying Adaptive Imaging (Capon, MUSIC) to Simulated and Measurement Data.

4. Ms. Nasim Moallemi: She joined the team in January 2011 as a PhD student and is
currently working on:


Active Array Parametric Localization of Distributed Reflectors for Near-Field NDT
Applications.

5. Mr. Yaser Matar: He started as a Master student in September 2011 and is currently
taking his course load while studying about the fundamentals of non-destructive testing.
He was working on considering multipath in layered media with the aim of improving the
quality of the image in such media. He quit his MASc. studies in summer 2012.
6. Mr. Aras Azimipanah: He started as a Master student in September 2011 and is
currently taking his course load while studying about the fundamentals of nondestructive testing. He helped Dr. Foroozan with measurement data. He is currently
working towards the application of compressive sensing for NDT imaging.
7. Mr. Shaho S. Panahi: He joined the team as a Research Associate (now a Master
student) and is currently taking his course load and studying about state-of-the-art image
processing techniques for NDT applications. He is working under the supervision of Dr.
Rahnamayan.
8. Mr. Shahrokh Hamidi: He joined the research team in September 2012 and is working
on Ultrasonic Imaging for Non-Destructive Testing using Beamforming and Phase Shift
Migration.
9. Dr. Soheil Salari: He worked with the research team for four months and performed
simulations to assess the performance of MUSIC and Capon methods applied to
imaging for NDT.
The research teams benefit from the following industry representatives:
1. Mr. Shaddy Shokralla, OPG
2. Mr. Stuart Craig
3. Mr. Andrew Glovers
So far, the research team had four meetings with the industry representative on a quarterly
basis. During these meetings, members of the team have presented the results of their latest
achievements. The feedbacks received from the industry representatives were very helpful in
properly positioning the research into the context of the available technology.
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Training

Specify type of trainee
(e.g. M.Sc., Ph.D. etc)
(one trainee per line)
PDF
PhD student
Master Student
Master student)
Master student
PDF
PhD student

(a)
Number of
calendar
years on the
project
2 months
15 months
5 months
15 months
15 months
5 months
7 months

(b)
% of
research
time spent
on this
project
80%
100%
100%
100%
100%
90%
100%

(c)
% of salary
from this
grant

0%
100%
100%
100%
100%
0%
100%
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University of Waterloo – Wei-Chau Xie CRD
CRD Title: Seismic Risk Analysis of Nuclear Plants
Overview
The objective of this research project is to develop a probabilistic
framework of analysis, in terms of risk and reliability, for seismic risk
analysis of NPPs. More specifically, the project will provide
methodologies for Seismic Response History Analysis (SRHA) and
Seismic Response Spectral Analysis (SRSA) consistent with
Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis (PSHA).

Progress
This CRD project officially started in January 2011. Significant progress
has been made in the following areas.
Seismic Design Spectra
A novel generalized approach has been developed to generate seismic design spectra,
such as Vector-valued Uniform Hazard Spectra (VUHS), using both scalar and vectorvalued PSHA. The concept of a single design earthquake can be achieved through the
probability of exceeding spectral accelerations simultaneously at multiple controlling periods.
A Vector-valued Seismic Hazard Deaggregation (VSHD) is then performed to determine the
design earthquake in terms of magnitude, source-site distance, and the rate of occurrence
for the VUHS. The fully probabilistic seismic design spectra generated can be easily
incorporated into reliability- and performance-based seismic design of NPPs.
Seismic Design Ground Motions
New approaches have been developed for generating a desired number of earthquake time
histories for building structural design or a set of tri-directional earthquake time histories for
nuclear energy facilities, which are compatible with a target seismic design spectrum, based
on multiple sets of actual earthquake records. These sets of spectrum-compatible
earthquake time histories are generated by using the Hilbert-Huang transform and solving
related optimization problems. The generation procedures preserve the non-stationary
characteristics of seed actual earthquake records and ensure the intrinsic aleatory variability
of ground motions for a given scenario earthquake.
Spatial Variability and Uncertainty of Soil Properties
Modeling and synthesizing spatially correlated, site-reflected, and nonstationary ground
motions at varying sites is important in the response history analysis of structures extended
in large space, such as the nuclear power plant structures with large foundation. A
comprehensive framework is developed on spatial ground simulation by simultaneously
accounting for incoherence effect, wave-path effect, varying site effect, variability with the
coherence models and site response results. A meshfree-Galerkin method in modeling and
synthesizing spatially varying soil properties, which gives a more accurate and appropriate
approach in conducting the soil-structure analysis of NPPs.
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Research Team
One PhD student, Shun-Hao Ni, graduated in September 2012 and is working full-time in the
Department of Engineering Analysis, Candu Energy Inc. His PhD thesis is entitled Design
Earthquakes Based on Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis. Five PhD students (De-Yi Zhang,
Zhao-Liang Wang, Bo Li, Wei Jiang, and Zhen Cai) are currently working in the project.

Publications


Journal Papers
1. De-Yi Zhang, Wei-Chau Xie, and Mahesh D. Pandey, “A Meshfree-Galerkin Method in
Modeling and Synthesis of Spatially Varying Soil Properties,” Probabilistic Engineering
Mechanics (accepted).
2. Shun-Hao Ni, Wei-Chau Xie, and Mahesh Pandey, “Generation of Multiple SpectrumCompatible Earthquake Time-Histories Using Hilbert-Huang Transform,” Journal of
Structural Safety (accepted).
3. De-Yi Zhang, Wei-Chau Xie, and Mahesh Pandey, 2012, “Synthesis of Spatially
Correlated Ground Motions at Varying Sites Based on Vector-Valued Seismic Hazard
Deaggregation,” Soil Dynamics and Earthquake Engineering, 41, 1–13.
4. Shun-Hao Ni, De-Yi Zhang, Wei-Chau Xie, and Mahesh Pandey, 2012, “Vector-Valued
Uniform Hazard Spectra,” Earthquake Spectra, 28(4), 1549–1568.
5. Shun-Hao Ni, Wei-Chau Xie, and Mahesh Pandey, 2011, “Tri-Directional SpectrumCompatible Earthquake Time-Histories for Nuclear Energy Facilities,” Nuclear
Engineering and Design, 241, 2732–2743.
6. Shun-Hao Ni, Wei-Chau Xie, and Mahesh Pandey, 2011, “Application of Hilbert-Huang
Transform in Generating Spectrum-compatible Earthquake Time-histories,” ISRN Signal
Processing, 2011, Article ID 563678, 17 pages, doi:10.5402/2011/563678.
7. Hong-Yu Jia, De-Yi Zhang, Shi-Xiong Zheng, Wei-Chau Xie, and Mahesh D. Pandey,
“Local Site Effects on a High-Pier Railway Bridge under Tridirectional Spatial Excitations:
Nonstationary Stochastic Analysis”, Earthquake Engineering and Structural Dynamics,
submitted.
8. Shun-Hao Ni, Wei-Chau Xie, and Mahesh Pandey, “Seismic Design Spectra Based on
Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis,” Earthquake Spectra, submitted.
9. De-Yi Zhang, Shun-Hao Ni, Wei-Chau Xie, and Mahesh D. Pandey, “Multivariate
Distribution Models for Design Spectral Accelerations on Uniform Hazard Spectra,”
Structure Engineering and Mechanics – an International Journal, submitted.
10. De-Yi Zhang, Wei-Chau Xie, and Mahesh D. Pandey. “Modeling of Spatially Correlated,
Site-Reflected, and Nonstationary Ground Motions Compatible with Vector-valued
Uniform Hazard Spectra,” Earthquake Engineering and Structural Dynamics, submitted.
11. Xi Li, De-Yi Zhang, Wei-Ming Yan, Wei-Chau Xie, and Mahesh D. Pandey, “A Concretefilled Steel Tubular Arch Bridge under Tridirectional Multiple Excitations, I: Model
Calibration,” Engineering Structures, submitted.
12. De-Yi Zhang, Xi Li, Wei-Ming Yan, Wei-Chau Xie, and Mahesh D. Pandey, “A Concretefilled Steel Tubular Arch Bridge under Tridirectional Multiple Excitations, II: Stochastic
Seismic Analysis,” Engineering Structures, submitted.
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Conference Publications and Posters
1. De-Yi Zhang, Wei-Chau Xie, and Mahesh D. Pandey, 2012, “Modeling and Synthesis of
Spatially Correlated, Site-Reflected, and Non-Stationary Ground Motions Compatible
with Vector-Valued Uniform Hazard Spectra,” Proceedings of the 20th International
Conference on Nuclear Engineering and the ASME 2012 Power Conference (ICONE20POWER2012), July 30-August 3, 2012, Anaheim, California, USA.
2. De-Yi Zhang, Wei-Chau Xie, and Mahesh D. Pandey, 2012, “Synthesis of Spatially
Correlated Ground Motions Considering Different Site-Response Effects,” Proceedings
of the 3rd International Structural Specialty Conference, June 6-9, 2012, Edmonton,
Alberta, Canada.
3. Bo Li, Shun-Hao Ni, W.-C. Xie, and Mahesh D. Pandey, 2012, “Design Earthquake for
Nuclear Power Plants Considering Nonlinear Site Effects,” UNENE Student Posters,
December 11-12, 2012, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
4. Zhao-Liang Wang, Wei-Chau Xie, and Mahesh D. Pandey, 2012, “Computationally
Efficient Seismic Risk Analysis for Nuclear Energy Facilities,” UNENE Student Posters,
December 11-12, 2012, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
5. Shun-Hao Ni, De-Yi Zhang, Wei-Chau Xie, and Mahesh D. Pandey, 2011, “Multivariate
Distribution Models for Design Spectral Accelerations Based on Uniform Hazard
Spectra,” 2011 Pan-Am CGS Geotechnical Conference, October 2-6, 2011, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada.
6. Shun-Hao Ni, Wei-Chau Xie, and Mahesh D. Pandey, 2011, “Tri-Directional Spectrum
Compatible Earthquake Time-Histories for Nuclear Energy Facilities,” Canadian Nuclear
Society Annual Conference 2011, June 5-6, 2011, Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada.
7. Shun-Hao Ni, De-Yi Zhang, Wei-Chau Xie, and Mahesh D. Pandey, 2011, “VectorValued Uniform Hazard Spectra,” UNENE Student Posters, December 12-13, 2011,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
8. De-Yi Zhang, Wei-Chau Xie, and Mahesh D. Pandey, 2011, “Influence of Varying Site
Condition on the Coherency Loss of Spatially Correlated Earthquake Motions,” UNENE
Student Posters, December 12-13, 2011, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

Interaction with Industry
Our research team has been working very closely with the Department of Engineering Analysis,
Candu Energy Inc. by working on projects of their immediate interest and providing training.
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